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Abstract:
With the advent of using innovation surveys to provide a better understanding of
evolving practices and factors that shape innovation system, the Department of Science and
Technology has conducted a study involving the said survey to measure the current state of
innovation in the Philippines.
The pilot innovation survey covered key cities in the Philippines and focused on firms
engaged in Electronics and Food Manufacturing and ICT-related industries. The key findings
of the survey revealed that cost factors are the major barriers to innovation and knowledge
management (KM) is a good determinant of innovation. It was found that firms active in KM
practices have shown high innovation activity across size, industry type, and location of
establishment.
The results have shown that knowledge networks are weak. Firms do not avail
technical assistance from the government, academe and research institutions. They
preferred to rely on internal sources and partnerships with customers and suppliers. This
showed low cooperation among the key stakeholders of innovation.
Building on with these results, it was recommended that government authorities
need to work in tandem with the academe and business sectors, strengthen its partnerships
to advocate for innovation, and provide more leadership in bringing people and institutions
together.
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I. Research Problem

Innovation is recognized worldwide as the main driver of economic progress and
social well-being. Policy-makers in many countries seek to create a policy environment that
stimulates and supports innovation in their economies and societies, and thereby,
increasingly demand the development of policy tools to make innovation better understood,
measured and applied in the implementation of specific initiatives in science, technology
and engineering.
In many countries, the innovation survey has been used and tested as an appropriate
policy tool, designed as systems-oriented and policy-relevant, and implemented to produce
meaningful policy inputs.
In the Philippines, the importance of innovation in national development has
recently been recognized. In 2007, the Department of Science and Technology (DoST), in
collaboration with the Intellectual Property Philippines, Asian Institute of Management
Policy Center and IBM Philippines, launched the National Innovation Strategy dubbed as
“Filipinnovation” focused on: 1) strengthening human capital; 2) supporting business
incubation and acceleration efforts; 3) regenerating the innovation environment; and, 4)
upgrading the Filipino mindset. This initiative provided the impetus for the formation of the
Filipinnovation Network, an open and multidisciplinary network with membership of 14
private, 13 government and 11 academic institutions. The members of the Filipinnovation
Network have raised the concern on the need to measure innovation in the country
particularly the innovative performance of economic actors, and to provide empirical basis
for designing effective innovation policies and monitoring their impact over time.
To address this need, the DoST, with funding support from the International
Development Research Center (IDRC), has initiated the implementation of the project,
titled, “Towards an Innovation-led Development Path in the Philippines” (IDRC Project
105177-001). This Project aims to introduce and pilot test an innovation survey in the
Philippine statistical system. The conduct of an innovation survey is a necessary step for the
development of innovation metrics and indicators.
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The results of the pilot innovation survey are expected to provide a better
understanding of the innovative activities of firms, their performance, their linkages and
other relevant indicators for the development of policies and support programs. The survey
findings will also offer opportunities for the government to assess and get feedback on the
impact of its policies, enable assessment of how technologies diffuse and knowledge spread,
and identify gaps and weaknesses in the innovation system.

II. Objectives
The general objective of the Project is to boost economic performance and social
well-being in the Philippines by mainstreaming the innovation system approach into the
center-stage of national policy-making processes. The specific objectives of the Project are
as follows:
1. to enable the design and administration, in collaboration with relevant
stakeholders, of an innovation survey as policy tool for measuring innovative
performance of economic actors and for providing internationally comparable
data that are systems-oriented, policy-relevant and adapted to the Philippine
setting;
2. to stimulate a sustained and collaborative process of policy dialogue, policy
learning and adaptive policy-making among researchers, policy-makers and other
stakeholders on tapping innovation to boost economic performance and social
well being particularly at the sub-national level;
3. to identify and recommend policy tools such as, but not limited to, the
establishment of innovation indicators system, innovation scoreboard, free online access to innovation survey results, use of panel data, and policy monitoring
and evaluation that promote a better understanding by the general public of the
importance of innovation in sustaining economic growth and prosperity; and,
4. to generate a set of policy initiatives that can be assessed for possible advocacy
and adoption.
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III. Methodology

The project methodology was implemented with minor modifications on the planned
composition of Project Steering Committee, as well as of partner organizations. The first
year of implementation was delayed as the decision of DOST management to provide
counterpart funding was deferred due to cost-cutting policy adapted at that time. The
project timetable (originally 24 months) required additional 6 months to implement.

With regards to the research methodology, data was gathered through a survey conducted
by NSO. The development of questionnaire was based on the concepts, definition and
methodology embodied in the OECD Oslo Manual, “Guidelines for Collecting and
Interpreting Innovation Data” (3 rd Edition, 2005), and patterned after the European
Community Innovation Survey (CIS). Three items from the survey instrument designed
under the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) were also included in the
questionnaire. Then, the questionnaire was contextualized to the Philippine setting and
used the reference period, January 2009 to June 2010. Questions pertaining to government
support to innovation initiatives were also added.

The survey covered the following sites in three major Philippine islands: Luzon (Quezon City
and the Special Economic Zones in Cavite and Laguna), Visayas (Metro Cebu which consists
of the cities of Lapu-lapu, Mandaue, and Cebu); and, Mindanao (Davao City).

The sampling unit is the establishment in the formal sector categorized according to the size
of employment, that is, micro, small, medium, and large. The design used stratified
systematic sampling with selected industries in different employment sizes within the
city/province, and enabled the construction of indicators of innovation. The selected
industries include the food, electronics manufacturing, and ICT industries. The total number
of samples is 500 with 40% coming from the food manufacturing and the remaining 60% are
from electronics manufacturing and ICT industries. The medium and large establishments
account for 80% of the samples per industry grouping, while the small and medium
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establishments account for 10% each of the samples on industry grouping. Out of 500
samples, 474 questionnaires are included in tabulations.

Aside from the survey, focus group discussions (FGDs) were also conducted among key
stakeholders to gather feedback and further insights on the initial findings of the survey. The
FGDs generated better understanding and analyses of the survey findings.

The profile of the establishments was obtained from cross-tabulations and/or figures. The
overall/integrative report employed the use of econometric model, such as (binary) probit
regression that enabled the experts to identify the effects of a target variable to innovation
behavior. Variables examined in a probit regression model to explain how likely are
establishments to be product innovators, process innovators, and innovators, in general,
include: employment size (in logarithmic form), age of the firm, geographic market (in
particular, whether or not the firm’s geographic market is limited to the local market only),
share of foreign capital participation, share of female employment,

major industry

(whether the firms is in the food manufacturing, electronics manufacturing, or IT sectors),
location (whether the firm is located in Cebu, Davao, Quezon City, or PEZA), and engaged in
knowledge management.

For the national/integrative analysis, it made use of a standard econometric tool (the use of
an instrumental variable) to handle endogeneity issues. An indicator on whether or not the
firm receive some kind of government support was incorporated in the probit model used
by the experts. This variable is correlated with the endogenous explanatory variable (the
indicator on whether or not the firm is engaged in knowledge management practices,
conditional in the other covariates).

IV. Project Activities

The project work plan (Annex I. Project Work Plan) is divided into three phases:
1. Phase 1 - Pre-survey
2. Phase 2 - Actual conduct of Survey
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3. Phase 3 - Analysis, Report Preparation and Advocacy
1.a. Phase 1 - Pre-survey
1.a.1. Held pre-project consultation meetings. As part of the pre-survey activities,
initial talks were held with relevant experts in De La Salle University, with the
project staff involved in Ateneo’s “Innovation for the Base of the Pyramid”
and potential partners like the National Statistics Office (NSO) and
institutions from Los Baños, Cebu, and Davao. The inputs gathered during
these various encounters were of great value to the further enhancement of
the implementation of the project.
1.a.2. Organized the DOST Core Project Team. The DOST Core Project Team was
organized to give high priority and focus to all other relevant activities of
DOST towards the implementation of the project. (Annex II.A. The DOST Core
Project Team Members)
1.a.3. Created the Project Steering Committee (PSC). The PSC was constituted
composed of six representatives from institutions that strategically influence
and shape the innovation environment, statistical environment and economic
policy-making in the country. The functions of the PSC are as follows:
1.a.3.1. establish the policy directions for the implementation of the
project;
1.a.1.1. review the design of the questionnaire and the sampling frame;
1.a.1.2. ensure the alignment of the innovation survey with international
standards;
1.a.1.3. formulate and recommend national policies that stimulate
innovation;
1.a.1.4. recommend approaches to promote better understanding and
appreciation of innovation; and,
1.a.1.5. enjoin the assistance of relevant agencies.
(Annex II.B. The Project Steering Committee Members)
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1.a.4. Secured DOST (Government) Counterpart Funding. The project documents
indicating the need for counterpart funding from the DOST were prepared
during the 3rd quarter of 2009 and submitted to the DOST Executive
Committee (ExeCom) for approval. Coordination were made with the
National Research Council of the Philippines (NRCP), specifically, its member,
Dr. Socorro Rodriguez, to which the project was forwarded for further
evaluation. The Project was positively endorsed by the NRCP and the DOST
counterpart was approved by the DOST Executive Committee in its
deliberation on April 19, 2010. The approved project duration is 18 months,
starting on May 2010 until October 2011.
The Project Team later requested another extension for three months
(October 2011 to January 2012) for the promotional activities of the project.
It was approved by the DOST Executive Committee on December 6, 2011.
1.a.5. Approved and finalized the survey questionnaire based on two innovation
survey models (Annex III. Survey Questionnaire). The questionnaire was
developed in coordination with NSO and approved by the PSC. Basically, it
was developed based on the internationally comparable concepts, definitions
and methodology as embodied in the OECD Oslo Manual, “Guidelines for
Collecting and Interpreting Innovation Data”, 3 rd Edition, 2005. Furthermore,
the questionnaire was patterned over the European Community Innovation
Survey (CIS) which is currently in its fourth round. Three items from the
survey instrument designed under the New Partnership for Africa
Development (NEPAD) were also included in the questionnaire. The
questionnaire has sixteen areas of inquiry namely:
1.a.5.1. General Information about the enterprise
1.a.5.2. Capital Formation a of 31 December 2009
1.a.5.3. Employment as of 15 November 2009
1.a.5.4. Product Innovation (Goods or Service)
1.a.5.5. Process Innovation
1.a.5.6. Ongoing or Abandoned Innovation Activities
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1.a.5.7. Innovation Activities and Expenditures
1.a.5.8. Sources of Information and Cooperation for Innovation
Activities
1.a.5.9. Effects of Innovation
1.a.5.10. Factors Hampering Innovation Activities
1.a.5.11. Intellectual Property Rights
1.a.5.12. Organizational Innovation
1.a.5.13. Marketing Innovation
1.a.5.14. Knowledge Management
1.a.5.15. Response to Government Innovation-related Policies
1.a.5.16. Other Information
1.a.6. Held Project Steering Committee (PSC) meetings. The PSC convened in
eleven meetings after its creation. The meetings basically monitored the
progress of the project and delved into the details of the innovation survey,
particularly the site, coverage, instrument and sampling design. Meetings
were continuously held after the survey was conducted to discuss the results,
analysis, and activities related to communicate the results to the project sites
and to the national audience. (Annex IV. PSC Meetings)
1.a.7. Consulted with the National Statistics Office (NSO). The DOST Core Project
Team held a series of consultative meetings with the NSO to discuss the
Memorandum of Agreement between the NSO and the DOST in the
implementation of the Project. Based on the discussions with the NSO, it was
resolved that the NSO will conduct the actual survey considering that it has
the mandate and, thus, has greater chance of 100% retrieval of the survey
questionnaires specially from the private sector.

Meeting between the NSO and the Project Core Team at NSO, Sta. Mesa, Manila.
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A meeting was held on March 4, 2010 at the NSO, Sta. Mesa, Manila to thresh
out the details of the proposed sampling frame which includes micro, small,
medium and large establishments, engaged in food and electronics
manufacturing and ICT sector in the following areas: Quezon City (QC), PEZA
Economic Zones in Laguna and Cavite, Metro Cebu and Davao City. The pre-test
of the survey questionnaire was conducted in August 2010 and the actual survey
was accomplished by the end of December 2010. The last meeting was held on
February 18, 2011, NSO reported the gathered innovation survey data. The
meeting was held in Intercontinental Hotel, Makati City.
Sample allocation per survey site
Total No. of sample
Quezon City
Food Industry
Non-Food Industries

500
172
79
93

PEZA (Cavite)
Food Industry
Non-Food Industries

79
6
73

PEZA (Laguna)
Food Industry
Non-Food Industries

75
11
64

Metro Cebu
Food Industry
Non-Food Industries

129
70
59

Davao City
Food Industry
Non-Food Industries

45
35
10

1.a.8. Coordinated with the concerned DOST Regional Offices. The Project was
implemented in collaboration with the following DOST Regional Offices:
1.a.8.1.1.

DOST National Capital Region (DOST-NCR) for Quezon City
Regional Director: Dr. Teresita C. Fortuna

1.a.8.1.2.

DOST Region VII for Metro Cebu
Regional Director: Engr. Rene Burt N. Llanto
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1.a.8.1.3.

DOST Region XI for Davao City
Regional Director: Dr. Anthony C. Sales

The aforementioned DOST Regional Offices were responsible for the
organization of their respective Local Project Steering Committees (LPSCs);
the identification of local experts for the analyses of the survey results in
their area; the review of the report of analysis of the survey results done by
the local expert; the documentation of the local innovation forum and the
development of the Innovation Action Agenda for concerned area. In the case
of the DOST-NCR, the Philippine Institute for Development Studies (PIDS) was
engaged in the selection of their local expert, as well as the integration of the
analyses of the results of the local surveys. (Annex I.C. The Local Project
Steering Committees)
1.a.9. Coordinated with the Philippine Economic Zone Authority (PEZA). As
decided by the PSC, PEZA Economic Zones, particularly in Cavite and Laguna,
will be included in the survey. The Project Core Team had several meetings
with PEZA to coordinate the major activities concerning the PEZA Zones—
actual survey, FGD, and presentation to the PEZA Board. Atty. Lilia B. De lima,
the Director-General of PEZA had also been invited to several PSC meetings.
1.a.10. Contracted the Philippine Institute for Development Studies (PIDS) who has
technical expertise in the Analysis of Surveys. Based on previous
engagements, the PIDS demonstrated high command of a myriad of
analytical tools which may be used in the processing and integration of the
survey results. Thus, the PIDS was tapped to document the said analyses into
a national and local reports (QC) with the corresponding national and local
policy briefs, and to prepare presentation materials for the national and local
fora.
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The PIDS, together with the experts from Cebu and Davao, presented the results
and analyses of the survey last May 20, 2011 at PIDS Office at Makati City. L-R: Ms.
Romellen Tresvalles (DOST-NCR), Ms. Cynthia F. Abalos, Ms. Therese T. Estella, Mr.
Roel A. Sancho, Dr. Jose Ramon G. Albert, Dr. Anthony C. Sales, Ms. Joan A. Jaque,
Dr. Rafaelita M. Aldaba, Dir. Bernie S. Justimbaste, and Ms. Cherry G. Gonzales.

1.a.11. Requested for a consultant from IDRC. The project engaged an external
consultant, Dr. Pun-Arj Chairtana, recommended by IDRC through Dr. Ellie
Osir. Dr. Chairatana reviewed and made recommendations on the survey
design and implementation and the international comparability of the survey.

L-R: Dr. Jose Ramon G. Albert, Dr. Pun-Arj Chairatana, Dr. Simon Ellis, and Usec.
Fortunato T. de la Peña during the Filipinnovation 3rd Anniversary Celebration on
Nov 26, 2010 at Intercontinental Hotel, Makati City.

1.b. Phase 2 - Actual conduct of Survey. The NSO conducted the actual survey held in
September-December 2010.

During this period, experts were contracted in

preparation for the analysis of data to be submitted by the NSO.
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The experts are Dr. Jose Ramon Albert, Dr. Rafaelita Aldaba, and Mr. Francis
Quimba,

researchers

from

the

PIDS.

They

were

in-charge

for

the

National/Integrative, Quezon City, and PEZA Areas reports, respectively. Local
experts were also chosen. For Metro Cebu analysis, the Cebu LPSC has selected Ms.
Joan Jaque, a social development planner of Hydronet Consultants, Inc. For Davao
City, Dr. Bonifacio A. Gabales, a lead researcher from the University of South
Eastern Philippines (USEP), was assigned by the Davao LPSC.
1.c. Phase 3 - Analysis, Report Preparation and Advocacy. Phase 3 begun with the
submission of the tabulated data by the NSO to the DOST, PIDS and the concerned
DOST Regional Offices by January 2011 to March 2011. The chosen experts were
expected to work on the analyses after receiving the tabulations from the NSO.
To ensure harmonized analysis of innovation survey data, the PSC agreed that there
should be a series of meetings for the experts. The experts convened in three
meetings allotted for data familiarization, discussion on the outline of the study,
and a writeshop for policy. The first leg was held in February 2011 and the second
and third legs were organized in March 2011.
The experts had prepared the reports for each survey site. They initially presented
the results to the LPSCs, Project Core Team, and the PSC for further scrutiny. The
results were then presented to a series of local innovation forum to communicate
and gather feedbacks from the stakeholders. Thereafter, the Project Team
organized a national forum, in collaboration with PIDS, to convey the results to a
national-scale audience. The forum was attended by government authorities,
industry associations, academe, research institutions, and other key stakeholders
on October 17, 2011. The project website was made online prior to this event.
The results of the discussions of the LPSCs and the series of innovation forum will be
the bases for the development of an Innovation Action Agenda for the concerned
areas. The results were also presented in a roundtable discussion with a number of
Filipino experts identified by the Project Administrator. With regards to the
publication of the project results, monographs of the findings for each survey site
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and the overall result were distributed on November 25, 2011 in time for the fourth
anniversary celebration of the Filipinnovation. Phase 3 started in April 2011.
V. Project Outputs
1. Technical Reports. The project produced five technical reports, one for each survey
site (Quezon City, PEZA Areas in Cavite and Laguna, Metro Cebu, Davao City) and one
for the overall summary (Annex V. Final Reports). The technical reports contained
the profile of the establishments, summary and breakdown of survey results and
analyses, and policy recommendations.

In collaboration with the Philippine Institute for Development Studies (PIDS), a policy
brief

was

also

released.

It

can

be

accessed

through

http://dirp4.pids.gov.ph/ris/pn/pidspn1117.pdf.

2. Innovation Survey. The innovation survey was successfully conducted by the
National Statistics Office (NSO) in four selected pilot areas (Quezon City, PEZA Areas
in Cavite and Laguna, Metro Cebu, Davao City). The results for each pilot area were
presented to the stakeholders in different local fora

3. Trainings. Prior to the actual conduct of the survey, enumerators were trained
through NSO. The enumerators were tasked to deliver and collect the survey
questionnaires from the identified respondents. Moreover, the NSO produced a field
operations and

processing

manual,

“Survey

of

Innovation

Activities by

Establishments”, which served as a guide to NSO field personnel in the efficient
conduct of the survey and processing of survey questionnaires. (Annex VI. Field
Operations and Processing Manual)

The project also supported the participation of the team members and project
partners to the e-Learning course, entitled, ”Introduction to Innovation Policy for
Developing Countries”, offered by the World Bank Institute (WBI) from November 7
to December 18, 2011.
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4. Publication of Results. The project team agreed to publish the results through
monographs and a book on the innovation survey results. The monographs were
released during the fourth anniversary celebration of the Filipinnovation. The
publication of the book, on the other hand, will require more time until sometime
next year.

5. Advocacy of the Project. The project team intended to intensify the advocacy of the
project. The book on innovation survey results, tentatively titled, “Understanding
Innovation: A Benchmark for Economic Growth” will be the main innovation
advocacy material. Other policy briefs/promotional materials were also identified,
including the production of a framework for the establishment of internationally
comparable local innovation indicators.

6. Press releases. At least twelve press releases on the project have been made (Annex
VII. List of Press Releases). A national innovation forum, titled, “Understanding
Innovations: A Benchmark for Economic Growth and Competitiveness” was held on
October 17, 2011. The said forum was graced by the presence of the Honorable
Senator Edgardo J. Angara, the Chairperson of the Congressional Commission on
Science, Technology and Engineering (COMSTE), the legislative body on S&T in the
Philippines. Immediately after the forum, a press conference was conducted.

7. Project Website. The project website (http://phinnovationsurvey.dost.gov.ph) was
online, containing all pertinent project documents and information. The innovation
survey data, analyses, and reports will be made available to interested business
associations, local government authorities, individual researchers, and other
stakeholders for further policy and program recommendations and analysis and/or
studies.
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VI. Project Outcomes

1. Generation and application of knowledge. The Survey of Innovation Activities was
completed in December 2010. Analyses of innovation data was conducted in the first
half of 2011.
From the analysis of data, results suggested that government programs should be
focused on eliminating barriers to innovation; knowledge and cooperation network
should be strengthened; innovation should be aggressively promoted to make it an
integral part of business strategy; and government support programs should be
appropriately designed to address the varying needs of firms.
2. Contribution to capacity-building of researchers, policy actors, students, and other
partners. Apart from the technical reports and project documents accessible from
the project website, the e-Learning course on innovation policy offered by the World
Bank Institute (WBI) will benefit researchers, policy actors, and other partners
involved in the project, such as DOST, DOST Regional Offices, Philippine Institute for
Development Studies (PIDS), National Research Councifl of the Philippines (NRCP),
and Philippine Economic Zone Authority (PEZA). The e-learning course started
November 7, 2011 and will run until December 18, 2011.
Prior to the said training, Mr. Roel A. Sancho, member of the DOST Project Core
Team attended a training at Jakarta, Indonesia from March 14 to 16, 2011. The
training, titled, “Design of Innovation Policies on Developing Countries” was jointly
organized by the United Nations University-Maastricht Economic and Social Research
and Training Centre on Innovation and Technology (UNU-MERIT) and the Bedan
Pengkaijan Dan Penerapan Teknologi (BPPT). The training program equipped the
participants with a better understanding on science, technology, and innovation
policy. It enabled them to enhance their capabilities to lead innovation policies,
formulate impact-assessment mechanisms, and implement programs aligned with
the Philippine National Innovation Strategy, including the current baseline survey in
innovation activities.
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3. Contribution to networking of researchers, policy-makers and other stakeholders
3.a.

The results of the survey were presented to researchers, policy-makers,
industry associations and other stakeholders in a series of focus group
discussions (FGDs) and innovation fora. Moreover, these activities aimed
to validate the results and elicit policy/program recommendations among
various stakeholders both in the local and national levels.

Davao City participants during the local innovation forum on July
12, 2011 at Pinnacle Hotel and Suites, Sta. Ana Ave., Davao City.

The local innovation forum participants at Cebu City held on July 15,
2011 at Conference Room, DOST Regional Office No. 7.

The Quezon City leg of local innovation forum conducted
on July 22, 2011 at Trader’s Hotel, Pasay City.
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3.b.

During the Phase 1 of the project, the Local Project Steering
Committees (consist of DOST Regional Officer Director, Local
Government Unit head, and three industry representatives) were
established to manage and ensure the smooth flow of the
implementation of the project.
For advocacy part, the LPSCs are seen as the nucleus for the
development of innovation clusters. The idea of establishing
innovation clusters in specific locations in the country has been
already pursued by the Congressional Committee on Science and
Technology and Engineering (COMSTE). The program is a strategy
already used by different countries to collaborate universities and
high-tech companies with local and regional governments to boost
tech-based economic growth and create good jobs.
In the Philippines, the idea is to build institutional capacity to bring
together

the

enterprises,

knowledge

institutions

and

other

stakeholders to support and sustain innovation activities. Moreover,
local and regional authorities should be creatively engaged.

4. Policy Influence. The series of FGDs and innovation fora produced the following
outcomes relevant to policy-making:
4.a.

Mr. Herbert Bautista, the Quezon City Mayor, announced during the
Quezon City local fora that the City Government would conduct the
innovation survey to cover other industry sectors within the city to
establish a baseline data that they could use for policymaking.

4.b.

Mr. Antonio De La Cruz, the Executive Vice President of the Davao City
Chamber of Commerce Inc. signified his organization’s intention to
adopt and use the survey questionnaire to measure the innovative
behaviour of its member-firms.
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VII. Overall Assessment and Recommendations

The Department of Science and Technology (DOST) has successfully designed and
administered the first innovation survey in the country, in collaboration with different
agencies and stakeholders. The survey was able to produce benchmark data on the national
innovative performance that interplays with the economic standpoint of the country.

The survey design gained approval from the statistical community and research
experts. It went through deliberations and refinements to ensure its appropriateness to the
Philippine setting. During the series of sub-national forum, Mr. Herbert Bautista, the Quezon
City Mayor, and Mr. Antonio De La Cruz, Executive Vice President of the Davao City Chamber
of Commerce Inc. signified their interest to adopt the survey design. While Mayor Bautista
wanted to establish a baseline data relevant to the city’s policy-making, Mr. De La Cruz
intended to measure the innovative behaviour of their member-firms.

Prior to the actual survey, policy dialogues had already been conducted among the
Project Steering Committee composed of representatives from institutions that strategically
influence and shape both the statistical environment and economic policy-making in the
country. The DOST has also brought down this initiative to the regional level, thus, engaging
the local government officials, industry leaders, and local researchers, through DOST
Regional Offices.

The results of the survey were successfully echoed to key stakeholders in the
selected project sites through sub-national innovation fora in Davao City, Cebu City, and
Quezon City, respectively. The experts from the Philippine Institute for Development Studies
(PIDS) have also presented the results to the Board Members of the Philippine Economic
Zone Authority (PEZA)—considering that PEZA zones are the country’s leading hub for
innovation.
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While creatively fostering awareness on the importance of innovation and its
indicators, the DOST has provided a website where all the information related to the project
are uploaded. The data and analyses of the survey results were also made available online.
Moreover, the DOST and PIDS also released monographs of the project results and currently
preparing an innovation book for publication this year.

Along with these efforts, a national forum was held last October 2011 and was
graced by the presence of Senator Edgardo J. Angara, the chairperson of COMSTE. The
COMSTE is the country’s legislative body for S&T which is composed of five congressmen
from the House of Representatives and five senators from the Senate.

The COMSTE is mandated to undertake a national review and assessment of the
science, engineering, and technology research and development system of the country to:
enhance the system’s capability to implement constitutional provision on S&T; provide
necessary funding and infrastructure support; strengthen linkages with all sectors
concerned with S&T and engineering R&D; and, assist S&T and engineering sector in
achieving its goals and targets through policies and approaches consistent with the nation’s
development perspectives.

During the forum, Sen. Angara affirmed that the survey was “a timely, relevant piece
of input to governance and public policy.” Citing that 54% of the firms interviewed are
innovators, he urged the participants to “wake up and demand that the government must
commit to implementing a national innovation program in a coordinated, single-minded and
dedicated manner.” He stressed that the government should implement a nationwide
initiative on S&T innovation to spur economic growth and enhance the country’s
competitiveness.

Building upon these, the project results have set the baseline and added up to the
confidence of the COMSTE to pursue a policy initiative of collaborating different
stakeholders to cultivate innovation across the country.
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The project has paved the way, somehow, for COMSTE to initiate and establish
innovation clusters to manage innovation that are area-specific and socially and culturally
relevant. Innovation clustering is a strategy already used by different countries to
collaborate universities and high-tech companies with local and regional governments to
boost tech-based economic growth and create good jobs.

The innovation cluster strategy was adopted by the COMSTE to capacitate
institutions in the country and bring together enterprises, knowledge institutions and other
stakeholders to support and sustain innovation activities, while creatively engaging local and
regional authorities.

The COMSTE is aggressively initiating the formation of innovation clusters in specific
areas and context to assure appropriateness and responsiveness considering the different
socio-cultural and economic factors. Up to date, the COMSTE is pushing for five innovation
clusters: 1) Algae Research and Commercialization; 2) Disaster Science and Management; 3)
ICT for Cloud Computing and Software-as-a-service; 4) Responsible Mining Technologies;
and, 5) Precision Farming and Smart Agriculture. The COMSTE saw to it that the budget for
implementing innovation clusters has been provided not only in 2012 budgets of DOST,
Department of Agriculture (DA) and the Commission on Higher Education (CHED).

The results of the survey can be summarized into one important strategy to
accelerate economic development and competitiveness—collaboration. As COMSTE
reaffirmed, collaboration is the key to competing globally.
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ANNEX I. PROJECT
WORKPLAN (REVISED)
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Year 1
Q1
May 11Aug. 10,
2009

Project Activities

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

a

Holding pre-project consultation meetings
Organizing the project core team; recruitment of project
staff; procurement of office equipment
- Website development and maintenance
Organizing the Project Steering Committee and holding
b
PSC meetings
Engaging of consultants on the comparative review of
existing literature and best practices on innovation
surveys and indicators; and recommendations on survey
c
design and implementation
Establishing collaborative arrangements with NSO
d
Actual innovation survey by NSO
Coordination with DOST Regional Office and creation of
local PSC
a. Holding consultation workshops/ fora on design of
survey instrument, selection of location, sector coverage
and TOR for RFPs; and to promote the project
b. Processing / review / awarding of proposals from
subcontracting academic institution

c. Monitoring subcontractors’ implementation: creation
of local project advisory group chaired by local
government officials and co-chaired by DOST Regional
Directors with representatives from pertinent business
associations and the subcontracting academic institutions;
actual innovation survey; documentation and presentation
of results to local fora.
- Awarding of contractors and preparation of reports of
analysis
7. Holding a national workshop
8. Submission of interim technical/ financial reports to IDRC
9. Publishing project outputs
10. Submission of the final technical/ financial report to IDRC

Q2
Aug. 11Nov. 10,
2009

Year 2
Q3
Nov. 11,
2009 - Feb.
10, 2010

Q4
Feb. 10 May 10,
2010

DOST initiated these before the project started.

QI
May 11Aug. 10,
2010

Q2
Aug. 11Nov. 10,
2010

Q3
Nov. 11,
2009 Feb. 10,
2011

Q4
Feb. 11 May 10,
2011

Q1
May 11Aug. 10,
2011

Year 3
Q2
Aug.11Nov.10,
2011

Q3
Nov.11,
2011Feb.10,
2012
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____________________________________________________
a
Initial talks were conducted with DLSU. Ateneo’s “Innovation for the Base of the Pyramid” (IBOP) and potential partners like NSO and institutions from Los Baños, Cebu City, and Davao City
b
After thorough process of selection, the PSC was constituted to be composed of representatives from the National Economic Development Authority (NEDA), National Statistical
Coordination Board (NSCB), University of the Philippines (UP), Bureau of Investments (BOI), and Ayala Foundation Inc. (AFI).
c
A major change here is the engagement of NSO in designing the survey sampling frame. A foreign consultant was requested from IDRC for technical support in the implementation of the project.
d
- Allowance of 1-3 months for the submission of survey results of NSO
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ANNEX II. Members of Project
Core Team and Steering
Committees
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A. The DOST Core Project
Team Members

30

Project Administrator:

Prof. Fortunato T. De La Peña
Undersecretary for Scientific and Technological Services
Department of Science and Technology
- Over-all supervision of the implementation of the project and
directs the relevant performing units of the DOST to support the
delivery of different milestones of the project.

Project Manager:

Mr. Bernie S. Justimbaste
Director
Planning & Evaluation Service
- In charge of the day to day operations of the project and
synchronizes the regular activities of the Planning and Evaluation
Service with project’s implementation.

Project Officer:

Ms. Cynthia F. Abalos
Chief, Program Coordination & Monitoring Division
- Completes staffwork in coordinating and communicating the project
and related activities with other partner institutions particularly the
Filipinnovation Network; in collaborating with the experts and in the
management and control of the projects’ human and financial
resources as well as the preparation of progress reports.

Project Officer:

Ms. Therese T. Estela
Chief, S&T Resources Assessment & Evaluation Division
- Completes staffwork in collaborating with the National Statistics
Office for the development of the sampling frame, instrument
design and collation of survey data results and other related
activities.

Project Officer:

Mr. Roel A. Sancho
Chief, Policy Development and Planning Division
- Completes staffwork relevant to the documentation of the Project
Steering Committee meetings and coordinating the efforts to
address and resolve all actions items arising from the said meeting.

Administrative
Assistants:

Ms. Helen V. Gianan
Officer-in-Charge, Accounting Division
Emma O. Milan
Officer-in-Charge, Cashier Division
- Completes staffwork relevant to the project’s bookkeeping and the
preparation of disbursement vouchers and the release of checks
related to the implementation of the project.
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B. The Project Steering
Committee (PSC) Members
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Chairman and Project Administrator:
Prof. Fortunato T. De La Peña
Undersecretary for Scientific and Technological Services
Department of Science and Technology (DOST)

Members:
Engr. Francisco I. Ferrer
Governor
Board of Investment (BOI)
Department of Trade and Industry
Member, November 2009 - September 2010

Mr. Adrian S. Cristobal
Undersecretary for International Trade
Department of Trade and Industry
Represented by: Ms. Myrna M. Sunico
Member, November 2009 - September 2010

Dr. Rowena Cristina L. Guevara
Dean
College of Engineering
University of the Philippines – Diliman (UPD)

Mr. Guillermo M. Luz
Executive Vice-President
Ayala Foundation, Inc. (AFI)
Represented by Ms. Mercedes M. Barcelon
Member, November 2009 - June 2011

Dr. Cayetano W. Paderanga Jr.
Member, July 2010 - present
Director-General
National Economic Development Authority (NEDA)
Mr. Augusto M. Santos
Officer-in-Charge, Office of the Director-General
National Economic Development Authority (NEDA)
Represented by Mr. Arturo L. Cebuma
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Dr. Romulo A. Virola
Secretary General
National Statistical Coordination Board (NSCB)

Dr. Josef T. Yap
President
Philippine Institute for Development Studies (PIDS)
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C. The Local Project Steering
Committees (LPSCs)
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Quezon City LPSC
Chairperson:
Co-chairperson:
Industry Representatives:

Secretariat:

Davao City LPSC
Chairperson:
Co-chairperson:
Industry Representatives:

Secretariat:

Metro Cebu LPSC
Chairperson:
Co-Chairperson:
Industry Representatives:

Mayor Herbert Bautista
Dr. Teresita C. Fortuna, Regional Director, DOST NCR
Mr. Roberto Amores, President, Philfoodex
Ms. Maria Victoria P. Agorilla, President, Information
Technology Association of the Phils. (ITAP)
Mr. Victor Gruet, Vice President, Electronics Industries
Association of the Philippines, Inc. (EIAPI)
Verlin Y. Macanip
Romelen T. Tresvalles

Mayor Sara Duterte, Davao City
Dr. Anthony Sales, Regional Director, DOST XI
Ms. Cristina B. Ramos, Representative, Food Producers
Association of Davao
Bert Barriga, President, ICT Davao
Engr. Jenith Banluta, Governor, Institute of Electronics
Engineers of the Philippines (ICEP) Davao Chapter
Mirasol Domingo
Ma. Victoria Dado

Mayor Michael Rama
Engr. Rene Burt N. Llanto, Regional Director, DOST VII
Mr. Dennis Wong, International Pharmaceutical
Incorporated
Engr. Elson Homez, Asia Town IT park International
Pharmaceutical Incorporated
Mr. Paul Fluty, Mactan Export Processing Zone
Exporters and Manufacturers (MEPZEM)
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ANNEX III. SURVEY
QUESTIONNAIRE
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SIA Form 1
NSCB Approval No. NSO-1018-01
Expires: 30 June 2011

DEPARTMENT
Of SCIENCE
and TECHNOLOGY

NATIONAL
STATISTICS
OFFICE

Annex II

SURVEY OF INNOVATION ACTIVITIES BY
ESTABLISHMENTS

OBJECTIVE
The Survey of Innovation Activities by Establishments aims to generate information on the innovative behavior of
establishments in selected Philippine areas and to determine the factors that drive their innovation performance. The data
will serve as basis for mainstreaming the innovation system approach into the center-stage of national policy-making
through the establishment of a systems-oriented, policy-relevant and internationally comparable innovation survey and
indicator system in the country.
AUTHORITY
The information sought is collected under the authority of COMMONWEALTH ACT 591. The Act authorizes the National
Statistics Office to collect information from businesses and industries. Any person who fails or refuses to accomplish
this questionnaire shall, upon conviction, be punished as provided for in Section 3 of this same Act.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Section 4 of CA 591 provides that all information furnished the National Statistics Office will be kept strictly
CONFIDENTIAL and shall not be used for purposes of taxation, investigation or regulation.
REFERENCE PERIOD
Reference period for the information should be from January 2009 to June 2010.
DUE DATE
Duly accomplished form should be submitted to NSO or to the authorized representative ON or BEFORE

_____________________

CARMELITA N. ERICTA
Administrator

FORTUNATO T. DE LA PEÑA
Undersecretary

INQUIRIES
For inquiries please contact:

Katrina G. Esclamad/ Dulce A. Regala
Tel. No. 716-3931/713-7067
E-mail Address: k.esclamad@census.gov.ph / d.regala@census.gov.ph or e.deguzman@census.gov.ph

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
• Provide best estimates if exact figures are not available in your records. Indicate N.A. for items
not applicable.
• Refer to the relevant explanatory notes and definitions provided in specific items when
providing responses for each item.
• Mark () only one box, unless instructed otherwise.
FOR NSO USE ONLY
FN

QN

IND

QR

ECN

PROV-MUN

BGY

SZ

LO

EO

Innovation is defined as the act of introducing something new. This may be introduced through a number of activities which
may include improvement of product, the implementation of improved processes, logistics and distribution methods as well as
organizational and marketing.
Innovation activities include the acquisition of machinery, equipment, software, and licenses; engineering and development
work, training, marketing and research and development (R&D, including basic R&D) when they are specifically undertaken to
develop and/or implement a product or process innovation.
R&D is defined as the creative work undertaken within your establishment to increase knowledge and its use to devise new
and improved products and processes (including software development).

1. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE ESTABLISHMENT
A. Business and Registered Name in 2009, Establishment Website,
Establishment Email Address and Tax Identification Number (TIN)
:
1. Business Name
2. Registered Name

:

3. Establishment Website :
4. Establishment Address :
5. TIN

:
DO NOT FILL (For NSO use only)

B. Economic Activity or Business in 2009
Describe in detail the main and other activities of this establishment.

1994 PSIC
2009 PSIC

1. Main Activity
Refers to the activity that contributes the biggest or major portion
of the gross income or revenue of this establishment

2. Major products/goods produced or sold and/or type of service rendered (specify)

C. Legal Organization in 2009
Mark () the box corresponding to the best description of the establishment.
1

Single Proprietorship

5

Non-stock Corporation

2

Partnership

6

Cooperative

3

Government Corporation

7

Others, specify: ____________________

4

Stock Corporation

LN
NO
01

D. Economic Organization in 2009
Mark () the box corresponding to the best description of the establishment.
1

Single Establishment

2

Branch only

3

Establishment and main office

Provide details of Main Office below
Both located in the same address and
with branches elsewhere

4
5

Main Office only
Ancillary unit other than Main Office
Provide details of Main Office below

Single Establishment is an establishment which
has neither branch nor main office.
Branch is an establishment which has a separate
main office located elsewhere.
Main office is the unit which controls,
supervises and directs one or more
establishments of an enterprise.
Ancillary unit is the unit that operates primarily or
exclusively for a related establishment or group
of related establishments and provides goods or
services that support but do not become part of
the output of those establishments.

LN
NO
02

D.1 Main Office
1. Name of Main Office ______________________________________________________
2. Address of Main Office ___________________________________________________
3. Contact Person in Main Office ____________________________________________
a. Name _______________________________ d. Fax No. _______________________
b. Title/Designation_____________________ e. Email Address _________________
c. Tel. No. _____________________________
D.2 Name and Address of Parent Company
If box 1, 3 or 4 is marked in ITEM 1.D, provide Name and Address of parent company.
If no Parent Company write “NONE”

1. Name ____________________________________________________________________
2. Address __________________________________________________________________
Continued on Page 3
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE ESTABLISHMENT (Cont.)
E. In which geographic markets did your establishment sell goods or services from
January 2009 up to the June 2010?
LN
NO

Mark () applicable box/es.
1

Local (within the region)

3

2

National (within the country)

4

Other ASEAN countries

03

(Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam)

All other countries

2. CAPITAL PARTICIPATION AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2009
Capital participation refers to the claims of individuals against capital/equity by foreign and/or local investors

Indicate the percent share of the nationality of the stockholder.
Nationality

%

LN
NO

Nationality

%

LN
NO

Nationality

%

LN
NO

1. Filipino

____%

01

5. German

____%

05

9. Taiwanese

____%

09

2. American

____%

02

6. Japanese

____%

06

____%

10

3. British

____%

03

7. Korean

____%

07

10. Others, specify
_____________

4. Chinese

____%

04

8. Singaporean

____%

08

3. EMPLOYMENT AS OF 15 NOVEMBER 2009
INCLUDE:
• Directors of corporations working for pay
• Executives/managers and other officers of the same category
• Working owners
• Full-time/part-time employees working in or for the
establishment and receiving pay
• Employees working away from this establishment paid by and
under the control of this establishment
• Employees on sick or maternity leave
• Employees on paid vacation or holiday
• Employees on strike
• Persons working for at least 1/3 of the time normal to the
establishments without regular pay
• Apprentices and learners
• Any other employee receiving regular pay not reported above

EXCLUDE:
• Directors paid solely for their attendance at
meetings of Board of Directors
• Silent or inactive business partners
• Consultants
• Members of cooperatives who do not receive
regular pay
• Workers receiving commissions only
• Workers on indefinite leave
• Homeworkers

Report the employment of this establishment as of November 15, 2009.
Total Employment by Sex

LN
NO

Number

a. Male

01

b. Female

02

c. Total (sum of a and b)

03

4. PRODUCT INNOVATION (GOODS OR SERVICE)
A product innovation is the market introduction of a new good and/or service or a significantly improved good or service with
respect to its capabilities, such as improved software, user friendliness, components or sub-systems. The innovation (new or
improved) must be new to your establishment, but it does not need to be new to your sector or market. It does not matter if
the innovation was originally developed by your establishment or by other establishment.

A. Since January 2009, did your establishment introduce,
YES
1. New or significantly improved goods.

NO

LN
NO

1

2

01

1

2

02

(Exclude the simple resale of new goods purchased from other establishments and
changes of a solely aesthetic nature.)

2. New or significantly improved services.
If NO to both options, go to question 5.A, otherwise proceed to 4.B
Continued on Page 4
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4. PRODUCT INNOVATION (GOODS OR SERVICE) (Cont.)
40
B. Since January 2009, were any of your product innovationsH
YES
1. New to your market

NO

LN
NO

1

2

03

1

2

04

Your establishment introduced a new or significantly improved good or service onto
your market before your competitors (it may have already been available in other
markets)

2. Only new to your firm
Your establishment introduced a new or significantly improved good or service
that was already available from your competitors in your market

C. Which unit developed these product innovations?
Mark () the appropriate box.
LN
NO

1

Mainly your establishment

2

Your establishment together with your
main office and/or establishment within
the enterprise

3

Other establishments or
institutions

05

D. What was your establishment’s total turnover 2009?
Turnover is defined as the market sales of goods and services. Include all taxes except VAT
LN
NO

2009
1. Total turnover

06

E. What were the percentages to the establishment’s total turnover in 2009 of:
Percentage
Distribution

1. Product innovations introduced during 2009 that were new to
your market
2. Product innovations introduced during 2009 that were only new
to your firm

________%
________%

3. Product that were unchanged or only marginally modified
during 2009

________%

LN
NO
07

08

09

(include the resale of new goods and services purchased from other enterprises)

4. Total turnover in 2009 (sum of 1 to 3)

________%

10

5. PROCESS INNOVATION
A process innovation is the implementation of new or significantly improved production process, distribution method, or
support activity for your goods or services. The innovation (new or improved) must be new to your establishment, but it does
not need to be new to your sector or market. It does not matter if the innovation was originally developed by your
establishment or by other establishments. Exclude purely organizational innovations.

A. Since January 2009, did your establishment introduceH
Type of Process Innovation

YES

NO

LN
NO

1. New or significantly improved methods of manufacturing or
producing goods and/or services.

1

2

01

2. New or significantly improved logistics, delivery or distribution
methods for your inputs, goods and/or services.
3. New or significantly improved supporting activities for your
processes, such as maintenance systems or operations for
purchasing, accounting, or computing

1

2

02

1

2

03

If NO to all options, go to item 6. Otherwise, proceed to question 5.B.
Continued on Page 5

5. PROCESS INNOVATION (Cont.)
41
B. Which unit developed these process innovations?
Mark () the appropriate box.
LN
NO

1

Mainly your establishment

2

Your establishment together with your
main office and/or establishment within
the enterprise

3

Other establishments or
institutions

04

6. ONGOING OR ABANDONED PRODUCT AND PROCESS INNOVATION ACTIVITIES
Since January 2009, if your establishment had no product or process innovation,

YES
A. Did your establishment have any innovation activities
to develop product or process innovations that are still
ongoing?

NO

LN
NO

1

2

01

B. Did your establishment have any innovation activities to 1
develop product or process innovations that were
abandoned from January 2009 to June 2010?

2

02

If “NO” to 6.A and 6.B, go to question 10.A. Otherwise, go to question 7.A.

7. INNOVATION ACTIVITIES AND EXPENDITURES
A. Since January 2009, did your establishment engage in the following
innovation activities:
Type of Innovation Activity
1. In-house R&D

YES
1

NO
2

LN
NO
01

Creative work undertaken within your establishment to increase knowledge and its use
to devise new and improved products and processes (including software development)

a. If yes, did your establishment perform R&D from January
2009 to June 2010:
Continuously?
2
Occasionally?
1
2. Outsourced R&D

02

1

2

03

1

2

04

1

2

05

1

2

06

1

2

07

1

2

08

1

2

09

1

2

10

Same activities as above, but performed by other establishments or by public or
private research organizations and acquired by your establishment

3. Acquisition of machinery, equipment and software to produce
new or significantly improved products and processes
a. Machinery and equipment
b. Computer hardware
c. Computer software
4. Acquisition of other external knowledge
Purchase or licensing of patents and non-patented inventions, know-how, and other
types of knowledge from other enterprises or organizations

5. Training
Internal or external training for your personnel specifically for the development and/or
introduction of new or significantly improved products and processes

6. Market introduction of innovations
Activities for the market introduction of your new or significantly improved goods and
services including market research and launch advertising

7. Other preparations
Procedures and technical preparations to implement new or significantly improved
products and processes that are not covered elsewhere

Continued on Page 6

7. INNOVATION ACTIVITIES AND EXPENDITURES (Cont.)
42
B. How much is the expenditure for each of the following four innovation activities
in 2009?
Report the expenditure including personnel and related costs in 2009. If your
establishment had no expenditures in 2009, mark (
) in column “None”.
VALUE IN
PESOS

Innovation Activity

None

LN
NO

1. In-house R&D
11

Includes salaries, operating expenses and capital expenditures on
buildings and equipment specifically for R&D

2. Outsourced R&D

12

3. Acquisition of machinery, equipment and software

13

Exclude expenditures on equipment for R&D

4. Acquisition of other external knowledge

14

Purchase of Patents, Prototypes, Designs, Consultants

5. Total expenditures (sum of 1 to 4)

15

C. Since January 2009, did your establishment receive any public financial
support for innovation activities from the following levels of government?
Include financial support via tax credits or deductions, grants, subsidized loans, and loan guarantees.
Exclude research and other innovation activities conducted entirely for the public sector under contract.

Level of Government

YES

NO

LN
NO

1. Local government unit

1

2

16

2. National government

1

2

17

1

2

18

(Including National Government Agencies or Departments)

3. Foreign government

8. SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND CO-OPERATION FOR INNOVATION ACTIVITIES
A. Since January 2009, how important to your establishment’s innovation
activities were each of the following information sources?
Identify information sources that provided information for new innovation projects or contributed to the
completion of existing innovation projects.

Mark (
) the appropriate box. Mark (
) in column “Not Used” if no information was
obtained from a source.
Degree of Importance

Information Source

High

Medium

Low

Not
Used

LN
NO

1. Internal

a. Within your establishment or enterprise

1

2

3

4

2. Market
source

a. Suppliers of equipment, materials,
components, or software

1

2

3

4

b. Clients or customer

1

2

3

4

c. Competitors or other enterprise in your
sector

1

2

3

4

d. Consultants, commercial laboratories,
or private R&D institutes

1

2

3

4

a. Universities or other higher education
institutions

1

2

3

4

b. Government or public research institutes 1

2

3

4

07

a. Conferences, trade fairs, exhibitions

1

2

3

4

08

b. Scientific journals and trade/technical
publications

1

2

3

4

c. Professional and industry associations

1

2

3

4

3. Institutional
source

4. Other
sources

Continued on Page 7

01
02
03
04
05

06

09
10

8. SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND CO-OPERATION FOR INNOVATION ACTIVITIES (Cont.)
43
LN
NO

B. Since January 2009, did your establishment cooperate with other establishments or noncommercial institutions on any of your innovation
activities?

1

YES 2

NO

11

Innovation co-operation is active participation with other establishment or
non-commercial institutions on innovation activities. Both partners do not
need to commercially benefit.
Exclude pure contracting out of work with no active co-operation.

If NO, go to question 9.A. Otherwise, proceed to 8.C.
C. Indicate the type of co-operation partner and location
Mark () applicable box/es.
Type of Co-operation Partner

Your Country

1. Other establishments within your
enterprise

1

2. Suppliers of equipment,
materials, components, or
software

1

3. Clients or customers

1

4. Competitors or other
establishments in your sector

1

5. Consultants, commercial
laboratories, or private R&D
institutes

1

6. Universities or other higher
education institutions

1

7. Government or public research
institutes

1

Other ASEAN*

All other
countries**

LN
NO

2
3
____________ ___________
____________ ___________
____________ ___________

12

2
3
____________ ___________
____________ ___________
____________ ___________

13

2
3
____________ ___________
____________ ___________
____________ ___________

14

2
3
____________ ___________
____________ ___________
____________ ___________

15

2
3
____________ ___________
____________ ___________
____________ ___________

16

2
3
____________ ___________
____________ ___________
____________ ___________

17

2
3
____________ ___________
____________ ___________
____________ ___________

18

LN
NO

D. Which type of co-operation partner did you find the most
valuable for your establishment’s innovation activities?
Give corresponding number from the list in 8.C.

Continued on Page 8
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9. EFFECTS OF INNOVATION
A. How do you perceive the effects of your product and process innovations
introduced during 2009?
Mark () the appropriate box.
Degree of Perceived Effects
Not
High Medium
Low
relevant

Effects of the Product and Process Innovation
1. Product
oriented
effects

2. Process
oriented
effects

3. Other
effects

LN
NO

a. Increased range of goods or services

1

2

3

4

01

b. Entered new markets or increased
market share

1

2

3

4

02

c. Improved quality of goods or services

1

2

3

4

03

a. Improved flexibility of production or
service provision
b. Increased capacity of production or
service provision

1

2

3

4

04

1

2

3

4

05

c. Reduced labor costs per unit output

1

2

3

4

06

d. Reduced materials and energy per
unit output
a. Reduced environmental impacts or
improved health and safety
b. Met regulatory requirements

1

2

3

4

07

1

2

3

4

08

1

2

3

4

09

10. FACTORS HAMPERING INNOVATION ACTIVITIES
A. Since January 2009, were any of your innovation activities or projectsH
YES

NO

LN
NO

1. Abandoned in the concept stage

1

2

01

2. Abandoned after the activity or project had begun

1

2

02

3. Delayed seriously

1

2

03

B. Since January 2009, how important were the following factors for hampering
your innovation activities of projects or influencing a decision not to innovate?
Factors Hampering Innovation Activities
High

Degree of Importance
LN
Factor not NO
Medium
Low
experienced

a. Lack of funds within your
establishment or enterprise
b. Lack of finance from sources
outside your enterprise

1

2

3

4

04

1

2

3

4

05

c. Innovation costs too high

1

2

3

4

06

a. Lack of qualified personnel

1

2

3

4

07

b. Lack of information on technology 1

2

3

4

08

c. Lack of information on markets

1

2

3

4

09

d. Difficulty in finding cooperation
partners for innovation
a. Market dominated by established
enterprises
b. Uncertain demand for innovative
goods or services

1

2

3

4

10

1

2

3

4

11

1

2

3

4

12

4. Reasons not a. No need due to prior innovations
to innovate
b. No demand for innovations

1

2

3

4

13

1

2

3

4

14

5. Others, specify: _____________________________

1

2

3

4

15

1. Cost
factors

2. Knowledge
factors

3. Market
factors

Continued on Page 9
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11. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
45

A. Since January 2009, did your establishmentH
Intellectual Property Rights

YES

NO

LN
NO
01

1. Apply for a patent

1

2

2. Register an industrial design

1

2

02

3. Register a trademark

1

2

03

4. Claim a copyright

1

2

04

12. ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION
An organizational innovation is the implementation of a new organizational method in the firm’s business practices,
workplace organization or external relations.

A. Compared to other foreign-based establishment of a similar size and sector,
how close was your establishment’s organizational structure to international
best practice.
Best practice is defined as an organizational structure that maximized productivity, quality, and customer service.

Mark () the appropriate box.
LN
NO

1

Close to or at best practice

4

Below average

2

Above average

5

Well below average

3

Average

6

Do not know

01

B. Since January 2009, did your establishment introduceH
Mark () the appropriate box.
Organizational Innovation

YES

1. New or significantly improved knowledge management
systems to better use or exchange information, knowledge
and skills within your establishment
2. New management systems for the production and/or
supply operations of your establishment
3. Significant changes to the organization of work in your
establishment that:
a. Increased employee decision making and
responsibility for their work
b. Decreased employee decision making and
responsibility for their work
c. Had no effect on employee decision making and
responsibilities
4. A significant change to the management structure of your
enterprise, such as creating new divisions or departments,
integrating different departments or activities, adoption of a
networked structure, etc.
5. New or significant changes in your relations with other
firms or public institutions, such as through alliances,
partnerships, outsourcing or sub-contracting.

NO

LN
NO

1

2

02

1

2

03

1

2

04

1

2

05

1

2

06

1

2

07

1

2

08

Go to question 12.G if your establishment answered NO to all organizational
innovation since January 2009. Otherwise, proceed to 12.C.
C. What was the source of the ideas for your establishment’s organizational
innovations?
Mark () the appropriate box.
LN
NO

1

Mainly your establishment

2

Your establishment together with your
main office and/or establishment within
the enterprise

3

Continued on Page 10

Other establishments or
institutions

09

12. ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATION (Cont.)
46
D. How do you perceive the effects of your establishment’s organizational
innovations since January 2009?
If your establishment introduced several organizational innovations, make an
overall evaluation.
Mark (
) the appropriate box.
Degree of Perceived Effects
Effects of Establishment’s Organizational
LN
Not
Innovation
NO
High
Medium
Low
relevant

1. Reduced time to respond to customer or
supplier needs

1

2

3

4

09

2. Improved quality of goods or services

1

2

3

4

10

3. Reduced costs per unit output

1

2

3

4

11

4. Improved employee satisfaction and/or lower
employee turnover

1

2

3

4

12

5. Improved communication or information sharing

1

2

3

4

13

6. Increased ability to develop new products or
processes

1

2

3

4

13

1

2

3

4

13

7. Others, specify: _____________________________

LN
NO

E. Approximately what percent of your employees were directly
affected by your establishment’s organizational innovation in
2009?

%

17

F. Were any of these organizational innovations essential to the implementation
of other types of innovations introduced by your establishment in 2009?
Mark (
) “Not relevant if your establishment did NOT introduce one of the following
innovations.
Types of innovation

YES

NO

Not
LN
relevant NO

1. Product innovation for a new or improved good

1

2

3

18

2. Product innovation for a new or improved service

1

2

3

19

3. Process innovation

1

2

3

20

G. Why did your establishment not introduce an organizational innovation since
January 2009?
Reasons for Not Introducing Organizational Innovation

YES

NO

LN
NO

1. Organizational innovations were introduced before January
2009 and no need for further change
2. Lack of funds or staff to implement an organizational
innovation

1

2

21

1

2

22

3. Resistance of staff or management to organizational change

1

2

23

Continued on Page 11

13. MARKETING INNOVATION
A marketing innovation is the implementation of a new marketing method involving significant changes in product design or
packaging, product placement, product promotion or pricing.

A. Since January 2009, has your establishment introduced the following marketing
innovations:
Mark () the appropriate box.
Types of Marketing Innovation

YES

a. Introduce significant changes to the design of a
good or service

1. Design

NO

LN
NO

1

2

01

1

2

02

1

2

03

1

2

04

1

2

05

1

2

06

1

2

07

(Exclude routine/seasonal changes such as clothing fashions)

2. Promotion

3. Placement

4. Pricing

b. Introduce significant changes to the packaging of a
good
a. Implement a new marketing strategy to target new
customer groups or market segments
b. Use new media or techniques to promote products,
such as new advertising concepts, a new brand
image or new techniques to customize promotion
to individual customers or groups
a. Use new sales channels, such as direct selling,
internet sales, or product licensing
b. Introduce new concepts for product presentation in
sales outlets (e.g. sales rooms, websites, other
types of outlets)
a. Use new pricing methods to market goods or
services

Go to question 14 if your establishment answered NO to all marketing innovation since
January 2009. Otherwise, proceed to 13.B.
B. Which unit developed these marketing innovations?
Mark () the appropriate box.
LN
NO

1

Mainly your establishment

2

Your establishment together with your
main office and/or establishment within
the enterprise

Other establishments or
institutions

3

08

C. How do you perceive the effects of your establishment’s marketing
innovations since January 2009?
If your establishment introduced several marketing innovations, make an overall evaluation.
Mark (
) the appropriate box.
Degree of Perceived Effects

Effects of Marketing Innovation
High

Medium

Low

LN
None/Not NO
relevant

1. Sales growth for your goods and services

1

2

3

4

09

2. Increased visibility of products or business

1

2

3

4

10

3. Strengthened relationships with customers

1

2

3

4

11

4. Improved customer satisfaction

1

2

3

4

12

5. Others, specify: _____________________________

1

2

3

4

13

Continued on Page 12
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13. MARKETING INNOVATION (Cont.)
48
D. How important were the following market-related activities for your
establishment’s innovation projects since January 2009?
Mark (
) the appropriate box.
Degree of Importance

Market-Related Activities
High

Medium

Low

LN
None/Not NO
used

1. Maintaining close links between your marketing
department and departments or groups involved
in developing or implementing your innovations

1

2

3

4

14

2. Systematic analysis of your customer’s needs
by your marketing division

1

2

3

4

15

3. Systematic analysis of the effectiveness of your
marketing techniques

1

2

3

4

16

4. Others, specify: ______________________________

1

2

3

4

17

E. If your establishment introduced a marketing and product innovation since
January 2009H
YES

1. Were any of these marketing innovations an integral part of any of 1
your establishment’s product innovations?

LN
NO

NO

2

18

2

19

For example, a design change was an essential part of a technical innovation, or a new
marketing method was part of a process innovation

2. Were any of these marketing innovations necessary for the
successful introduction of your establishment’s product
innovation/s?

1

14. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
Knowledge management involves activities related to the capture, use and sharing knowledge by the organization. It
involves the management both of external linkages and of knowledge flows within the enterprise, including methods
and procedures for seeking external knowledge and for establishing closer relationships with other establishments
(suppliers, competitors), customers or research institutions.

A. Has your establishment used any of the following knowledge management
practices since January 2009?
Mark (
) the appropriate box.
Knowledge Management Practices

YES

NO

LN
NO

1. A written knowledge management policy

1

2

01

2. Incentives for employees to share knowledge within your
establishment

1

2

02

3. Dedicated resources to monitor and obtain knowledge from
outside your establishment
4. A policy to bring in external experts from universities, research
institutes, or other establishments to participate in project teams,
as needed

1

2

03

1

2

04

5. Regular updates of internal databases or manuals of good work
practices, lessons learned, or expert advice

1

2

05

15. RESPONSE TO GOVERNMENT INNOVATION-RELATED POLICIES
A. Does this establishment know of any government innovation
policy or initiative?
If the answer is no, go to question 15.D. Otherwise, proceed to 15.B.
Continued on Page 13

YES
1

NO
2

LN
NO
01

15. RESPONSE TO GOVERNMENT INNOVATION-RELATED POLICIES (Cont.)
49
YES

B. Has your establishment availed any
government support or assistance in its
innovation activity since January 2009?

1

NO

DON’T
KNOW

LN
NO

2

3

02

If the answer is no or don’t know, go to question 15.D. Otherwise, proceed to 15.C.
C. Rate the importance of the following government support programs for innovation
in your establishment since January 2009.
Mark (
) the appropriate box.
Degree of Importance

Programs
High

Medium

Low

None/Not
used

LN
NO

1. R&D funding

1

2

3

4

03

2. Training

1

2

3

4

04

3. Subsidies

1

2

3

4

05

4. Tax rebates

1

2

3

4

06

5. Technical support/advice

1

2

3

4

07

6. Infrastructure support

1

2

3

4

08

7. Loans and grants

1

2

3

4

08

8. Others, specify_________________________

1

2

3

4

10

D. Give any suggestion on how government can encourage innovation in
your establishment.

LN
NO
11

16. OTHER INFORMATION

Continued on Page 14

17. CERTIFICATION
50
I hereby certify that this report for the period __________________ to ___________________
has been completed as accurately as the records of this establishment allow and with the
best estimates in some instances.
Name: ______________________________________ Signature:___________________________
Position Title:______________________________ Date:_______________________________

18. CONTACT PERSON
Person to be contacted for queries regarding this form:
Name: ________________________________________________________________________
Position Title:___________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________
Tel No.:___________________________________ Fax No.: ____________________________
Email Address:_________________________________________________________________

DO NOT FILL (FOR NSO USE ONLY)
Activity

Name

Signature

Number of Items

Distributed by
Collected by
Field Edited by
Manually Edited by
Edited/Coded by
Verified by CO

THANK YOU FOR ACCOMPLISHING THIS FORM

Date
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ANNEX IV. PSC Meetings
Conducted
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1. The organizational meeting was held on November 26, 2009, 3:00 PM, at the
Renaissance Hotel, Makati City. The PSC was briefed about the IDRC project,
including the objective, duration and expected outputs of the innovation survey. It
was emphasized that the role of the PSC is mainly to provide guidance and direction
to the implementation of the project, e.g., selection of survey sites, quality assurance
in the design of the survey questionnaire, and ensuring system orientation and policy
relevance. The PSC agreed: a) to incorporate the ICT sector in the cities of Quezon,
Cebu and Iligan; b) to focus on big companies rather than on single proprietorship
firms; and, c) to identify Filipino enterprises and foreign-owned enterprises and to
categorize the enterprises into small, medium and large with corresponding
representation in the sampling design.
2. The second meeting was held on February 12, 2010, 1:00 PM, at the Asian Institute
of Management, Makati City. The PSC closely examined the first draft of the
innovation survey questionnaire presented by Dir. Estela T. De Guzman of the
National Statistics Office (NSO). The period covered by the survey questionnaire is
from 2008 to 2009. The actual data gathering would only commence on September
2010 due to NSO’s 2010 National Census of Population and Housing which started on
May 17, 2010. Also, the PSC discussed the IDRC’s provision for an international
consultant and the negotiations pertaining to the Memorandum of Agreement
between the DOST and NSO.

Second meeting of the Project Steering Committee at the Asian Institute of Management Policy
Center, Makati City. (L-R) Gov. Ferrer of BOI, Usec. De La Peña of DOST, Dean Guevarra of UP
College of Enginering, Dir. Justimbaste, Ms. Estela, Ms. Abalos and Mr. Sancho of DOST
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The PSC approved the questionnaire, provided that it would be refined and
contextualized to Philippine setting. Furthermore, the PSC resolved the inclusion of
the following sectors: the manufacturing industry, particularly, the food and
electronics; and the ICT services industry in the following areas: Quezon City, Cebu
City and Davao City, and PEZA economic zones in Laguna and Cavite.

(L-R) Mr. Cebuma of NEDA, Dr. Virola of NSCB, Dir. Ericta of NSO, Dr. Josef Yap of PIDS and Ms.
Barcelon of the Ayala Foundation

3. The third meeting was held on March 26, 2010, 11:00 AM, at the Ascott Hotel,
Makati City. The PSC deliberated on the sampling design presented by the NSO. The
sampling unit is the establishment in the formal sector, categorized according to the
size of employment, that is, micro, small, medium and large. The design uses the
stratified systematic sampling with selected industry strata and employment size as
second statistic variable. The design ensures representation of the selected
industries in different employment size within the city/province. The total number of
samples is 500 and the allocation is determined by applying sample rates per
industry strata at the national level to the industry and employment stratum per
survey site. The NSO noted that they are still using the 1994 Philippine Standard
Industrial Classification (PSIC). Aside from the sampling design, the PSC also reviewed
the revised survey questionnaire. Matters on the international consultant and the
arrangements for the analysis of the survey results were briefly discussed. In view of
the foregoing discussions, the PSC requested the following in the next meeting: a)
presentation of the detailed industry classification; b) review of the expansion of
survey sites, Cebu City and Davao City; and, c) inclusion of additional information in
the questionnaire, such as, target respondent, disaggregation of the employment
size into the number of male and female employees, and information on the
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ownership of the establishment. The PSC also approved the sample size of 500 and
the corresponding sampling design.

Third Meeting of the PSC at the Ascott Hotel Makati. (L-R) MS. Abarquez, Ms. Abalos, Dir.
Justimbaste, Prof. De La Peña of DOST, Ms. Barelon of Ayala Foundation, Inc., Mr. Cebuma of
NEDA, Ms. Regalado of NSCB.

4.

The fourth meeting was held on April 23, 2010, 1:30 PM, at the IBM Innovation
Center, UP Ayala Land TechnoHub, Quezon City. The NSO presented the revised
questionnaire and sampling frame, including the detailed information on the
classification of selected industries. As requested by the PSC in the previous meeting,
the Cebu site will be expanded to Metro Cebu which will cover cities of Cebu, Lapulapu and Mandaue. Also, the PSC was informed about the meeting with Dr. Ellie Osir
and Dr. Naser Faruqui. Dr. Osir is the Senior Program Specialist for Innovation Policy
and Science at the Regional Southeast and East Asia based in Singapore and Dr.
Faruqui is the Director for Innovation, Policy and Science based in Ottawa, Canada.
The IDRC has expressed preference for regional consultants who have familiarity
with and involvement in the innovation surveys, particularly in Malaysia, Thailand
and Indonesia to ensure comparability of survey results. In relation to this, the PSC
reviewed the draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for the International Consultant. Lastly,
the PSC was informed that the counterpart funding from the DOST was approved in
April 2010. In view of the foregoing discussion, the PSC requested the NSO: a) to
review the Electronics Manufacturing Industry Group because it actually refer to
electrical manufacturing; b) to exclude repairs and wholesale under the ICT Service
Sector Industry Group; c) to study the inclusion of Business Process Outsourcing
(BPO) establishments; d) to change the period covered in the questionnaire into
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January 2009 to October 2010; and e) to include the definition of knowledge
management.

Fourth meeting of the PSC at the IBM Innovation Center, UP Ayala Land Techno Hub, Quezon
City. (L-R) Dir. Justimbaste of DOST, Ms. Regalado, representative of NSCB, Mr.Denis A. Lim,
representative of NEDA, Dr. Yap of PIDS, Ms. Barcelon of the Ayala Foundation and Prof. De La
Peña of DOST.

1. A special meeting was held on May 31, 2010, 11:00 AM, at the UP Ayala Land
TechnoHub, Quezon City. The special meeting was called to discuss the proposed
inclusion of the Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) establishments. For clarity and
convenience, the industry groups were clustered into food and non-food industry
clusters. The food cluster is comprised of the food manufacturing and would count
for 40% of the sample size. On the other hand, the non-food cluster is comprised of
the following industry groups:
a.

Electronics manufacturing;

b.

IT manufacturing;

c.

ICT trade industries;

d.

Software publishing;

e.

Telecommunication services;

f.

Hardware consultancy;

g.

Other software and consultancy and supply;

h.

Other computer related activities;

i.

Data processing, hosting and related activities (web portals);

j.

Database activities and on-line distribution of electronic
content;

k.

Repair of computers and communication equipment

l.

Publishing activities;
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m.

Animated films and cartoons production;

n.

Motion picture, video and television programme production,
sound recording;

o.

Call center activities; and,

p.

Medical transcription activities

The non-food cluster would count for 60% of the sample size. The medium and large
establishments for all industries are taken on an 80% basis, and the remainder on a
sampling basis. As discussed, the BPO establishments which are not classified as an industry
would be included in the sampling design under various industry classes. It was also
recommended that the Memorandum of Agreement between NSO and DOST should be
amended to reflect the changes in the scope.

Special meeting of the PSC at the IBM Innovation Center, UP Ayala Land Techno Hub, Quezon
City. (L-R) Dir. Justimbaste of DOST, Ms. Regalado, representative of NSCB, Mr.Denis A. Lim,
representative of NEDA, Dr. Yap of PIDS, Ms. Barcelon of the Ayala Foundation and Prof. De La
Peña of DOST.

2. The sixth PSC meeting was held in Ascott Makati Hotel on August 27, 2010. The
meeting was held to discuss the analytical framework/guidelines of the project and
other updates of the survey activities. Dr. Albert of PIDS presented the analytical
framework for the survey, and the concept, range, triggers and contexts of
innovation. He also discussed the outline of the study which would cover the profile
of establishments, the description of their innovation activities, the forms, effects
and constraints to innovation, the responses to innovation-related policies, the
determinants and barriers to innovation, and policy recommendations.
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During the meeting, the group agreed that PIDS should engage the experts from
Cebu and Davao in a workshop or a meeting to have a levelling of ideas. This was
suggested to ensure coherent understanding of the concept of innovation among
those who will analyze the data. Moreover, it was also clarified that the survey forms
were addressed to the owners or the managers of the establishments and that the
trained enumerators were available to get the necessary information from the
appropriate personnel of the firms.

3. The PSC also held a meeting on October 6, 2010 in Richmonde Hotel, Pasig City. The
meeting went on discussing about the analytical framework and guidelines among
the selected local experts, DOST regional directors and the Philippine Economic Zone
Authority. The highlights of the survey’s major activities were also tackled, in which
NSO mentioned the training of enumerators, problems encountered, collection of
questionnaires, spot checking, data processing, and tabulation. The LPSCs also
updated the group with the whereabouts of the conduct of survey in their respective
areas.

4. On February 18, 2011, NSO reported the gathered innovation survey data. The
meeting was held in Intercontinental Hotel, Makati City. It was reported that out of
500 firms surveyed, 474 responding firms were considered, whereas other
questionnaires were not included because these are duplicates, out-of-scope and/or
referrals. The NSO also mentioned that the accomplished questionnaire underwent
manual editing and verification before data entry, and completeness and consistency
checks were undertaken before tabulation. They also clarified that due to limited
number of samples, data referring to less than three (3) establishments were
suppressed or combined.

5. The draft innovation reports were presented to the PSC last June 3, 2011 at Dusit
Thani Manila, Makati City. The initial results per survey site were presented by the
experts. The national summary was presented by Dr. Albert, followed by Davao City
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results, Metro Cebu, Quezon City, and the PEZA areas. The meeting concluded with a
suggestion to hold a joint meeting with the National Competitiveness Council to
present and discuss the survey results.

The PSC, experts, and DOST regional directors discussing the survey results
and analyses.

6. The next meeting was held on July 26, 2011 at SMX Convention Center, Pasay City.
The DOST Regional Directors reported the recently held local innovation fora. The
Davao leg was held on July 12, 2011. Recommendations elicited were to customize
the questionnaire and conduct a separate survey that would include all types of
establishments; to ensure honesty and accuracy of responses among the
respondents; and, to involve sufficient number of respondents across sector, type
and size of establishments. Some policy implications and challenges were also
presented.
The Cebu leg was held on July 15, 2011. General and specific recommendations for
the government, private and public sectors, and industry sectors were presented.
Some possible next steps advised were to expand innovation survey to include
industries prevalent in the area; a survey specific to MSMEs who are in need of more
support to innovate; and, to create an “Innovation Council” at the provincial level.
The Quezon City leg was held on July 22, 2011. Some of the general reactions and
issues raised include the following:




The percentage of innovation active firms seemed to be low or
doubtful since business have to innovate to survive;
Though it may be difficult to do, it is necessary to strengthen
linkages/networks among stakeholders;
Though sampling is limited, the survey is representative of the sector
and paints a picture of what is happening in the industry; and,
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Voluminous requirements and long processing time hamper
government-industry linkage.

The PSC also discussed some possible next steps after the implementation of the
project.
7. As agreed in a previous meeting, the PSC held a joint meeting with the National
Competitiveness Council (NCC) on August 9, 2011 at Ascott Makati Hotel. The group
was briefed with the current state of the country’s competitiveness in terms of
innovation. Thereafter, the results and analyses were presented and discussed with
NCC’s co-chair Mr. Guillermo Luz.

The PSC members, the Project Core Team, and Mr. Guillermo Luz discussing
about the results of the innovation survey.

Some recommendations were to pursue the innovation clustering program, to
strengthen academic-industry linkage; and changing the mindset of the academe to
be more receptive to some adjustment that might occur when expanding and
strengthening its networks and linkages.
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A. NATIONAL/INTEGRATIVE
REPORT
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Results of the 2009 Survey of Innovation Activities (SIA)
Prepared
by
Jose Ramon G. Albert, Ph.D., Rafaelita Aldaba, Ph.D.,
Francis Mark Quimba, and Donald Yasay1
Philippine Institute for Development Studies
for
Department of Science & Technology
Abstract:
In this paper, results of the 2009 Survey of Innovation Activities are described and discussed. The term
innovation, traditionally associated with research and development, has evolved to mean the
implementation of new or significantly improved goods and services, production process, marketing or
organizational methods in a firm. Innovation data gathered in the survey help better understand
innovation and its relation to economic growth, and provide indicators for benchmarking national
performance. Results of the survey suggest that more than half of sampled firms are innovators, with
larger firms innovating more than smaller ones. Firms vary in innovation activity by study areas. Effects of
innovation are largely customer-driven. Firms suggest cost factors to be the most important barrier to
innovation. Government support is found to be limited, particularly for product innovations, to mediumsized firms. Knowledge and cooperation networks for innovation are rather weak. Firms do not access
technical assistance from the government and research institutions. Cooperation is also low between the
establishments and academe. Firms tend to cooperate more with establishments within their enterprise,
their customers and suppliers. The results point to the need to articulate the innovation strategy to firms,
and to improve information dissemination on programs available to assist firms. Networking, linkages
and collaboration among the government, industry associations, and universities and research institutions must
be also be further enhanced.

*

The first two authors are Senior Research Fellows, the third and fourth authors are Research Associate and
Research Specialist, of the Philippine Institute for Development Studies.
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1. Introduction
The term innovation is associated with improvement and novelty. Traditionally, innovation was
equated with inventions, so that the measurement of innovation involved estimating scientific or
technological outputs through expenditures in research and development (R&D). The most
commonly used indicators to monitor the resources devoted to R&D are given by the gross
domestic expenditure on R&D and R&D intensity measured by the percentage of GDP devoted
to R&D. Table 1 presents these two indicators for the Philippines along with its neighbors in
Southeast Asia. Research intensity is low in the Philippines with investment in R&D declining
from 0.15% in 2002 to 0.12% in 2005. Singapore is the most research intensive as its ratio
almost doubled between 1996 and 2007 from 1.37 to 2.61, respectively. In terms of R&D
expenditures per capita, the Philippines and Indonesia registered the lowest figures with these
expenditures in the Philippines declining from PPP$4 in 2002 to PPP$3 in 2005.
Table 1: R&D as percentage of GDP and R&D per capita in Selected ASEAN countries
Year
PHIL
SING
THAI
MAL
INDO

PHIL
SING
THAI

Gross Domestic Expenditure on R&D as a percentage of GDP
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
...
...
...
...
...
...
0.15
0.14 ...
0.12 ...
...
1.37
1.48
1.81
1.90
1.88
2.11
2.15
2.11
2.20
2.30
2.31
2.61
0.12
0.10 ...
0.26
0.25
0.26
0.24
0.26
0.26
0.23
0.25 ...
0.22 ...
0.40 ...
0.49 ...
0.69 ...
0.60 ...
0.64 ...
...
...
...
...
0.07
0.05 ...
...
...
0.05 ...
...
Gross Domestic Expenditure on R&D per capita (in PPP$)
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
...
...
...
...
...
...
4
4 ...
3 ...
...
384
440
520
578
632
696
747
764
882
996
1104
1342
6 5 ... 12 12 13 13 15 16
16
18
... MAL 18 ... 32 ... 45 ... 67 ...
66 ...
80 ... INDO
... ...
...
...
2
1 ...
... ...
2 ...
...

Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics

Expenditure data on R & D from the private sector are sourced in the Philippines from a
Research and Development (R&D) Survey on Expenditures and Personnel conducted by the
National Statistics Office (NSO) for the Department of Science and Technology (DOST). The
R&D Survey is conducted as a rider to the NSO's Annual Survey of Philippine Business and
Industry (ASPBI). Information from this survey complements expenditure information on R&D
generated from a similar survey of government and higher education institutions.
The current view of innovation is not confined to being a global first (i.e., the introduction or
application of technology for the first time in the world), but rather includes the introduction or
application of technology for the first time in a new environment (OECD Secretariat 2007). This
process is commonly called as adoption, absorption and adaptation of new or significantly
improved products (goods and services), production processes, marketing or organizational
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methods in a firm.. That is, innovation is viewed as "the application of (new) knowledge in
production." See, e.g., Nelson & Winter (1982); Lundvall (1988); Freeman: 1995; Mytelka and
Smith, 2001). This knowledge might be acquired through learning, research or experience, but
until that new knowledge is applied in the production of goods or services, it cannot be
considered innovation.
Measuring innovation requires a framework, explicit or not, which makes it possible to organize
and understand the data collected. It presupposes ideas about the nature of innovation, its
essential features, and what is important and what is not. An innovation system involves pioneers
in the application of new knowledge, whether individuals or R&D organizations, may be
followed by others, and when this new knowledge is diffused well, the traditional habits &
practices may be revised, influenced, or replaced. Innovative companies will typically be
working on the new knowledge and emerging technology that will eventually replace current
technologies. The whole process of innovation thus starts from the origination of the new
knowledge to its transformation into something useful, to its implementation; and to its diffusion
on the entire production system, with the policy environment at the core of an innovation system
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Innovation System
More concisely, innovation can be viewed as "good ideas put to work." Knowledge and
information flows are at the core of an innovation system. These flows are multidirectional. In an
innovation system, four major categories of factors relate to innovation (a) the R& D
institutions; (b) "firms", (c) processes involved in the transfer and absorption of technology,
knowledge and skills, as well as (d) the surrounding context and environment of institutions,
legal arrangements, macroeconomic settings, and other conditions that exist regardless of
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whether or not innovation takes place.
In an innovation system, firms and other economic
agents, with institutions and policies that influence their innovative behavior and performance,
bring new products, new processes and new forms of organization into economic use. Innovation
may either be supply-pushed (based on new technological possibilities) or demand-led (based on
client needs and market requirements). How innovation results may not only depend on demand
and supply side factors, but also on the processes that links many different "actors" together in an
innovation system. It is thus crucial to understand dynamics in organizations and economies that
influence innovative behavior and the performances of the "actors" in order to create a climate
that is conducive to innovative behavior.
In many areas of life, something better must be substantially different to be considered
innovative. From an economics standpoint, an innovation must increase value, whether the
customer value, or the producer value. Innovations comprise both radical changes and many
small improvements in (a) product design and quality, (b) production processes or the way in
which production is organized, and (c) management, marketing or maintenance routines that
collectively, modify products and processes, bring costs down, increase efficiency, enhance
welfare and ensure environmental sustainability. Innovation activities thus go beyond R&D; they
involve the implementation of new or significantly improved product or process (technological
innovation), or new marketing or organizational methods (non-technological innovation).
As Gonzales and Yap (2011) point out "the development of new technology and new products
(and new knowledge) is an internally driven process that is endogenous to every economy." That is,
when firms innovate, these innovations become successful when the innovations involve
lessening costs of production, responding to client demands, improving product quality, as well
as upgrading into higher value added production. Such innovations undoubtedly yield increased
output and productivity for firms. In the aggregate, innovation is a major driver of the economy,
especially when innovations result in new product categories or in increasing productivity.
There has been much interest in studying determinants of innovation as well as bottlenecks to
innovation (Macasaquit, 2008; Llanto, 2010; Gonzales and Yap, 2011; Macasaquit, 2011). A
proper policy environment can clearly stimulate innovation, and result in increased economic
growth, which, in turn, can reinforce the climate for innovation.
Recognizing that innovation is a major driver of economic output, productivity and
competitiveness, a number of representatives of government, academe, and industry formulated a
national innovation strategy called "FILIPINNOVATION." This national strategy involves
developing partnerships toward making the Philippines competitive with its Asian neighbors and at
par with innovation leaders in the region (Villafania, 2007; Velasco, 2009). Goals include (a)
strengthening human capital ; ( b) supporting business incubation and acceleration (c)
Regenerating the innovation environment; (d) upgrading the Filipino mindset (to be open to new
ideas). While there is thus much interest in promoting a climate inductive to innovation since
innovation promotes economic growth and competitiveness, there is, however, scant information
regarding innovation activities in the Philippines. Studies have pointed to the meager
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expenditures on R&D activities (Cororaton et al., 1998; Macapanpan, 1999; Patalinhug, 2003)
and the lack of innovation among small and medium enterprises (SMEs), especially due to the
SMEs' lack of financial capital (Llanto, 2010) required for engaging in innovation.
About two decades ago, Macapanpan (1999) looked into innovative activities of Filipino firms
engaged in food processing, textile and garments, metals and metal fabrication, chemicals, and
electronics and electrical goods. Among the firms that responded, about two thirds claimed to
have conducted some form of innovation activities and half of the responding firms reported to
have high-technology types of innovation activities. Many of these innovators were large firms,
considered as industry leaders, with large assets. A majority of these firms also suggested that
government standards, regulations, and environmental concerns were not important drivers for
innovation activities; in addition, government research institutions were rated poorly as sources
of innovation ideas, and were also perceived to be lagging even in monitoring technology
developments. Responding firms identified financial constraints such as risk and rate of return,
lack of financing and taxation as barriers to innovation; they also mentioned that Philippine
schools do not provide the requisite technical and technological skills and knowledge to meet
demands. Firms that practice innovation, however, employ only college graduates or lower to
conduct their innovation activities
Macasaquit (2008; 2011) discusses the results of a survey of 205 manufacturing establishments
across the CALABARZON (Cavite, Laguna, Batangas, Rizal, and Quezon) area conducted in 2008 by
the National Statistics Office for the Philippine Institute for Development Studies (PIDS) under
the auspices of ERIA. Macasaquit highlighted the weak linkages between industries and R&D
generating institutions such as universities, technology resource centers, government agencies,
and the private institutions; she pointed out that though the institutional structures exist and the
legal and policy frameworks are in place, the process of diffusion, technology transfer and
adaptation remains wanting. Why this may be happening warrants investigation.
In recognition of the need for innovation data that will provide indicators for benchmarking
national performance as well as describe innovation and its relation to economic growth, the
Department of Science and Technology (DOST) planned for the conduct of the 2009 Survey on
Innovation Activities (SIA), a systems-oriented and policy-relevant survey on innovation. The
2009 SIA, conducted by the National Statistics Office (NSO) in collaboration with the DOST
with funding support from the International Development Research Center (IDRC), was aimed at
generating information on innovative behavior of establishments in selected areas and industries
in the Philippines. In particular, the objectives of the SIA are to (a) describe the types of
innovations engaged in by firms; (b) provide information regarding the environments in which
these innovative activities are conducted; (c) determine the factors that drive their innovation
performance, the barriers to innovation, and the effects of innovation on the firms.
The major data items collected from SIA include: (1) type of products/process innovation; (2)
expenditures by type of innovation activity; (3) sources of information and cooperation for
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innovation activity; (4) effects of innovation activity; (5) factors hampering innovation activity;
(6) intellectual property rights for goods; (7) type of organizational/marketing/ knowledge
management innovation introduced; (8) response to government innovation-related policies; (9)
general information about the establishments, including total turnover, employment by sex,
capital participation; and the like.

2. Sampling Scheme
The SIA involved targeting 500 establishments to be surveyed across four study areas: Quezon
City, Metro-Cebu (Cebu City, Lapu-lapu City and Mandaue City), Davao City and the Philippine
Economic Zone Authority (PEZA) areas in Cavite and Laguna. Choice of these study areas was
purposive, but meant to provide a semblance of a national picture with these areas representing
the nation's capital, balance Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao. The survey covers three major
industries: (a) food manufacturing, (b) electronics manufacturing, and (c) information and
communication technology, The latter industry includes IT manufacturing, ICT trade, software
publishing, telecommunications services, hardware consultancy, other software and consultancy
supply, other computer related activities, data processing, hosting and related activities, database
activities and online distribution of electronic content, repair of computers and communication
equipment, publishing activities, animated films and cartoons production, motion picture, video
and television program production, sound recording and music publishing activities, call center,
and medical transcription activities.
In the sampling frame, 1824 establishments are covered across the three major industries in the
four study areas. Target establishments were stratified into food and non-food industry clusters
with a 40:60 distribution. The distribution of 474 responding establishments by major sector and
by area is provided in Table 2.
Table 2. Distribution of Sample Establishments by Major Sector
AREA

Cebu
Davao
Quezon City
PEZA
All Areas

Food
Manufacturing
71
35
75
10
191

MAJOR SECTOR
Electronics
IT
Manufacturing
6
52
0
10
6
82
30
97
42
241

All Sectors
129
45
163
137
474

As in standard establishment surveys, target respondents for the SIA were the owners and
managers of the sampled establishments. Reference period for the SIA was set at January 2009 to
June 2010. The survey was self-administered.
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Following best practices in measuring the innovative behavior and activities, the SIA
questionnaire was adapted from the European Union's Community Innovation Survey Version 4 (
http://www.oecd.org/document/2/0,3343,en_2649_34451_40132674_1_1_1_37417,00.html ),
with some refinements to consider the Philippine setting.
Pre-testing of the SIA instrument was conducted to determine whether the questions were easily
understood by respondents, and examine if the question sequence is in order (to avoid confusion
in the full conduct of the survey). Ten days after distributing the questionnaires, 13 successful
pretested questionnaires were obtained (from 2 micro, 1 small, 3 medium and 7 large
establishments), but there were also 2 refusals ( 1 food manufacturing establishment and 1
Motion Picture Production establishment) and 3 questionnaires to be collected.
Training activities were conducted to ensure consistency in the collection of information from
the respondent establishments, and uniformity in applying the data quality checks in data editing.
A total of 65 field personnel in the four study areas were provided training on staggered dates
Table 3. Summary of NSO Field Personnel Training
Number of
Participants

Study Area

Date

Venue

Quezon City
CALABARZON
(Cavite and Laguna)
Metro Cebu
Davao City

21 June 2010
5 July 2010

NCR -Regional Office, Manila
Region IV-A Regional Office, Lipa City

17 July 2010
17 July 2010

Region VII, Regional Office, Cebu City
Region XI, Regional Office, Davao City

13
10 (Cavite) ; 9
(Laguna); 3 (RO)
18
12

The full set of SIA questionnaires were distributed and collected from August to November
2010. The distribution of targeted samples was set to cover more of medium and large
enterprises (80%), than small (10%) and micro (10%) establishments. By definition, micro
establishments have employment size less than 10; while employment size for small, medium
and large establishments range from 10 to 99, 100 to 199, 200 and above, respectively. Table 4
presents the distribution of responding establishments by size and by sector.
Table 4. Distribution of Sample Establishments by Size and by Major Sector
SIZE

Micro

Food
Manufacturing
76
(39.8)

Small
Medium
Large
Total

MAJOR SECTOR
Electronics
IT
Manufacturing
2
(4.8)

All Sectors
28

106

(11.6)

(22.4)

62

6

39

107

(32.5)

(14.3)

(16.2)

(22.6)

23

15

42

80

(12.0)

(35.7)

(17.4)

(16.9)

30

19

132

181

(15.7)

(45.2)

(54.8)

(38.2)

191

42

241

474

69
69
(100.0)

(100.0)

(100.0)

(100.0)

Note: Column Percentages in Parentheses.

Establishments not responding received follow-up communications, from NSO field offices.
Aside from non-responses, there were others problems encountered in field operations, viz.,
closures of firms, particularly micro-sized ones, cases of "cannot be located" due to transfers
outside of the survey area, outright refusal, consolidated reporting. These problems led the NSO
to further select 45 replacement establishments, with the following prioritization:

•
•

Replacement would be located in the same city and engaged in the same industry stratum
or employment size;
Replacement would be located in the same city, but engaged in another industry stratum
or employment size

Of the 500 establishments targeted for the SIA, 474 establishments provided valid responses (for
an effective response rate of 94.8%). Effective response rate is 100% for Cebu and Davao,
97.5% for Cavite, 94.8% for Quezon City and 80.0% for Laguna.
The accomplished questionnaires underwent manual editing and verification by NSO staff before
data entry. Completeness and consistency checks were undertaken before tabulation (based on
tabular plans developed from the questionnaire). Figures generated in this report were not
weighted owing to the purposive nature of the survey. Data evaluation by the NSO was finalized
in late December of 2010, while submission of micro-data files to DOST was done by 25
January 2011.
Given its vast experience in the conduct of policy-oriented studies on innovation, the PIDS was
tasked to assist the DOST in summarizing the results of the 2010 SIA, in the hope of providing
empirical basis for designing innovation policies consistent with Filipinnovation as well as to
help mainstream an innovation-system approach in national policy-making. The PIDS was also
tasked to come up with survey results pertaining to two sites, viz., Quezon City and PEZA. For
Cebu and Davao, the DOST Regional Offices selected a local consultant from a
research/academic institution to analyze the survey results and to advocate for innovation issues at
the local sites. Local experts had writeshops for data familiarization, for standardizing the design
of survey tabulation formats, and survey data analysis. Local steering committees were also
convened in Quezon City, Cebu and Davao with the local chief executive as chair of these
committees. For PEZA, the DOST requested PEZA management to encourage sampled firms in
the zone to cooperate in the conduct of the survey. The coordination efforts were also meant to
advocate for local interventions aimed at promoting innovation activities. Results of the survey
were also presented before focus groups to obtain views regarding the survey toward improving
the measurement of innovation in the future.
In order to monitor innovation activities in the country, and measure the impact of innovation
policies over time, the DOST is aiming to have the SIA institutionalized and conducted at a
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regular basis, as is currently done in some countries. Toward this end, the results of this pilot
2010 survey, including the questionnaire used, will have to undergo some review in order to
ensure that innovation is measured well and consistently across time.

3. Profile of Establishments

100

About four in five of the 474 responding establishments in the SIA are stock corporations.
Among micro (small) establishments with 9 or fewer employees (10 to 99 employees), slightly
over 50% (around 80%) are stock corporations, while single proprietorships rank nextQ: about
45% (15%). For medium and large firms that have employment size 100 to 199, and 200 and
above, respectively, about 19 in 20 are stock corporations. (See Figure 2).

96.7

80

95.0

60

78.5

50.9

20

40

44.3

14.0
5.6

0

3.8
0.0

micro

0.9 0.0

0.9 0.0

0.9

small

1.3 0.0 0.0

3.8
0.0

0.0 0.6 1.7

medium

1.1 0.0

large

Single Proprietorship

Partnership

Government Corporation
Non-Stock Corporation

Stock Corporation
Cooperative

Figure2. Percentage Distribution of Sample Establishments by Size and by Legal
Organization
Note: Percentages across size of establishment.

About two thirds of respondent establishments are single establishments (see Figure 3), with the
share of establishments that are single establishments varying by industry: food manufacturing
(slightly over half), electronics (about four fifths), and in IT (close to three fourths).
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Distribution of Respondent Firms by Economic Organization
Establishment and Main office

9%
Stock Corporation
Branch Only

0%

22%

Single Establishment

69%

Figure3. Sampled Establishments by Economic Organization.
Geographic markets that responding establishments sold goods or services to from January 2009
up to the survey period vary by study area (Figure 4). Overall, about half of the surveyed firms
have local markets, a third have national markets, nearly three in twenty have markets in other
ASEAN countries, while a third have markets in countries outside ASEAN. The latter region is
the dominant market for establishments in the PEZA zone. Firms in PEZA had other ASEAN
countries as the next dominant geographic market. In contrast to PEZA firms, Cebu, Davao and
Quezon City establishments largely have local or national markets. In particular, about three out
of five establishments in Davao have local markets, as compared to Quezon City ( half ) and
Cebu (two in five).
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Geographic Markets of Establishments, by Area
60

59.2

47.3

percent

40

43.3
39.6

31.0
27.9
25.3
22.9

20

18.4

18.5

18.4

16.4 17.4

7.1
3.3

0

4.1

Cebu

Davao

Quezon City

PEZA

Local (within the region)

National (within the country)

Other ASEAN countries

All other countries

Figure4. Percentage of establishments in each study area by geographic market.

As indicated in Table 5, the biggest concentration of capital/equity of the surveyed
establishments is from local investors. In the PEZA zone, however, the average share of capital
participation across the establishments among local investors is only about 25%, with Japanese
investors having double the share of local investors. Among micro establishments, capital
participation practically comes from local investors. Among small establishments, local investors
still dominate capital participation, but across areas, the distribution varies: in Cebu, Filipinos
have about 90% share of capital while Americans practically have the remaining 10%; in PEZA,
the dominant nationalities are Filipinos (about two thirds), Koreans (about a fourth), and
Japanese (about a tenth); in Davao and Quezon City, practically all small firms are capitalized by
local investors. Among medium establishments, the dominant investors are Filipinos, Japanese
and Americans with the Japanese outranking the locals in PEZA, and the Americans having
similar shares to Japanese in Cebu. Among large firms, Filipinos and Japanese have the largest
share of capital overall, but when examining distributions across areas as well, we find
Americans having similar capital shares with Filipinos in Cebu, Filipinos having the majority
shares in Davao but with considerable shares from Americans, British, and Chinese, Filipinos
and Americans dominating Quezon City shares, while in PEZA, Japanese have half the share,
while about thirty percent is equally shared by Filipinos and Koreans.
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Table 5, Capital participation across Nationality, by size of establishment and by area.
SIZE

NATIONALITY

AREA
Cebu

Micro

Small

Medium

Large

All sizes

Filipino
American
British
Chinese
German
Japanese
Korean
Singaporean
Taiwanese
Others
Filipino
American
British
Chinese
German
Japanese
Korean
Singaporean
Taiwanese
Others
Filipino
American
British
Chinese
German
Japanese
Korean
Singaporean
Taiwanese
Others
Filipino
American
British
Chinese
German
Japanese
Korean
Singaporean
Taiwanese
Others
Filipino
American
British
Chinese
German
Japanese
Korean
Singaporean
Taiwanese
Others

94.81
1.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.81
0.00
0.00
3.13
83.03
9.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.90
41.00
18.09
2.31
2.27
0.00
22.63
0.00
0.00
0.00
13.69
35.66
35.92
0.00
2.86
1.71
11.43
0.00
0.00
2.86
9.56
65.93
16.12
0.39
1.16
0.47
7.73
0.20
0.00
0.78
7.22

Davao

96.88
0.00
0.00
3.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
95.79
0.00
2.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
35.00
20.00
16.50
16.67
1.67
6.83
1.67
1.67
0.00
0.00
88.44
2.67
3.09
3.33
0.22
0.91
1.11
0.22
0.00
0.00

Quezon City

99.14
0.00
0.00
0.86
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
96.05
2.63
0.00
1.32
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
85.21
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.35
4.35
0.00
6.09
0.00
69.31
16.72
0.01
0.00
2.27
0.00
0.09
1.59
4.52
5.49
88.40
5.13
0.00
0.61
0.61
0.61
0.64
0.43
2.08
1.48

PEZA

64.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.90
25.90
0.00
0.00
0.00
34.34
3.23
0.00
1.61
3.22
45.24
9.61
2.58
0.00
0.16
19.89
3.22
0.00
0.00
1.98
49.45
14.86
0.97
4.33
5.29
26.39
2.99
0.00
0.36
2.12
45.61
14.48
1.26
3.04
3.74

Total

97.49
0.38
0.00
0.94
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.94
88.16
4.52
0.37
0.47
0.00
1.85
2.79
0.00
0.00
1.83
54.08
6.23
0.64
1.25
1.25
25.01
4.98
1.00
1.75
3.83
35.45
13.38
0.55
1.10
1.99
28.67
7.96
0.96
3.95
5.99
64.37
7.27
0.40
0.95
0.97
15.58
4.57
0.53
1.80
3.56
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Sampled firms are relatively young (See Figure 5). About half of the firms were established
during the past ten years, this is especially true among micro-establishments (63%). For medium
and large firms, about 80 percent were established in the past twenty years.

Distribution of Respondent Firms by Age and by Size
60%

40%

20%

0

micro

small

medium

0 to 10 yrs

11 to 20 yrs

21 to 30 yrs

above 30 yrs

large

Figure 5. Distribution of establishments by number of years since establishment and by size
of establishment.
Overall, the share of female employment among sampled establishments is practically equal to
that for males (see Table 6) though, variations exists across area, size of the establishment and
major industry. Sampled establishments engaged in food manufacturing (except for micro
establishments in Davao) employ substantially fewer females than males. Micro-establishments
in the electronic manufacturing industry located in Quezon City employ about four fifths of
females among their total employment, large firms in either electronic manufacturing industry or
IT located in the PEZA also employ a considerable proportion of females. This is the only sexdisaggregated information that can be generated from the SIA.
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Table 6. Share of Female Employment to Total Employment across areas by Major Industry and by Size of Establishment
MAJOR INDUSTRY
micro
Food Manufacturing
Electronics Manufacturing
IT
Total

Small
48.81
42.86
47.51

39.16
21.21
50.54
42.41

61.10

AREA and SIZE
Davao
medium
42.77
13.52

47.50
40.76

33.22
20.86

MAJOR INDUSTRY
micro
Food Manufacturing
Electronics Manufacturing
IT

small

MAJOR INDUSTRY

Large

Total
35.67
46.13
54.51
48.11

Large

42.86
31.03

40.79
29.71
52.86
45.14

Total
31.03

44.01

41.32 Total
43.42

56.85

AREA and SIZE
micro

Food Manufacturing
Electronics Manufacturing
IT
Total

AREA and SIZE
Cebu
medium
29.52
21.59
59.25
41.95

QC
medium

small
34.70
80.00
37.09
36.92

42.95
41.67
43.14
43.00

Large
32.93
16.51
39.99
34.47

Total
40.19
46.61
45.59

37.22
41.86
43.07
40.33
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MAJOR INDUSTRY
micro

63.64
32.39
70.63
54.63

AREA and SIZE
PEZA
medium
33.47
40.18
65.32
54.94

41.65
32.07
48.11
43.47

AREA and SIZE
All Areas
Medium
29.13
31.73
56.10
43.78

Small

Food Manufacturing
Electronics Manufacturing
IT
Total
MAJOR INDUSTRY
micro
Food Manufacturing
Electronics Manufacturing
IT
Total

Small
43.16
80.00
40.39
43.12

Large

Total
18.57
74.56
70.26
67.79

Large

27.55
58.62
69.31
63.92

Total
32.38
71.57
61.01
57.37

39.29
52.10
55.67
48.75
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4. Innovation Activity
As indicated in the introduction of this report, innovation occurs in establishments when new
knowledge is put to work in the production process. The SIA asks a sufficient range of questions
to probe on the activities conducted by firms, the level effort employed and the achievement of
new or improved products and/or processes. Establishments are defined as innovation active if
they are

•
•

•
•

product innovators that introduced new or significantly improved products , i.e., goods
and/or services;
process innovators that introduced (i) new or significantly improved methods of
manufacturing or producing goods or services.(ii) new or significantly improved
logistics, delivery or distribution methods for your inputs, goods and services; (iii) new or
significantly improved supporting activities for your processes, such as maintenance
systems or operations for purchasing, accounting, or computing;
engaged in innovation projects that are either not yet complete or abandoned;
engaged in expenditure of innovation activities for
(i) internal or outsourced R&D;
(ii) training;
(iii) acquisition of external knowledge machinery, equipment or software linked to
innovation activities;
(iv) market introduction of innovations; and,
(v) other preparations to implement innovations.

Tables 7, 8 and 9 provide key statistics on innovation activity by size, by major sector, and by
study area, respectively. Overall, more than half (54%) of sampled establishments were
classified as being innovation active during the period January 2009 to June 2010. Both medium
and large establishments are observed to be more likely to engage in some sort of innovation
activity, with about two thirds being innovation active, as compared to a third for microestablishments, and half for small establishments. About two in five establishments were product
innovators (38 per cent), and this rate is about similar to the proportions of process innovators
(44 per cent). Of those establishments that had product innovations, a bigger share had also
process innovations as well than those that only had product innovations. Similarly, among those
that had process innovations, a smaller share of these establishments had process innovations
alone. About one in ten establishments had projects to develop product or process innovations
that had to be abandoned between January 2009 to the survey period, while about two out of five
establishments had innovation projects that were ongoing up to the end of 2009. Only one in
twenty establishments mentioned public support for their innovations with the rate highest
among medium-sized firms. For wider forms of innovation, that include marketing innovation,
about one in five had some form of government support. A bigger share of medium sized firms
report government support for marketing innovation than small and micro establishments.
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Table 7. Key Statistics on Innovation Activity by Size of Establishments

Proportion of establishments
that are/have:
Innovation Active
Product Innovators
Of which share with new-to-market
products

Process innovations
Of which share of those that
developed process innovation
within the establishment or
enterprise
Both product and process Innovators

Micro

Small

Medium

Large

All firms

34.0%
23.6%

48.6%
32.7%

65.0%
42.5%

65.2%
46.4%

54.4%
37.6%

60.0%
23.6%

57.1%
38.3%

73.5%
50.0%

53.6%
56.4%

59.0%
43.9%

84.0%

92.7%

90.0%

92.2%

90.9%

17.0%

25.2%

33.8%

42.0%

31.2%

Either product or process Innovator

30.2%

45.8%

58.8%

60.8%

50.2%

Ongoing Innovation activities

24.5%

36.4%

43.8%

51.9%

40.9%

6.6%

10.3%

20.0%

13.8%

12.4%

20.8%

37.4%

43.8%

51.9%

40.3%

51.2

2955.9

3227.3

30168.2

12367.6

Abandoned Innovation activities
Innovation-related expenditure

Memo Note
Average annual expenditures for
innovation activities (in '000 PHP)

Proportion of establishments
that have/are
Public financial support for innovation

0.0%

1.9%

7.5%

4.4%

3.4%

Innovation co-operation

46.2%

32.5%

16.7%

38.9%

34.5%

Organizational innovations

38.7%

52.3%

70.0%

66.9%

57.8%

68.7%

63.2%

46.5%

54.3%

56.7%

Marketing Innovators

43.4%

50.5%

53.8%

53.0%

50.4%

With Knowledge Management Practices

46.2%

55.1%

71.3%

71.8%

62.2%

With Government Support or Assistance
to Innovation

15.1%

15.0%

28.8%

26.0%

21.5%

Memo Note
Average percentage of employees affected
by establishment's organizational
innovations

Proportion of establishments
that are/with

The larger the establishment, the more likely that it innovates. Even average expenditures in
innovation rise with the size of establishments. Micro establishments only spend an average of
50 thousand in a year, small and medium establishments both have average annual innovation
expenditures at 3 million pesos, while large establishments spend an average of 30 million pesos.
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Across industries, establishments in electronics manufacturing and IT are the most innovation
active. In addition, average expenditures in innovation activities are also highest for electronics
manufacturing at 25 million pesos, in contrast to food manufacturing where innovation
expenditures averages only 2.7 million pesos.
Table 8. Key Statistics on Innovation Activity by Major Industry

Proportion of establishments
that are/have:

Food
Electronics
Manufacturing Manufacturing

IT

All firms

Innovation Active

47.1%

64.3%

58.5%

54.4%

Product Innovators

33.5%

50.0%

38.6%

37.6%

65.6%

66.7%

52.7%

59.0%

37.2%

54.8%

47.3%

43.9%

93.0%

87.0%

90.4%

90.9%

26.7%

42.9%

32.8%

31.2%

Either product or process Innovator

44.0%

61.9%

53.1%

50.2%

Ongoing Innovation activities

35.1%

45.2%

44.8%

40.9%

Abandoned Innovation activities

13.1%

2.4%

13.7%

12.4%

Innovation-related expenditure

34.0%

45.2%

44.4%

40.3%

2646.7

25494.6

18385.2

12367.6

Of which share with new-to-market
products

Process innovations
Of which share of those that
developed process innovation
within the establishment or
enterprise
Both product and process Innovators

Memo Notes
Average annual expenditures for
innovation activities (in '000 PHP)

Proportion of establishments
that have/are
Public financial support for innovation

1.0%

4.8%

5.0%

3.4%

Innovation co-operation

32.4%

26.3%

37.4%

34.5%

Organizational innovations

47.1%

66.7%

64.7%

57.8%

63.5%

49.5%

54.1%

56.7%

Marketing Innovators

49.7%

45.2%

51.9%

50.4%

With Knowledge Management Practices

51.3%

73.8%

68.9%

62.2%

With Government Support or Assistance
to Innovation

19.9%

21.4%

22.8%

21.5%

Memo Note
Average percentage of employees affected
by establishment's organizational
innovations

Proportion of establishments
that are/with
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Table 9. Key Statistics on Innovation Activity by Area

Proportion of
establishments that
are/have:
Innovation Active

Metro Cebu

Davao

QC

PEZA

All firms

55.8%

42.2%

42.3%

71.5%

54.4%

38.0%

33.3%

26.4%

51.8%

37.6%

81.6%

53.3%

53.5%

47.9%

59.0%

47.3%

31.1%

30.7%

60.6%

43.9%

91.8%

85.7%

94.0%

89.2%

90.9%

33.3%

24.4%

18.4%

46.7%

31.2%

Either product or process Innovator

51.9%

40.0%

38.7%

65.7%

50.2%

Ongoing Innovation activities

47.3%

26.7%

29.4%

53.3%

40.9%

Abandoned Innovation activities

18.6%

6.7%

8.0%

13.9%

12.4%

Innovation-related expenditure

43.4%

28.9%

29.4%

54.0%

40.3%

13701.1

47.6

5655.7

25612.8

12367.6

Product Innovators
Of which share with new-to-market
products

Process innovations
Of which share of those that
developed process innovation
within the establishment or
enterprise
Both product and process Innovators

Memo Notes
Average annual expenditures for
innovation activities (in '000 PHP)

Proportion of
establishments that
have/are
Public financial support for
innovation
Innovation co-operation

2.3%

6.7%

0.0%

7.3%

3.4%

30.6%

61.5%

29.2%

36.5%

34.5%

Organizational innovations

61.2%

51.1%

44.8%

72.3%

57.8%

57.20%

53.3%

69.2

47.80%

56.7%

55.0%

46.7%

44.2%

54.7%

50.4%

69.0%

51.1%

49.7%

74.5%

62.2%

21.7%

28.9%

12.3%

29.9%

21.5%

Memo Note
Average percentage of employees
affected by establishment's
organizational innovations

Proportion of
establishments that
are/with
Marketing Innovators
With Knowledge Management
Practices
With Government Support or
Assistance to Innovation

Across study areas, establishments in the PEZA zone lead in innovation activity, with an average
expenditures in innovation activities at 25.6 million pesos. Quezon City and Davao
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establishments have the least innovation activities, with average innovation expenses at 5.7
million pesos and 47 thousand pesos, respectively. Davao though leads in innovation
cooperation. None of the establishments in Quezon City are provided public financial support in
innovation, although one out of ten received government support or assistance to wider forms of
innovation.
Forty per cent of establishments had some innovation-related expenditure during 2009. As
shown in Figure 6, the most commonly reported activities were in investment in training,
followed by acquisition of computer software and hardware, in-house R&D, and other
preparations.
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7.69

10.71
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4.76

10.59

0.98

12.02

5.95
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(machinery)
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Acquisition of other external knowledge
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Market introduction of innovations

Other Preparations

Graphs by Establishment Size

Figure 6. Breakdown of innovation activities in establishments by size of establishment.
Innovative behavior varies across the size of the establishment and age since its establishment
(see Figure 7). Among large firms, those that have been established within 21 to 30 years are the
most innovative, while among establishments that are not large (SMEs), those fairly young
(which were established in the last ten years or so) appear to be the most innovative.
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Figure 7. Innovation activity by age and size of establishment.
As shown in Table 10, innovation active firms varied considerably across industry groups. Sixtyseven per cent of firms in IT manufacturing were innovation active, compared with 33 per cent
of enterprises in the publishing activities and motion picture industry, and 47 percent in food
manufacturing. Large firms tend to be more innovation active than small firms, except in the
publishing activities and motion picture industry where the rates are practically similar. joy
Table 10 Distribution of Establishment by Innovation Activity Across Industry Group and
Size of Establishments
Industry Group
Food Manufacturing

SME*
42.9%

Large
70.0%

All Establishments
47.1%

Electronics Manufacturing

56.5%

73.7%

64.3%

IT

53.2%

62.9%

58.5%

IT Manufacturing

58.1%

70.1%

66.7%

ICT Service Industries

61.4%

56.3%

60.0%

Publishing activities and motion picture

34.8%

30.0%

33.3%

Business process outsourcing

45.5%

58.6%

55.0%

47.8%

65.2%

54.4%

Total

*SME= micro, small and medium establishments
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About one in innovation active firms filed for intellectual property rights (IPRs), especially in registering
a trademark. The filing of IPRs is three to four times better among innovation active establishments than
among firms that did not innovate. (see Table 11)

Table 11 Percentage of Establishments that filed for Intellectual Property Rights, by
Innovation Activity Status
Intellectual Property Rights

Innovators

Apply for a patent
Register an industrial design

10.1%
7.8%

Register a trademark
Claim a copyright
At least one of the above

Noninnovators
2.3%

All firms

2.3%

6.5%
5.3%

14.7%

4.6%

10.1%

6.2%

2.3%

4.4%

21.7%

5.6%

14.3%
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5. Determinants of Innovation and Constraints on Innovation
While the profile obtained in the previous section from cross-tabulations and/or figures provides meaningful
information about factors that may influence innovative behavior among firms, they do not account for effects
of these factors in the presence of other factors. In order for government to formulate and implement evidencebased policy interventions, it is important to examine more carefully the determinants of innovation as well as
understand the barriers and bottlenecks to innovation. Toward this end, it is helpful to employ an econometric
model, such as a (binary) probit regression, that enables us to identify whether a target variable helps explain
innovative behavior. Variables examined in a probit regression model to explain how likely are establishments
to be product innovators, process innovators,
and innovators, in general, include:
• employment size (in logarithmic form),
• age of the firm,
• geographic market (in particular, whether or not the firm's geographic market is limited to the
local market only);
• share of foreign capital participation,
• share of female employment,
• major industry (whether the firm is in the food manufacturing, electronics manufacturing, or IT
sectors),
• location (whether the firm is located in Cebu, Davao, Quezon City or Peza), and
• engaged in knowledge management.
The latter variable, however, may be an endogenous variable, that is, innovation may itself be causing
knowledge management practices. To handle such endogeneity issues, we use a standard econometric tool, the
use of an instrumental variable. We use as our instrument in the probit model an indicator on whether or not
the firm receives some kind of government support. This variable, by itself does not explain innovation
activity, and does not itself belong in the explanatory equation but it is correlated with the endogenous
explanatory variable (the indicator on whether or not the firm is engaged in knowledge management practices,
conditional on the other covariates.
Table 12 shows the regression results. We find that the practice of knowledge management practices is a good
determinant of product innovation, process innovation and being an innovator, in general. Employment size
matters, but only significantly for process innovation: The larger the firm, the more likely it is a process
innovator. Location matters: firms in PEZA, all other things equal, are more likely to be innovators than firms in
other areas. The evidence is strongest for product innovation, and innovation activity, in general, when
comparing PEZA with Cebu firms. This result is consistent, with what is found in the literature, that firms
within economic zones are more likely to be innovators. While it seems that having a geographic market
limited to the local market puts the firm at risk of not being a product innovator, and innovator, in general, the
evidence is rather weak. A gender disparity indicator, such as the share of women employees to total
employment likewise does not contribute to explaining innovative behavior. All other things being equal, firms
across sectors appear to be equally likely to innovate. Age of the firm also does not matter as far as innovative
behavior is concerned. Neither does the share of foreign capital participation appear to explain significantly the
propensity to innovate.
\
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Table 12 Determinants of Product Innovation, Process Innovation and Innovation Activity
PROCESS
INNOVATOR

INNOVATOR

2.007017***

2.0708336***

2.2958185***

-0.12314

0.109687

-0.0917

-0.00267

-0.00179

-0.00267

0.001187

-0.0008

0.000483

-0.00369

0.001258

-0.00139

0.262935

0.273028

0.392788

-0.09802
0.043169

0.016801
.10081286*

0.074976
0.056978

-.33721563*

-0.3039

-.3972632*

Whether or not located in Davao

-0.18589

-0.41769

-0.3576

loc3

Whether or not located in Quezon City

-0.24872

-0.33312

-0.25011

loc4

Whether or not located in PEZA (base)

-1.2176161***

-1.487917***

-1.03412***

474

474

474

Wald chi2(11)

175.44

164.53

356.52

p-value

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0017

0.0264

0.0009

83.15%

85.58%

82.95%

52.36%

56.39%

62.50%

63.92%

69.20%

73.63%

Variable

Remarks

Km

fem_share_emp

Indicator Variable whether or not firm engages in
knowledge management
Indicator Variable whether or not firm's geographic
market is only local market
Share of foreign capital participation in
establishment
Share of women employment to total employment

Age

In years since establishment of firm

sectorgp1

Whether or not firm in Food Manufacturing (base)

sectorgp2

Whether or not firm in Electronics Manufacturing

sectorgp3

Whether or not firm in IT Log

logsize

of employment size

loc1

Whether or not located in Cebu

loc2

localmarketonly
Foreign

_cons

PRODUCT
INNOVATOR

Diagnostics
Number of data
Overall chisquare

Wald test of
exogeneity pvalue
Probit Classification from using predicted probabilities to classify innovation
activity using a threshold of 50%
Proportion of innovation active firms correctly
sensitivity
classified
specificity
Proportion of non-innovation active firms correctly
classified
correctly classified

Legend: * p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001

Barriers can be obstacles within the establishment, such as human resources, financial resources, or external
factors that prevent innovation. The SIA asked establishments, both innovators and non- innovators, about a
wide range of issues that constrain their ability to innovate. The human, financial bottlenecks could be removed
by policy interventions, coupled with cooperation of various stakeholders in the national innovation system.
Tables 13 and 14 show the proportion of responding establishments (by size, as well as across innovators and
non-innovators by sector, respectively) that gave a 'high' rating to some potential constraints. Cost factors were
commonly identified by the responding establishments as significant barriers to innovation.
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Direct costs of innovation were viewed as being too high (one out of four responding establishments
associated a high degree of importance to this, this is especially among true 30% of micro establishments and
28% of small establishments). A similar proportion of establishments also mentioned lack of funds within the
establishment or enterprise as a barrier to innovation. While cost factors were the most commonly reported
significant barrier to innovation among all establishments, about one in ten establishments also reported
knowledge and market factors as significant barriers to innovation. Note that perceptions on barriers to
innovation did not depend on whether or not the firm innovates. That is, establishments engaged in innovation
activity were equally likely to perceive barriers as being highly important compared to those who did not
attempt to innovate.

Table 13 Percentage of Establishments that Regarded Potential Barriers to Innovation as
"High", by Size of Establishments
Factors Hampering Innovation Activities
a. Lack of funds within your
1. Cost factors
establishment or enterprise
b. Lack of finance from sources outside
your enterprise
c. Innovation costs too high
2. Knowledge
factors

a. Lack of qualified personnel
b. Lack of information on technology
c. Lack of information on markets

3. Market factors

d. Difficulty in finding cooperation
partners for innovation
a. Market dominated by established
enterprises
b. Uncertain demand for innovative
goods or services

Micro

Small

Medium

Large

All firms

34.9%

22.4%

20.0%

19.3%

23.6%

23.6%

17.8%

12.5%

8.8%

14.8%

30.2%

28.0%

22.5%

21.6%

25.1%

16.0%

14.0%

12.5%

6.1%

11.2%

13.2%

11.2%

12.5%

7.2%

10.3%

11.3%

13.1%

8.8%

6.1%

9.3%

16.0%

6.5%

11.3%

8.3%

10.1%

21.7%

16.8%

13.8%

7.2%

13.7%

12.3%

13.1%

8.8%

7.2%

9.9%
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Table 14 Percentage of Establishments that Regarded Potential Barriers to Innovation as "High", Among Innovators and
Non-Innovators by Major Sector
Factors Hampering Innovation
Activities

Food Manufacturing
Non
innovator

1. Cost factors

2. Knowledge
factors

a. Lack of funds
within your
establishment
or enterprise
32.7%
b. Lack of finance
from sources
outside your
enterprise
23.8%
c. Innovation
costs too high
29.7%
a. Lack of
qualified
14.9%
personnel
b. Lack of
information on
technology
11.9%
c. Lack of
information on
markets
8.9%
d. Difficulty in
finding
cooperation partners for
innovation
15.8%

Innovator

Electronics Manufacturing

All
firms

Non
innovator

Innovator

All
firms

All
firms

IT
Non
innovator

Innovator

All
firms

30.0%

31.4%

20.0%

7.4%

11.9%

19.0%

19.9%

19.5%

23.6%

13.3%

18.8%

6.7%

3.7%

4.8%

13.0%

13.5%

13.3%

14.8%

23.3%

26.7%

26.7%

11.1%

16.7%

21.0%

28.4%

25.3%

25.1%

13.3%

14.1%

6.7%

11.1%

9.5%

7.0%

10.6%

9.1%

11.2%

8.9%

10.5%

20.0%

3.7%

9.5%

8.0%

12.1%

10.4%

10.3%

8.9%

8.9%

6.7%

11.1%

9.5%

9.0%

9.9%

9.5%

9.3%

3.3%

9.9%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

10.0%

13.5%

12.0%

10.1%
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Factors Hampering Innovation
Activities

Food Manufacturing
Non
innovator

3. Market factors

a. Market
dominated by
established
enterprises
18.8%
b. Uncertain
demand for innovative
goods or
services
13.9%

Innovator

All
firms

All
firms

Electronics Manufacturing

IT

Non
innovator

Non
innovator

Innovator

All
firms

Innovator

All
firms

14.4%

16.8%

20.0%

18.5%

19.0%

9.0%

11.3%

10.4%

13.7%

5.6%

9.9%

13.3%

14.8%

14.3%

9.0%

9.2%

9.1%

9.9%
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Across sectors (see Table 15), non-innovators cite market conditions slightly more as the reason for no
innovations. About three in twenty (13%) of responding non-innovative establishments felt they did not need
to innovate due to market conditions, a slightly smaller proportion felt they did not need to innovate due to prior
innovations. The difference in rates is most evident among large firms (see Figure 8).

Table 15 Reasons for No Innovation Activity by Major Sector (Non-innovators Only).
Major Sector

Reasons not to innovate
No need due to
prior innovations

Food
Manufacturing
Electronics
Manufacturing
IT
All Noninnovative firms

18.00%
16.00%
14.00%
12.00%
10.00%

No demand for
innovations

8.91%

13.86%

6.67%
6%

13.33%
12%

7.41%

12.96%

15.71%
14.29%

14.29%

14.29%
12.96%

8.00%
7.14%
6.00%
4.00% 2.00%
0.00%
Micro

7.41%
7.27%
5.45%

Small

6.35%

Medium

Large

All Firms

No need due to prior innovations
No demand for innovations

Figure8. Percentage of Non-Innovating Establishments that Regarded Potential Reasons
not to Innovate as "High", by Establishment Size.
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6. Wider Forms of Innovation
Innovation can transcend the development or use of technology or other forms of product or process change.
There is a wider sense of innovation, particularly, when firms change their behavior or marketing and business
strategies to make themselves more competitive, often in conjunction with product or process innovation, but
also as an independent means of improving competitiveness.
Responding firms in the NIS were asked whether they had made major changes to their organizational
structure and business practices in the reference period. Key results are summarized in Tables 16. As might be
expected, a greater proportion of large firms engaged in one or more of these changes (83 per cent of large
firms compared to 71 percent of SMEs). In IT, though, the difference between the rates of SMEs and large
establishments that have introduced a wider form of innovation is not as big as the other two sectors. In
electronics manufacturing and IT firms, much of the changes implemented in wider forms of innovation are in
the realm of knowledge management systems and organizational innovation. As far as marketing innovation,
large-size firms in food manufacturing (70%) take the lead in implementing marketing innovation.
Among establishments that signified that they did not conduct organizational innovation, about half (43%) of
SMEs reported funding issues, as compared to a much smaller rate (28%) for large firms. About half of firms,
both SMEs and large firms, reported no need for current organizational innovation as a result of innovations
conducted before 2009. Only about one in ten non-innovators mention human resource problems as a reason
for not engaging in organizational innovation (see Figure 9).

Figure 9. Reasons for No Organizational Innovation, by Establishment Size (among Non
innovating Firms only).

50.0%

SME

Large

40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0
%
Organizational
innovations
introduced before
'09 and no need
for further change

Lack of funds or
Resistance of staff
staff to implement or management to
an organizational
organizational
innovation
change

Total
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Table 16. Percentage of Establishments that Introduced Wider Forms of Innovation, by Major Industry and by Size of Establishment
Food Manufacturing
SME
Large
All firms
Wider Form of
Innovation (any of the
changes below)
64.6%
Changes to
Organizational
Structure or
Business
Strategy
44.1%
Changes to
Marketing
Concepts or
Strategies
46.0%
Changes in
Knowledge
Management
49.7%

.

Electronics Manufacturing
SME
Large
All firms

IT
SME

Large

All firms

All Industries
SME
Large

All firms

76.7%

66.5%

73.9%

84.2%

78.6%

79.8%

84.1%

82.2%

71.0%

82.9%

75.5%

63.3%

47.1%

60.9%

73.7%

66.7%

62.4%

66.7%

64.7%

52.2%

66.9%

57.8%

70.0%

49.7%

47.8%

42.1%

45.2%

53.2%

50.8%

51.9%

48.8%

53.0%

50.4%

60.0%

51.3%

65.2%

84.2%

73.8%

64.2%

72.7%

68.9%

56.3%

71.8%

62.2%
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7. Effects of Innovation
The NIS sought information about the effects of innovation on the establishment. Respondents were asked
to rank a number of likely effects of innovation on a scale from 'not relevant' (4), through 'low' (3),
'medium' or 'high' perceived effects. Table 17 provides the proportion of innovation active respondents who
answered 'high' in each category. Corresponding percentages of firms engaged in
organizational innovation, and marketing innovation are found in Tables 18 and 19, respectively.
Product related effects were more often cited than process (cost) effects, especially among large firms.
About three fifths (60 per cent) of innovation active firms rated improving the quality of goods or services
as highly important. Increasing the range of goods or services was also widely reported product-related
effect particularly in the food manufacturing industry. The least commonly reported effect was reducing
materials and energy per unit output.
Even for organizationally innovative firms, quality ranked highest across size and industries, confirming
a strongly customer-focused approach to innovation. Across firms, the least commonly reported effect of
organizational innovation appears to be improved employee satisfaction and/or lower employee turnover.
As far as firms that engaged in marketing innovations, the most highly ranked effect is customer- related,
i.e. improved customer satisfaction or strengthened customer relationship.
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Table 17 Percentage of Innovation Active Establishments rating Effects of the Product and Process Innovation as 'high'
Effects of the Product and
Process Innovation
Product
oriented
effects

Process
oriented
effects

Other
effects

Food Manufacturing
SME

Large

All firms

Electronics Manufacturing

IT

SME

SME

Large

All firms

Large

All firms

All
establishments

Increased range
of goods or
services

60.0%

73.3%

62.9%

37.5%

36.4%

36.8%

38.5%

47.1%

44.0%

50.0%

Entered new
markets or
increased
market share
Improved
quality of
goods or services

40.0%

73.3%

47.1%

37.5%

36.4%

36.8%

38.5%

44.3%

42.2%

43.4%

56.4%

80.0%

61.4%

75.0%

72.7%

73.7%

46.2%

62.9%

56.9%

60.1%

Improved
flexibility of
production or
service
provision
Increased
capacity of
production or
service
provision
Reduced labor
costs per unit
output
Reduced
materials and
energy per unit
output
Reduced
environmental
impacts or
improved
health and
safety
Met regulatory
requirements

47.3%

73.3%

52.9%

50.0%

63.6%

57.9%

41.0%

52.9%

48.6%

51.0%

47.3%

73.3%

52.9%

37.5%

63.6%

52.6%

41.0%

47.1%

45.0%

48.5%

27.3%

46.7%

31.4%

25.0%

45.5%

36.8%

28.2%

40.0%

35.8%

34.3%

32.7%

40.0%

34.3%

12.5%

27.3%

21.1%

20.5%

34.3%

29.4%

30.3%

43.6%

53.3%

45.7%

25.0%

45.5%

36.8%

25.6%

47.1%

39.4%

41.4%

50.9%

66.7%

54.3%

12.5%

27.3%

21.1%

33.3%

54.3%

46.8%

47.0%
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Table 18 Effects of Organizational Innovation by Major Sector and by Size of Firm (Organizational Innovators only)
Effects of Organizational
Innovation
Reduced time to respond to
customer or supplier needs
Improved quality of goods
or services
Reduced costs per unit
output
Improved employee
satisfaction and/or lower
employee turnover
Improved communication
or information sharing
Increased ability to develop
new products or processes
Others

Food Manufacturing
SME

Large

Electronics Manufacturing
All firms

SME

Large

All firms

IT
SME

Large

All firms

All
establishments

37.1%

68.4%

43.8%

42.9%

50.0%

46.4%

33.8%

39.8%

37.2%

40.3%

57.7%

78.9%

62.2%

57.1%

64.3%

60.7%

52.9%

63.6%

59.0%

60.2%

29.6%

63.2%

36.7%

35.7%

35.7%

35.7%

29.4%

45.5%

38.5%

37.6%

33.8%

57.9%

38.9%

28.6%

28.6%

28.6%

35.3%

29.5%

32.1%

33.9%

39.4%

68.4%

45.6%

42.9%

35.7%

39.3%

45.6%

43.2%

44.2%

44.2%

32.4%
80.0%

78.9%
0.0%

42.2%
66.7%

42.9%
100.0%

57.1%

50.0%

29.4%
29.4%

35.2%
35.2%

32.7%
32.7%

37.6%
34.5%

Table 19 Effects of Marketing Innovation by Major Sector and by Size of Firm (Marketing Innovators only)
Effects of Marketing
Innovation
Sales growth for your
goods and services
Increased visibility of
products or business
Strengthened relationships
with customers
Improved customer
satisfaction

Food Manufacturing
SME

Large

All firms

Electronics Manufacturing

IT

SME

SME

Large

All firms

Large

All firms

All
establishments

31.1%

52.4%

35.8%

45.5%

50.0%

47.4%

29.3%

41.8%

36.0%

36.8%

35.1%

66.7%

42.1%

36.4%

37.5%

36.8%

25.9%

37.3%

32.0%

36.4%

45.9%

66.7%

50.5%

72.7%

37.5%

57.9%

37.9%

55.2%

47.2%

49.4%

52.7%

71.4%

56.8%

72.7%

37.5%

57.9%

44.8%

58.2%

52.0%

54.4%
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8. Sources of Information and Cooperation
Introducing innovation is an increasingly complex process that requires coordination of multiple inputs. Firms
can gain technical advice, guidance or even some inspiration for their prospective innovation activities from a
variety of sources of information. It is essential to know how far firms engage with external sources of
technology as well as other innovation-related knowledge and information. To gain understanding about
sources of information and cooperation on innovation, establishments were asked to rank a number of potential
information sources on a scale from 'no relationship' to 'high importance'.
The proportion which answered 'high' in each category is shown in Table 20. These sources are:

•
•
•
•

Internal: from within the establishment itself or from other establishment within the enterprise;
Market: from suppliers, customers, clients, consultants, competitors, other businesses,
commercial laboratories or private research and development institutes;
Institutional: from the public sector such as government research organizations and academia; or
Other sources: from conferences, trade fairs, exhibitions, scientific journals, trade/technical
publications, professional or industry associations or technical, industry or service standards.

Table 20. Establishments rating information sources as of 'high' importance, by size of
establishment
Information Source
Micro Small
Medium Large All
Firms

1.Internal

a. Within your establishment or enterprise

61.5

70.0

66.7

75.0

70.7

2.Market
source

a. Suppliers of equipment, materials,
components, or software

30.8

57.5

55.6

49.0

49.5

b. Clients or customer

65.4

62.5

66.7

67.7

66.2

c. Competitors or other enterprise in your
sector

38.5

45.0

36.1

35.4

37.9

d. Consultants, commercial laboratories, or
private R&D institutes

11.5

27.5

19.4

21.9

21.2

7.7

12.5

11.1

9.4

10.1

3.9

12.5

5.6

6.3

7.1

34.6

37.5

13.9

14.6

21.7

15.4

22.5

16.7

14.6

16.7

19.2

17.5

16.7

13.5

15.7

3.Institutional
source

a. Universities or other higher education
institutions
b. Government or public research institutes

4.Other sources

a. Conferences, trade fairs, exhibitions
b. Scientific journals and trade/technical
publications
c. Professional and industry associations

Firms reported internal and market sources (especially clients) as most important for information on
innovation. This suggests that establishments tend to rely on their own experience and knowledge coupled
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with information from suppliers, customers and clients. The institutional sources, especially government
or public research institutes, were considered to be of lowest importance.
About a third (34.5 %) of innovation active firms had cooperation arrangements on innovation activities (see
Figure 10). Cooperation is higher among smaller firms in the food manufacturing and electronics
manufacturing industries.
Micro or Small

40.0%

Medium or Large

Total

35.0% 30.0%
25.0% 20.0%
15.0% 10.0%
5.0% 0.0%

Food
Manufacturing

Electronics
Manufacturing

IT

All Industries

Figure 10. Percentage of Establishments with cooperation arrangements on Innovation Activities, by
Size of Establishment, and by Major Industry.
Among innovation active collaborators, most had agreements that operated at a local/regional level, firms were
least likely to cooperate on an other ASEAN level. As shown in Table 21, the most frequent partners for cooperation among innovation active firms were clients (94 per cent), followed by suppliers (93 percent) and
other establishments within the enterprise (91 per cent). The least likely co-operation arrangement was with
universities (47 per cent) and government organizations (50 per cent). Clients are also found to be the most
valuable co-operation partner for innovation (see Figure 10).
Table 21 Co-operation partners (innovation active, collaborative establishments only)
Type of Cooperation Partner
Other establishments within your enterprise
Suppliers of equipment, materials, components, or software
Clients or customers
Competitors or other establishments in your sector
Consultants, commercial laboratories, or private R&D
institutes
Universities or other higher education institutions
Government or public research institutes

Local

Other
ASEAN*

All other
countries

Any

77.9%
73.5%
69.1%
58.8%

10.3%

23.5%

16.2%
16.2%
4.4%

42.6%
45.6%
14.7%

91.2%
92.6%
94.1%
67.6%

57.4%
45.6%
50.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

10.3%
1.5%
1.5%

64.7%
47.1%
50.0%
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Co‐‐operation partner found most valuable for
innovation activities
Other establishments within
your enterprise
Suppliers of
equipment, materials, compo
nents, or software
Clients or customers

Figure 11. Cooperation partner found most valuable for innovation (innovation active,
collaborative establishments only)
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9. Policy Issues and Key Findings of Survey
Only about one out of every five firms availed of government support or assistance in its innovation activity
since January 2009, with the rate highest among large firms in the Food Manufacturing industry (see Figure
12). Table 22 illustrates that micro and small firms tend to consider technical support and training to be very
important government programs, while large firms value training, tax rebates and infrastructure support.
Programs least cited to be highly important include R & D funding, subsidies, and loans and grants.
40.0%
35.0% 30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%

SME

10.0%

Large
Total

5.0
%
0.0
%

Electronics
Food
Manufacturing Manufacturing

IT

All Industries

Figure 11. Proportion of Firms that Availed of Public Support for their Innovation Activities, by Major
Industry and by Size of the Establishment.

Table 22 Percentage of firms that considered government support programs that they received highly
important for innovation, by establishment size.
Government Support
Micro
Small
Medium
Large
All firms
Programs
R&D funding
33.33
0
0
17.39
14.71
Training
33.33
50
16.67
34.78
32.35
Subsidies
0 0
017.39
11.76 Tax rebates
33.33
0 16.67
34.78
29.41 Technical support/advice
33.33
50
0 43.48
35.29 Infrastructure
support
33.33
00
26.09
20.59 Loans and
grants
33.33
00
17.39
14.71

In summary, the 2009 SIA suggests that innovations are taking place in selected firms in the country,
especially in a wider sense. Key findings include:
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•

•
•
•

Major determinants to innovative behavior, include whether or not the firm engages in knowledge
management practices, the size of the firm, and the location. Firms in PEZA appear to be more
likely than firms in other areas to be innovators. The evidence for this is strongest for product
innovation, and innovation activity, in general, for PEZA firms versus Cebu firms.
Effects of innovation are largely customer-driven.
Firms suggest cost factors to be the most important barrier to innovation. Government support is
found to be limited, particularly for product innovations, to medium-sized firms.
Knowledge networks are rather weak. Firms do not access technical assistance from the
government and research institutions. Cooperation is also low between the establishments and
academe. Firms tend to cooperate more with establishments within their enterprise, their
customers and suppliers. This suggests that firms tend to rely more on those they have easy access
and long term relations with.

The survey results described here suggest the need to further strengthen the policy framework for innovation
and aggressively pursue Filipinnovation, fostering knowledge sharing and dissemination by academe and
industry. It is also important to articulate the innovation strategy to firms, who seem to be generally of the view
that government and research institutions are not key partners in their innovative practices. Information
dissemination on programs available to assist firms may need to be improved.
Firm size is a determinant to innovation. Evidently, barriers and bottlenecks faced by SMEs to innovate are not
similar to large firms. SMES need to be strengthened, with the aim of having them grow and develop into
larger firms. SMEs have continued to face the same major development constraints such as access to finance,
technology, and skills and difficulties with product quality and marketing. Public interventions to encourage
innovation have to be adapted to the specific needs of firms.
Innovation varies across study areas. With firms in PEZA being more innovative than firms in other areas, there
is something to learn from the business climate and incentive structures in PEZA that may be leading firm
there to innovate more than in other areas.
Knowledge and cooperation networks, especially at the local areas, will have to be developed and when they
exist, strengthened to promote innovation. The scope for partnerships to promote innovation is wide. Given the
shift towards a more open system of innovation and the importance of knowledge management practices as a
determinant of innovation, the government must promote the free exchange of ideas and flow of knowledge
from outside the companies. Improving networking, linkages and collaboration between the government,
industry associations, and universities and research institutions must be pursued. Likewise, information should
be disseminated through effective use of information communication technology (ICT). Firms also need to be
stimulated to cooperate for innovation, rather than being averse to networking with their competitors. The
national government and local government units (LGUs) need to work in tandem with academe and the
business sectors to advocate for innovation, providing more leadership, bringing people and institutions
together. Cost factors have been cited by firms as barriers to innovate. These cost factors can be brought down
with partnerships strengthened across national and local governments, as well as business associations. Firms
currently do not identify business associations, research and public institutions as a source of cooperation and
information for innovation. Most firms appear to be of the mindset that they are left on their own to implement
innovation activities, with very little support from networking arrangements.
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Given the limited resources available, it may be wise for government to prioritize the firms that could be
supported by public resources, It is also important to monitor the extent of innovation activities being
undertaken at a regular basis after all, innovation system management cannot be effectively done if we do not
measure what we manage.
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The Department of Science and Technology, in recognition of the importance of innovation for industrial
development, has partnered with the National Statistics Office in order to assess the status of
innovation activities in the country through the conduct of the Survey of Innovation of Activities. The
Survey of Innovation Activities 2010 was conducted in 4 major areas in the Philippines: Philippine
Economic Zones in Laguna and Cavite, Cebu, Davao and Quezon City.

By asking about the different types of innovation activity, the factors affecting the decision to innovate
and even the drivers for innovation, the survey aims to profile the innovation characteristics of the
surveyed firms. Such a profile would be useful for policy making especially at the local government level
because it would provide direction to the policies and strategies regarding innovation promotion of the
local government.

The profile for Quezon City is presented in this Chapter. It begins by providing an overview of the City of
Quezon and a description of the surveyed firms. Section 2 describes the innovation activity following the
definition of an innovation active firm. Section 3 discusses the constraints to innovation while section 4
discusses the factors affecting the drivers of innovation. Section 5 presents the sources of innovation.
Section 6 expands the definition of innovation by considering wider forms of innovation. Finally, Section
7 presents some policy recommendations based on the profile provided in the earlier sections.

1. OVERVIEW
1.1. The City of Quezon (NCR)
Quezon City is one of the 16 Cities that make up the National Capital Region. Being the city in the region
with the largest local government income (about 9.5 Billion Pesos in 2008) and a comprehensive
expenditure plan, the local government was able to improve a number of services and infrastructure
facilities in order to attract businesses and private investors in the area.

The number of establishments in the city has consistently been rising from about 56, 753 firms in 2006
to 56, 810 firms in 2007 to 58, 196 in 2008 and close to 59,000 in 2009 (Chavez, 2009, SOCA 2009). This
increasing trend can be attributed to the fast pace of infrastructure development of the city as
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evidenced by the creation of new public areas and the completion of a number of shopping malls,
business centers and ICT parks. There are about 17 PEZA accredited IT parks in the city including the UPAyala Technology Business Incubator (TBI) and the Technohub-Ayala TBI. Apart from these, the city
houses about 60 business process outsourcing companies and around 3000 ICT and ICT-related
businesses.

Looking at the industry groups of the businesses and establishments in Quezon City, it can easily be seen
that the concentration of the businesses in the area are in the service sector. For 2008, there are about
11,000 new registered businesses, majority of which are contractors of goods and services (including
leasing of apartments) (61%). About 31 percent of the establishments is comprised by wholesalers and
retailers of goods and household items. About 7 of the remaining 8 percent is composed of food
establishments and bars while the 1 percent is for the manufacturer of goods (Chavez 2009).

While the performance of the City has been laudable in terms of attracting new businesses and
industries, it is also important to see how the City can support these incumbent businesses especially in
terms of innovation activity. The results of the SIA 2009 may help in identifying issues specific to the city
that need to be addressed.

1.2 Profile
In total, 163 firms were interviewed for the survey. More than 68 percent of the firms from Quezon City
are Single establishments, 16 percent are branches while 15 percent are establishments with main
office. In terms of legal organization, 80 percent of the interviewed firms in Quezon City are Stock
corporations, while only 19 percent are single proprietorships. The remaining 1 percent comprises
partnerships, government corporations and non-stock corporations.
Figure 1. Distribution of Firms by Economic Organization and Legal Organization
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Distribution of Surveyed Firms by
Economic Organization

Branch
Only
16%

Distribution of Surveyed Firms in
Quezon City by Legal organization

Stock
Estab. & corp.
Main
1%
office
15%

Others Single
1%
Prop.
19%

Single
Estab.
68%

Stock
Cor.
80%

In terms of distribution by industry groups, 46 percent of the surveyed firms are food manufacturers, 25
percent of the firms belong to the IT manufacturing and services sector, 13 percent are from publishing
activities and motion picture while 12 percent are from Business Process Outsourcing. The smallest
group is composed of Electronics Manufacturing, contributing only about 4 percent to total number of
establishments surveyed.
Figure 2. Distribution of firms by Industry Group and Size

BPO
12%
Pub.
act. &
motion
pic.
13%
IT
Manuf.
&
Service
Elec.
s
manuf.
25%
4%

large
27%
Food
manuf.
46%

micro
36%

medium
14%
small
23%
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The establishments were classified into micro, small, medium and large depending on the number of
employees. Micro (less than 10 employed persons) establishments are about 36 percent of the sample
in Quezon City. Large firms (more than 200 employees) make up 27 percent of the sample while small
firms (firms with 10-99 employed persons) make up 23 percent. Medium firms (100-199 employed
persons) make up about 14 percent of the surveyed firms.

Looking at the ratio of female employees to total employees, only micro establishments in the
electronics manufacturing sector have a ratio (80.00 percent) that is more than 50 percent. Despite this
high proportion for the micro-sized electronics establishments, the over-all average for the sector is only
about 42 percent because of the significantly low percentage (16.51 percent) of female employees to
total employees. For the other sectors, most of the firms have more males than female employees on
the average. The food manufacturing sector, in general, has about 37 percent female employees on the
average. The BPO has a relatively better percentage, with 44 percent of their employees being female
(Table 1)

Table 1. Average percentage of female employees to total employees by major industry and size of
establishment
majorind

micro

small

medium

large

Total

Food Manufacturing
Electronics
Manufacturing

34.70

42.95

32.93

40.19

37.22

80.00

41.67

16.51

IT

36.15

40.13

38.00

48.24

41.15

Publishing & BPO

39.17

48.67

41.98

45.83

44.89

Total

36.92

43.00

34.47

45.59

40.33

41.86
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50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Figure 3. Geographic market to which the firms sell their
goods or services
47%

31%

18%

3%

Local (within the National
region) (within the country)
Other ASEAN countries
All other countries

Most of the establishments (47 percent) sell their goods and/or services within the region (National
Capital Region). About 31 percent which totals to 57 establishments are able to market their goods to
other areas outside of the region but still within the country. Only about 40 firms are able to export their
goods/services, with majority of these firms (34 firms) targeting non-ASEAN countries.

2. INNOVATION ACTIVITY
Any firm that is a product innovator, process innovator, attempted to innovate, has on-going innovation
activities or has innovation spending may be called an innovation active firm. An establishment is
considered a product innovator if it has introduced to the market a new product or a significantly
improved product which may include improvements in user-friendliness, ingredients or components.
The new or improved product need not be new to the market but it has to be new to the establishment
for it to be considered a product innovation.

A process innovator is an establishment that has implemented a new or significantly upgraded
manufacturing process, distribution system or in other activities undertaken for the over-all operations
of the establishment but excluding organizational and marketing innovations. Organizational and
marketing innovations fall into the wider-forms of innovation that are considered as a separate
category.

Of the 163 firms that were surveyed in Quezon City, 42 percent are identified to be an innovation active
firm which is quite lower than the national average of 57 percent. Table 3 shows that for Quezon City,
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just as with the rest of the country, large firms (57 percent) tend to be more likely to be innovative than
micro, small and medium firms (37 percent). This observation is applicable for all types of innovation
activity: product, process, abandoned or on-going.

Of the 163 firms, 43 firms (26.4 percent) are identified as product innovator while 50 firms are identified
(30.7 percent) as process innovators. The results of Quezon City indicate that firms are slightly more
likely to be process innovators than product innovators. Respondents in the survey were also asked if
they have any innovation activity to develop product or process innovations that have been ongoing by
the end of 2009. For Quezon city, 43 percent of the large firms have responded in the affirmative for this
question while for the micro, small and medium firms, the proportion is only about 24 percent. Similarly,
a question for abandoned innovation activities was also asked wherein 11 percent of large firms and 7
percent of MSME have responded in the affirmative (Table 3).

The discrepancy of innovation activity by major industry indicates that some sectors tend to be more
innovative than others. For Quezon City, the Electronics and IT sectors tend be more innovation active
than food manufacturing or publishing and BPO with 57 percent of Electronics and IT firms being
identified as innovation active while only 36 percent for food manufacturing and 38 percent for
publishing and BPO. This observation is consistent with the national picture (Table 4).

The most commonly reported innovation activities for establishments in Quezon City were training
(26%), in-house R&D (17%) and other preparations (16%). Other preparations are defined as procedures
and technical preparations to implement new or significantly improved products or processes that are
not covered in the other options provided. Outsourced R&D is the lowest with only 1% of all firms
reporting undertaking the said innovation activity (Figure 4). Second from the lowest would be the
acquisition of other external knowledge (7%). The low percentage for activities involving outsourced
R&D and acquiring other external knowledge may indicate some difficulty in the experiences of firms
relating to innovation activities that are beyond the internal resources of the establishment.

Figure 4. Breakdown of innovation activities (all enterprises)
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10%

15%
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25%

30%
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13%
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15%
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12%
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7%

7. Training
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8. Market introduction of innovations

12%

9. Other preparations

16%

Table 2 shows the variation of innovation activities by industry group. Training has been the number one
innovation activity across all industry groups. In-house R&D is the second most popular innovation
activity for food manufacturing establishments while acquisition of equipment is the second most
popular for Electronics & IT firms. For Publishing and BPO, Acquisition of machinery, equipment and
software, market introduction of innovations and other preparations were all tied for second place for
popular innovation activity. Consistent with observation in the earlier figure, the innovation activities
that involves external resources, specifically outsourced R&D, is the least popular innovation activity
across industry groups.

Table 2. Percentage of firms by Type of Innovation Activity and Industry Group

Electronics & IT
In-House R&D
Outsourced R&D
Acquisition of machinery
Acquisition of equipment
Acquisition of software
Acquisition of other external knowledge
Training
Market introduction of innovations
Other preparations

60%
10%
40%
65%
40%
30%
90%
25%
55%

Food
Manufacturing
65%
0%
45%
30%
35%
15%
85%
50%
50%

Publishing
BPO

&
33%
0%
56%
56%
56%
33%
89%
56%
56%
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Table 3. Percentage of Establishments by size and innovation active

Innovation active
Product Innovator
Of which share with new-to-market products
Process innovator
Of which share of those that developed process
innovation within the establishment or enterprise
Abandoned activities
Ongoing activities
With innovation-related expenditure
Both product and process innovator
Either product or process innovator

Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
MSME
LARGE
ALL
National
Quezon City
National
Quezon City
National
48%
37%
65%
57%
54%
32%
24%
46%
32%
38%
64%
45%
54%
71%
59%
36%
24%
56%
48%
44%
90%
12%
34%
33%
25%
44%

90%
7%
24%
24%
14%
34%

92%
14%
52%
52%
42%
61%

100%
11%
43%
45%
30%
50%

91%
12%
41%
40%
31%
50%

Quezon City
42%
26%
53%
31%
94%
8%
29%
29%
18%
39%
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Table 4. Percentage of Establishments by major industry group and innovation active

Innovation active
Product Innovator
Of which share with new-to-market products
Process innovator
Of which share of those that developed process
innovation within the establishment or enterprise
Abandoned activities
Ongoing activities
With innovation-related expenditure
Both product and process innovator
Either product or process innovator

Major industry (Percentage of all enterprises)
Electronics & IT
Food Manufacturing
Publishing & BPO
Grand Total
Quezon
Quezon
Quezon
Quezon
National City
National City
National City
National City
64%
57%
47%
36%
45%
38%
54%
42%
44%
33%
34%
24%
29%
24%
38%
26%
53%
40%
66%
56%
67%
70%
59%
53%
53%
37%
37%
25%
34%
33%
44%
31%
88%
13%
48%
48%
38%
60%

88%
11%
43%
43%
22%
48%

93%
13%
35%
34%
27%
44%

95%
7%
25%
25%
16%
33%

100%
10%
36%
34%
23%
40%

100%
7%
21%
21%
19%
38%

91%
12%
41%
40%
31%
50%

94%
8%
29%
29%
18%
39%
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In terms of expenditure related to innovation (Table 3), about 29 percent of firms in Quezon City had
some innovation-related expenditure indicating some recognition of the importance of innovation.
Among the micro, small and medium establishments in Quezon city, only 25 percent have innovationrelated expenditure while for large firms, the percentage is higher at 45 percent. The relatively larger
percentage of larger firms with innovation-related expenditure may be the reason for the observation
made earlier that size is associated with the likelihood of a firm to be innovation active.

Figure 5 indicates the average expenditure on innovation by major industry group. Electronics and IT
have the highest average of about 7 million, followed closely by Publishing and BPO with expenditures in
innovation averaging to about 5.4 million. Food manufacturing has the lowest average expenditure on
innovation amounting to about 2.4 million Pesos.

Figure 5. Expenditures on Innovation by Major Industry Group, Average of All Establishments
'000 Php
8,000.00
7,060.84
7,000.00
6,000.00

5,437.41

5,000.00
4,000.00
3,000.00

2,427.65

2,000.00
1,000.00
Electronics & IT

Food Manufacturing

Publishing & BPO

Related to the questions on expenditures in innovation is the question on receiving some form of public
financial support for the innovation activities that the firms have undertaken. On the one hand, no firm
in Quezon City reported to have received any public financial support for innovation activities. On the
other hand, 12.3 percent of the firms in Quezon City report that they have availed of some form of
government support or assistance for its innovation activity since January 2009. The firms who received
some form of government support or assistance for their innovation activities were then asked to rate
the degree of importance of the different types of government assistance that they receive. In general
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for Quezon City, all the firms that received training support viewed it as highly important while only
about 2 out of 3 firms that received support in the form of tax rebates viewed this type of support as
important (Table 5).

Looking at the breakdown by major industry groups, it can be gleaned further from table 5 that the
perception on the importance of government support varies by industry groups.
Table 5. Percentage of Enterprises rating government support programs for innovation as of 'high' importance
Government Support
Programs
1. R&D funding
2. Training
3. Subsidies
4. Tax rebates
5. Technical support/advice
6. Infrastructure support
7. Loans and grants

Major industry (Percentage of enterprises that received support)
Electronics & IT
Food Manufacturing
Publishing & BPO
Grand Total
Quezon
Quezon
Quezon
Quezon
National City
National
City
National City
National City
15%
na
25%
100%
0%
0%
15%
33%
25%
na
50%
100%
33%
100%
32%
100%
15%
na
13%
100%
0%
0%
12%
33%
20%
na
38%
100%
50%
50%
29%
67%
35%

na

50%

100%

17%

0%

35%

33%

25%
15%

na
na

25%
25%

100%
100%

0%
0%

0%
0%

21%
15%

33%
33%

While no firm in the Electronics and IT industry reported to have received government support, those
firms in the food manufacturing sector that received government assistance for their innovation
activities reported that all kinds of government support are important, be it in the form of R&D funding,
training or even infrastructure support. For the Publishing and BPO industry group, training is viewed as
highly important by all firms that received training assistance, while only half of those that received tax
rebates viewed the tax rebates as important.
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3. Constraints to Innovation

Policy interventions aimed at increasing innovation activity should take into consideration the different
barriers and constraints to innovation. For the firms surveyed in Quezon city, the major constraint to
innovation would be cost. More than one fourth (29 percent) of the firms indicated a ‘high’ rating for
the lack of funds within the establishment as an important barrier to innovation.

Analysis of the breakdown of the ratings by size of the establishment gives additional insight on which
barriers are important. The problem of high innovation costs affects micro, small and medium
enterprises more than large firms in Quezon City with 29 percent of MSMEs rating high innovation costs
as a barrier to innovation while only 11 percent of large firms gave a high rating. For MSMEs, Market
factors are also important, with about 18 percent of MSMEs in Quezon city indicating the dominance of
already established enterprises as an important innovation barrier while only 4.5 percent of large firms
gave the same rating. Knowledge factors are also relatively more important to MSMEs as a barrier to
innovation activity relative to other large firms (Table 6). All in all, it can be seen from Table 6, that
indeed it is easier for large firms to be more innovation active than MSMEs.

Looking at the group of firms that were classified as not innovation active (Figure 6), it can be seen that
for Quezon city the food manufacturing sector has the highest proportion of firms that indicated no
demand for innovation (3.2 percent). The sectors with the highest proportion of firms indicating no need
for innovation because of prior innovations are the publishing and food manufacturing. Electronics and
IT sector have zero firms citing prior innovations as a reason for not innovating. This could indicate a
better awareness of the need for constant innovation in the Electronics and IT sector than in the other
sectors.

Figure 7 shows how the perception on the barriers to innovation would differ depending on whether a
firm is innovation active as against an innovation inactive firm. There is a larger proportion of innovation
inactive firms perceiving cost as an important barrier to innovation relative to innovation active firms.
For Quezon city, 31 percent of the innovation inactive firms have rated lack of funds within the
establishment as highly important while only 28 percent of innovation active firms have rated the same
factor as important. The discrepancy is more highlighted for the other cost-related factors like lack of
finance from sources outside your enterprise and innovation costs too high, where the discrepancy is
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about 10 percentage points. Similar to cost-related factors, market factors tend to be more important to
those who are innovation inactive than innovation active firms.

Exceptions to these observations would be the lack of qualified personnel and the lack of information
technology. For these two factors, innovative firms have a slightly higher percentage which indicates
that innovative firms perceiving this barrier as more important than innovation inactive firms.

The insight that can be derived from these observations would be that barriers to innovation affect
different firms depending on a firm’s innovation activity. Cost factors are identified by both innovation
active and innovation inactive firms as an important barrier. Knowledge factors are more significant to
innovation active firms possibly indicating that these barriers become more important as the firm
undertakes innovation activities.

Figure 6. Reason for no innovation (non-innovative enterprises only)
Quezon City Quezon City Quezon City

Food Manufacturing

National

ALL

Quezon City

0%

ALL

Electronics & IT

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

0.0%

2.1%

No need due to prior innovations
No demand for innovations

Publishing & BPO

1.1%

3.2%
1.1%

2.1%
7.4%

13.0%
2.1%

7.4%
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Table 6. Enterprises regarding potential barriers to innovation as 'high'
Barrier

1. Cost factors

2. Knowledge
factors

3. Market factors
4. Reasons not to
innovate

a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.
d.
a.
b.
a.
b.

Lack of funds within your establishment or enterprise
Lack of finance from sources outside your enterprise
Innovation costs too high
Lack of qualified personnel
Lack of information on technology
Lack of information on markets
Difficulty in finding cooperation partners for innovation
Market dominated by established enterprises
Uncertain demand for innovative goods or services
No need due to prior innovations
No demand for innovations

Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
MSME
LARGE
ALL
Quezon
Quezon
Quezon
National City
National City
National City
26%
34%
19%
18.2%
24%
29%
18%
19%
9%
4.5%
15%
15%
27%
29%
22%
11.4%
25%
25%
14%
14%
6%
0.0%
11%
10%
12%
11%
7%
2.3%
10%
9%
11%
11%
6%
0.0%
9%
8%
11%
10%
8%
2.3%
10%
8%
18%
18%
7%
4.5%
14%
15%
12%
10%
7%
2.3%
10%
8%
8%
4%
8%
2.3%
8%
4%
11%
10%
9%
6.8%
10%
9%

28%
31%

19%
19%

Innovation costs too high
29%

12%

Lack of qualified personnel
10%

QC Innovation Active

10%

Lack of information on technology
7%
7%

Lack of information on markets
9%

3%
12%
17%

6%
10%

Uncertain demand for innovative goods or
services

QC Innovation Inactive

12%

Market dominated by established enterprises

Figure 7. Perception of barriers - comparison of innovators and non-innovators rating 'high' percentage of all
establishments

10%

Lack of finance from sources outside your
enterprise

Difficulty in finding cooperation partners for
innovation

35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
Lack of funds within your establishment or
enterprise
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4. Factors driving innovation
To gain some idea on the effects of innovation, the survey instrument asked the firms that were
identified to be innovation active to rank a number of effects of product and process innovation on a
scale from “not relevant” through “low”, “medium”, or “high” impact. The proportion of innovation
active respondents who answered “high” in each category is shown in table 7.

Not considering the establishment size, the top five most cited effects of innovation for firms in Quezon
city are as follows:
1. Improved quality of goods or service (57 percent).
2. Increased range of goods or services (51 percent).
3. Improved flexibility of production or service provision (43 percent)
4. Entered new markets or increased market share (39 percent)
5. Increased capacity of production or service provision (35 percent).
Of these five, numbers 1, 2 and 4 are all product-oriented effects while numbers 3 and 5 are processoriented effects. This indicates that firms who innovate have always been highly motivated by the
product-oriented effects of their innovation (Table 7).

It would also be interesting to look at the discrepancy of the top most cited effects of innovation for
firms by size. For large firms, the top three would be
1. Improved quality of goods or service (65 percent)
2. Increased range of goods or services tied with Improved flexibility of production or service
provision (55 percent)
3. Entered new markets or increased market share, Increased capacity of production or service
provision and Met regulatory requirements (45 percent).
For MSMEs, the top most cited effects of innovation focus mainly on product oriented effects.

By comparing the ratings, it can be seen that for large firms who are innovation active, the motivation
for innovation does not only center on product-oriented effects but also on other aspects of the
business like penetrating new markets and meeting regulatory requirements.
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Table 7. Enterprises rating factors driving innovation as 'high'
Factor

1. Product oriented
effects

a. Increased range of goods
or services

50%

48%

50%

55%

50%

51%

b. Entered new markets or
increased market share

39%

34%

48%

45%

43%

39%

c. Improved quality of goods
or services

54%

52%

67%

65%

60%

57%

45%

34%

57%

55%

51%

43%

44%

28%

53%

45%

48%

35%

c. Reduced labor costs per
unit output

27%

17%

42%

40%

34%

27%

d. Reduced materials and
energy per unit output

26%

17%

34%

30%

30%

22%

a. Reduced environmental
impacts or improved health
and safety

35%

17%

48%

35%

41%

24%

b. Met regulatory
requirements

41%

24%

53%

45%

47%

33%

a. Improved flexibility of
production or service provision

2. Process oriented
effects

3. Other effects

Size of enterprise (Percentage of respondents)
MSME
LARGE
ALL
Quezon
Quezon
Quezon
National City
National City
National City

b. Increased capacity of
production or service provision
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5. Sources of information and cooperation for innovation active firms

It has been studied that sources of innovation may be internal, market, institutional, and others. The
respondents of the survey were asked to rank the potential innovation sources from the
aforementioned categories. The proportion of respondents that have indicated ‘high importance’ is
presented in table 8.

Looking at the rating of all firms, internal sources of innovation together with clients and customers has
been the most important source of information on innovation suggesting the reliance of firms on their
internal capabilities to innovate (61 percent for both). By looking at industry size, it can be seen that
these same information sources are the most important sources of information regarding innovation
activities regardless of whether the firm is large or an MSME. Institutional sources of information
specifically government or public research institutes have been the least popular source of information
for both large and MSMEs.

Most of the firms in Quezon City have cooperation partners only within the country (Table 9).
Cooperation partnership between suppliers within the country has been the highest at 93 percent. This
is followed by cooperation partnership between other establishments within the enterprise and clients
or customers both at 86 percent. Third place would be consultants, commercial laboratories or private
R&D institutes (79 percent).

For foreign partnership, about 7 percent have cooperation partnership with other establishments within
their enterprise from the ASEAN while 29 percent are from other countries. It is interesting to note that
50 percent of the innovation active firms have partnership with government or public research institutes
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Table 8. Enterprises rating information sources as of 'high' importance
Information source

Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
MSME
LARGE
ALL
National Quezon City

1. Internal

a. Within your
establishment or enterprise

3. Institutional source

52%

75%

75%

71%

61%

50%

41%

49%

50%

49%

45%

b. Clients or customer

65%

59%

68%

65%

66%

61%

c. Competitors or other
enterprise in your sector

40%

34%

35%

40%

38%

37%

d. Consultants, commercial
laboratories, or private R&D
institutes

21%

31%

22%

20%

21%

27%

11%

21%

9%

10%

10%

16%

8%

17%

6%

5%

7%

12%

28%

34%

15%

25%

22%

31%

19%

17%

15%

25%

17%

20%

18%

21%

14%

15%

16%

18%

a. Universities or other
higher education institutions
b. Government or public
research institutes
a. Conferences, trade fairs,
exhibitions

4. Other sources

National Quezon City

67%

a. Suppliers of equipment,
materials, components, or
software
2. Market source

National Quezon City

b. Scientific journals and
trade/technical publications
c. Professional and
industry associations
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Table 9. Cooperation partners (innovation active and collaborative enterprises only)
Geography of cooperation
Type of partner
Within the
Other
All other
country
ASEAN
countries
1. Other establishments within your enterprise
86%
7%
2. Suppliers of equipment, materials, components, or software
93%
0%
3. Clients or customers
86%
0%
4. Competitors or other establishments in your sector
64%
0%
5. Consultants, commercial laboratories, or private R&D institutes
79%
0%
6. Universities or other higher education institutions
64%
0%
7. Government or public research institutes
50%
0%

29%
21%
21%
7%
7%
0%
0%
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6. Wider forms of innovation
In terms of wider forms of innovation, more than 60 percent of the firms in Quezon city can be
considered as a wider innovator. The most popular wider form of innovation for MSME would be
knowledge management (47 percent) while for large firms it is a tie between organizational innovation
and knowledge management (57 percent).

Table 10. Enterprises that introduced wider forms of innovation, by size of establishment
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
MSME
LARGE
ALL
Quezon
Quezon
National Quezon City National City
National City
Wider innovator
71%
61%
83%
75%
76%
64%
Organizational Innovator
52%
40%
67%
57%
58%
45%
Marketing innovator
49%
42%
53%
50%
50%
44%
Knowledge management
56%
47%
72%
57%
62%
50%

In terms of industry groups (Table 11), the industry group with the largest percentage of firms being
identified as a wider innovator is the electronics and IT (80 percent) followed by Publishing and BPO (67
percent) and finally Food Manufacturing (53 percent). This trend can be observed for organizational
innovations and knowledge management. For firms identified as marketing innovators, more firms in
the food manufacturing sector (41 percent) are marketing innovators than publishing and BPO (33
percent).
Table 11. Enterprises that introduced wider forms of innovation, by major industry group
Major industry (Percentage of all enterprises)
Food
Electronics & IT
Manufacturing
Publishing & BPO
Grand Total
Quezon
Quezon
Quezon
Quezon
National City
National City
National City
National City
Wider innovator
85%
80%
66%
53%
73%
67%
76%
64%
Organizational Innovator
69%
57%
47%
36%
55%
48%
58%
45%
Marketing innovator
54%
59%
50%
41%
42%
33%
50%
44%
Knowledge management
73%
63%
51%
43%
59%
48%
62%
50%

Regardless of industry groups, more than half of the firms surveyed in Quezon city (52 percent) perceive
organizational innovations to reduce time to respond to customer or supplier’s needs and to reduce
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costs per unit output while close to half (48 percent) perceive organizational innovations to increase the
ability of the firm to develop new products or processes. This pattern is perceivable in the Food
Manufacturing sector and Publishing and BPO sector. Electronics & IT have a different ranking for the
effects of organizational innovation. The effect of organizational innovation with the highest percentage
of organizational innovators is that it increased the ability of the firm to develop new products or
processes (54 percent). This is followed by reduction of costs per unit output and then reduction of time
needed to respond to customer’s or supplier’s needs.
Table 12. Percentage of Firms with Perceiving High Degree of Effect of Organizational innovation
Major industry (No. of all organizational innovators)
Food
Effects of Enterprise’s
Electronics & IT
Manufacturing
Publishing & BPO
Grand Total
Organizational Innovation
Quezon
Quezon
Quezon
Quezon
National City
National City
National City
National City
1. Reduced time to respond to
55%
38%
50%
59%
58%
60%
54%
52%
customer or supplier needs
2. Improved quality of goods
40%
35%
43%
41%
38%
30%
41%
36%
or services
3. Reduced costs per unit
62%
42%
62%
59%
53%
55%
61%
52%
output
4. Improved employee
satisfaction and/or lower
39%
19%
37%
41%
38%
30%
38%
30%
employee turnover
5. Improved communication or
32%
23%
39%
41%
33%
25%
34%
30%
information sharing
6. Increased ability to develop
44%
54%
46%
48%
43%
40%
45%
48%
new products or processes

The reason for not doing organizational innovation (Table 13) with the highest proportion of nonorganization innovator selecting that reason is the resistance of the management or staff to the
organizational change (89 percent). This is true for all major industries in Quezon City. Lack of funds is
the lowest (63 percent) possibly indicating that organizational innovation is not a costly type of
innovation but highly dependent on the participation of the management and all the staff.
Table 13. Reasons for not doing organizational innovation
Major industry (Non organization innovators only)
Reasons for not doing innovation
Electronics
Food
Publishing &
Grand
& IT
Manufacturing
BPO
Total
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1. Organizational innovations were
introduced before 2009 and no need for
further change

70%

79%

82%

78%

2. Lack of funds or staff to implement an
organizational innovation

80%

67%

41%

63%

3. Resistance of staff or management to
organizational change

95%

83%

95%

89%
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7. Findings and Policy Recommendations

Based on the results of the survey, the following are policy recommendations for Quezon City:
1. Prepare a master plan for innovation providing different policy interventions/support programs
depending on firm size. The results of the survey clearly show that the innovation characteristics
(barriers, drivers) differ for large firms and for MSMEs, for innovation active and innovation
inactive and for different major industry groups. A one-size-fits-all policy would not specifically
address the needs of these firms.

2. Maximize the presence of technology hubs in the area
Beng Hui et al. (2010) underscored the importance of the University of the Philippines-Ayala
Land Technology Hub in promoting the growth/start-up of small-scale businesses. The UP-Ayala
Techno Hub provides a venue for the academe and the industries to cooperate with each other
in order to upgrade the firm’s operations and give direction to the academe’s research.

Unfortunately, despite the presence of the UP-Ayala Techno Hub in the heart of the city, it has
been underutilized especially by the small-scale business owners. One possible reason for the
underutilization of the facilities in the UP-Ayala Techno Hub is the lack of awareness of the
presence of these facilities. The local government of Quezon City, the regional office of the
DOST and the industry associations should promote the use of the facilities in the techno hub as
a means of supporting the innovation activities of small businesses.

3. Information campaign on government activities
When asked to provide specific suggestions on how the government can promote innovation in
the establishment, one of the more popular suggestions would relate to information campaign
on the programs of the local and national government regarding innovation. It would seem that
although the firms are interested in undertaking innovation activities, they are at a loss as to
where to get information regarding these matters.

4. Foster an environment where information Improve linkages
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While the survey results indicate that most of the firms are able to source information for
innovation activities from clients or customers, suppliers and internal sources, a number of vital
sources of information are also overlooked. The study of Tsuji and Miyahara (2010) which
looked at the innovation activities of firms and the sources of information for the cases of the
Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam found that government owned financial
institutions government/public research intuitions are significant sources of research
information. Production information can be sourced from Multinational Companies in the same
field while information on human resources can come from a number of sources like jointventures and MNCs. Their research clearly shows that information comes from a variety of
sources and linkages with these possible sources of information would help facilitate the flow of
information. It is therefore important that an environment for information sharing and
collaboration among firms and government research/financial institutions and MNCs is
promoted by the government.

5. Increase the reach of financial support
Apart from information campaign, a number of tables and figures have shown that the financial
support for innovation activities have not been extensive.
A number of firms suggest that tax breaks or tax exemptions be given to them as some form of
financial support to promote innovation. While this may be an option for providing financial
support/incentive for firms to undertake innovation activities, the implications to government
resources should also be considered.

6. Lower the cost of doing business
One of the major factors hampering innovation activities is cost factors. While firms have
mentioned the need for financial support related to innovation activities, a number have also
suggested the importance of lowering the cost of doing business in the country. Unnecessary
costs and delays have resulted in loss of income for a number of firms. One firm has even
commented that about 80 percent of their profit was spent on securing permits and clearances.
These unnecessary costs expended resources that could have been spent on innovation
activities.

7. Provide resources for the conduct of innovation surveys
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While the scope of the first innovation survey in the Philippines may have been limited to a few
sectors, it nevertheless provides a picture of the status of innovation activity for these sectors in
Quezon City which is an essential benchmark upon which the effectiveness of policies promoting
innovation can be measured. It goes without saying that regular monitoring of these sectors and
possibly other important sectors in the city through innovation surveys is necessary. Resources
should be provided by the local government, in cooperation with the Regional offices of the
DOST and other stakeholders for the conduct of innovation surveys in the area.

The one-stop shop services being provided by the local government of Quezon City is part of the
solution in lowering the cost of doing business in the area. Further enhancement of these
services and expanding the scope of the one-stop shop services to further simplify the
procedures for starting, conducting business in the area would provide incentive for the firms to
innovate.
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Survey of Innovation Activities
Philippine Econonomic Zone Authority Establishments
in Laguna and Cavite
Rafaelita Aldaba and Donald Yasay

I.

Introduction

In 2010, the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) in collaboration with the
National Statistics Office (NSO) carried out an innovation survey (Survey on Innovation
Activities or SIA) aimed primarily to gather information on the innovative behaviour of
establishments in selected areas in the Philippines. The specific objectives of the SIA are to
(i) describe the types of innovations engaged in by firms; (ii) provide information on the
environments in which these innovative activities are conducted; and (iii) determine the
factors that drive their innovation performance. One of the selected areas covered by the SIA
are the economic zones operated and managed by the Philippine Economic Zone Authority
(PEZA) in Cavite and Laguna. PEZA is an important investment promotion agency as a large
portion of the country’s trade and investment are sourced from and directed to PEZA operated
zones. PEZA economic zone activities in Cavite and Laguna are also one of the main growth
drivers in the region. Note that large motor vehicle, processed food and high tech electronics
manufacturers like Toyota Motors, Universal Robina, San Miguel Corporation, Amkor, and
Fujitsu are located in Laguna. Cavite is also host to electronics, automotive parts
manufacturing as well as ship building firms.
Previous research work on innovation focused on the estimation of the research and
development (R&D) gap (Cororaton 1999) as well as analysis of the state of science and
technology (S&T) and R&D in the country along with recommendations on how to improve
the innovation system and how to catch up (Cororaton 2002; Patalinghug 1999 and 2003; and
Macapanpan 1999). These studies show that the government’s S&T policy lacks focus and
does not provide clear direction for technology innovation. As such, it has failed to encourage
private sector participation despite the R&D incentives granted. Institutional mechanisms are
weak with lack of coordination of planning and budgeting activities. Major recommendations
include improvements in R&D investment, manpower, incentive system, institutional
arrangements and S&T coordination mechanisms.
In a more recent paper that looked at the sources of innovation among Philippine
firms located in the CALABARZON (Cavite, Laguna, Batangas, Rizal, and Quezon) area,
Macasaquit (2008) highlighted the weak linkages between industries and R&D generating
institutions such as universities, technology resource centers, government agencies, and the
private institutions. Macasaquit pointed out that though the institutional structures exist and
the legal and policy frameworks are in place, the process of diffusion, technology transfer and
adaptation remains wanting. This may be traced to the weak innovative culture in the
Philippines as indicated by the limited resources allotted to science and technology (S&T),
the dearth in a critical mass of manpower that could build up and sustain an innovative
culture, and the inability of the government, the private sector and the academe to collaborate
meaningfully.
The most commonly used indicators to monitor the resources devoted to R&D are
given by the gross domestic expenditure on R&D and R&D intensity measured by the
percentage of GDP devoted to R&D (Aldaba 2011). Table 1 presents these two indicators for
the Philippines along with its neighbors in Southeast Asia. Research intensity is low in the
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Philippines with investment in R&D declining from 0.15% in 2002 to 0.12% in 2005.
Singapore is the most research intensive as its ratio almost doubled between 1996 and 2007
from 1.37 to 2.61, respectively. In terms of R&D expenditures per capita, the Philippines and
Indonesia registered the lowest figures with the Philippines declining from PPP$4 in 2002 to
PPP$3 in 2005.
Table 1: R&D as percentage of GDP and R&D per capita
DATA
YEAR
PHIL
SING
THAI
MAL
INDO

PHIL
SING
THAI
MAL
INDO

Gross Domestic Expenditure on R&D as a percentage of GDP
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
...
...
...
...
...
...
0.15
0.14
1.37
1.48
1.81
1.90
1.88
2.11
2.15
2.11
0.12
0.10 ...
0.26
0.25
0.26
0.24
0.26
0.22 ...
0.40 ...
0.49 ...
0.69 ...
...
...
...
...
0.07
0.05 ...
...
Gross Domestic Expenditure on R&D per capita (in PPP$)
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
...
...
...
...
...
...
4
4
384
440
520
578
632
696
747
764
6
5 ...
12
12
13
13
15
18 ...
32 ...
45 ...
67 ...
...
...
...
...
2
1 ...
...

2004
...
2.20
0.26
0.60
...

2005
0.12
2.30
0.23
...
0.05

2006
...
2.31
0.25
0.64
...

2007
...
2.61
...
...
...

2004
...
882
16
66
...

2005
3
996
16
...
2

2006
...
1104
18
80
...

2007
...
1342
...
...
...

Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics (as cited in Aldaba 2011)

Table 2 presents the number of researchers (measured in full-time equivalent). In the
Philippines, this increased to 6896 in 2005 from 5860 in 2003. Expressed in terms of
researchers per million inhabitants, this went up from 71 in 2003 to 81 in 2005 for the
Philippines. In Singapore, this went up significantly from 2,535 in 1996 to 5,575 in 2005 and
to 6,088 in 1007. In Thailand, the ratio increased from 100 in 1996 to 311 in 2005. In
Malaysia, this was 503 in 2004 and 205 in Indonesia in 2001.
Table 2: Number of Researchers
DATA
YEAR
PHILS
SING
THAI
MAL
INDO
PHILS
SING
THAI
MAL
INDO

Researchers (Full Time Equivalent) - Total
1996 1997 1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
9108 9704 11396 12598 16633 16740 18120
6038 4409 ...
10418 ...
17710 ...
1894 ...
3416 ...
6423 ...
7157
...
...
...
...
44984 42722 ...
Researchers per million inhabitants (Full Time Equivalent)
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
2535 2615
2977
3203
4139
4103
4398
100
72 ...
169 ...
281 ...
90 ...
154 ...
276 ...
295
...
...
...
...
219
205 ...

2003
5860
20024
18114
...
...

2004
...
21359
...
12670
...

2005
6896
23789
20506
...
...

2006
...
25033
...
9694
...

2007
...
27301
...
...
...

71
4820
281
...
...

...
5087
...
503
...

81
5575
311
...
...

...
5736
...
372
...

...
6088
...
...
...

Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics (as cited in Aldaba 2011).

Innovation is not restricted to technology and knowledge creation through research
and development but also includes implementation or commercialization of advances in
technology. Innovation is not confined to a global first (introduction or application of
technology for the first time in the world), but includes the introduction or application of
technology for the first time in a new environment (OECD Secretariat 2007). This process is
commonly called as adoption, absorption and adaptation. In this paper, innovation would
cover a much broader definition that includes not only the implementation of a new or
significantly improved product, or process, but also a new marketing method, or a new
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organizational method in business practices, workplace organization or external relations
(OECD 2007).
The paper examines the innovation activities of PEZA locators in Laguna and Cavite
along with constraints and factors that drive firms to engage in innovation. It is divided into
four sections. After the introduction, section two provides a brief description of PEZA, the
business environment in which these firms operate and a discussion of the profile of the
establishments that were included in the survey. Section three presents the survey results
covering the firms’ innovation activity, constraints on innovation, factors that drive
innovation, government policy and sources of information and cooperation for innovation.
Section four draws the conclusions and policy implications of the results.

II.

Overall Business Environment and Survey Profile

A. Philippine Economic Zone Authority: Overall Business Environment
PEZA is the Philippine government agency tasked to promote investments, extend
assistance, register, grant incentives to and facilitate the business operations of investors in
export-oriented manufacturing and service facilities inside selected areas PEZA Special
Economic Zones. PEZA was created through Republic Act 7916 dated 25 July 1994
(subsequently amended by RA 8748). It oversees and administers incentives to
developers/operators of and locators in 239 zones consisting of 13 agro-industrial economic
zone, 148 IT parks/centers, 64 manufacturing economic zone, 2 medical tourism parks, and
12 tourism economic zone. As of June 2010, there were 2,289 companies employing a total
of 697,187 direct workers. PEZA exports account for about 90% of the country’s total
manufactured exports.
PEZA is governed by a board of directors composed of representatives from different
governmental agencies involved in zone operations as well as a representative of the labor
sector and businesses located in the zones. PEZA is perceived by the business community to
be a well-run public entity, responsive to their needs and intolerant of governmental abuses.
An active partnership exists between its leadership and the locators, and a culture of customer
service characterizes the organization.
PEZA leadership recognizes that many countries in the region are competing for the
same investments, and understands that success depends on zone administration that is
efficient, corruption-free, and able to provide quality infrastructure and services. As such,
PEZA operates not only as a one-stop shop operating non-stop 24/7. Service at PEZA zones is
available 24/7 and even top officials at Head Office are on call 24/7.
PEZA issues building and occupancy permits, export and import permits,
environmental clearance certificates, and performs special non-immigrant visa processing.
Over the years, PEZA concluded memoranda of agreement with other government agencies to
ease and facilitate investment and business operation. Special non-immigrant visa processing
is done in PEZA along with other required processes such as issuance of environmental
clearance. PEZA locators are exempted from local government business permits. PEZA is
ISO certified and successfully complied with the quality standards of ISO 90001:2008. It is
apparent that what makes PEZA different from other locations are its good practices in the
operation and administration of incentives combined with its relatively good infrastructure
(see Box 1).
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Box 1: Good Practices in PEZA
PEZA registration requirements have been simplified, registration forms made simple, and
approval has been made easy. There has been no reported case of graft and corruption in PEZA. As
emphasized by the PEZA officials interviewed, “we always try to put ourselves in the shoes of
investors and find ways on how to ease the cost of doing business”. All PEZA zones are manned by
PEZA officers and staff to immediately respond to locators’ needs and concerns. Complaints and
queries are always acted upon within 24 hours. PEZA is a full service agency and is on call 24/7.
They also noted that their focus is always on investment promotion rather than regulation of
incentives.
Given these good practices in PEZA, it is important for other investment promotion agencies to
learn and adopt the “PEZA way” in dealing with issues particularly the slow processing of
environmental, local government unit (LGU), and other government clearances and permits. As
Booz, Allen, Hamilton (2008) noted, PEZA is “very efficient, effective, and successful”. Akinci
(2008) further added that PEZA’s one-stop shop reduced the cost of business in PEZA leading to
an improvement in firm competitiveness. PEZA successfully combined regulation and promotion
and under PEZA, the Philippines has shown dramatic improvements in investment climate.
Source: Aldaba et al (2010)

In terms of investment, Figure 1 presents the total approved domestic and foreign
investments for PEZA as well as with the other major investment promotion agencies (IPAs)
in the Philippines, Board of Investments (BOI), Subic Bay Metropolitan Authority (SBMA),
and the Clark Development Authority (CDA) from 2000 to 2009 (Aldaba et al 2010). On the
average, PEZA registered a share of 38 percent while BOI accounted for 53 percent of the
total. SBMA and CDA cornered 6 and 3 percent of the total, respectively.
Figure 1: Total Approved Foreign and Domestic Investments (in million pesos)
500000
450000
400000
350000

CDC

300000

SBMA

250000

PEZA

200000

BOI

150000
100000
50000
0
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Source of basic data: BOI ( as cited in Aldaba et al 2010)

Figure 2 shows the approved foreign investments for from 2000 to 2009. On the
average, PEZA accounted for the bulk of the total approved FDI with a share of 46 percent
for the period 2000-2009. BOI follows with a share of 40 percent while SBMA and CDA
registered 10 and 4 percent of the total, respectively.
Table 3 compares the incentives granted by PEZA with the other IPAs. As the table
shows, PEZA has the most generous incentives consisting of income tax holiday and tax and
duty exemption of raw materials and supplies and capital equipment.
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Figure 2: Total Approved Foreign Direct Investments (in million pesos)
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Source: BOI

Incentives

Table 3: Incentives Offered by Different IPAs in the Philippines
IPA

PEZA

BOI OIC

SBMA

CDA

Income
Others

4-8 years ITH*
After ITH, special
rate of 5% tax on
gross income in
lieu of national &
local taxes

4-8 years ITH
After ITH,
payment of the
regular corporate
tax

No ITH
5% tax on gross
income in lieu of
all local &
national taxes

No ITH
5% tax on gross
income in lieu
of all local &
national taxes

Raw materials
& supplies
Breeding stocks
& genetic
materials
Capital
equipment,
spare parts,
materials &
supplies

Tax & duty
exemption
Tax & duty
exemption

Tax credit

Tax & duty
exemption
Tax & duty
exemption

Tax & duty
exemption
Tax & duty
exemption

Tax & duty
exemption

Tax & duty
exemption

Tax & duty
exemption

Tax exemption
within 10 years
from registration
Tax & duty
exemption on
capital equipment
& spare parts

Source of basic data: BOI; Note: *ITH: Income Tax Holiday (as cited in Aldaba et al 2010).

The 2010 Investment Priorities Plan includes research and development and
innovation as one of the priority areas for investment. This covers commercial and in-house
R&D activities (establishment of testing laboratories and clinical research organization),
establishment of Centers of Excellence (incubation centers and common service facilities),
innovation (development of a new or improved product, processes and technology which may
be patentable), and skills development training institutions.
R&D and innovation incentives approved by the PEZA Board in 2008 (Ferrer 2008)
covers the following: (i) An income tax holiday of 4 years is granted to pure R&D activity;
(ii) For R&D with manufacturing in the country, an income tax holiday of 6 years plus other
incentives are provided for new product or new application; (iii) For existing product
enhancement with additional features, an ITH of 4 years with other incentives; and (iv) For
existing product to reduce cost, other incentives are granted but no ITH.
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B. Profile of PEZA Firms Surveyed
The survey covered a total of 137 PEZA-registered firms that are located in Cavite
and Laguna economic zones. These surveyed firms consist mostly of IT Manufacturers (70%)
as well as Electronics Manufacturers (22%) and Food Manufacturers and BPO (8%).
More than half of these firms are manufacturing only for the export market (55%),
while the rest either sell their products in the domestic market only or in both markets
(foreign and domestic). The sampled PEZA firms are comprised mostly of large firms (70%)
and are mostly foreign-owned. In terms of foreign capitalization, 78% of the survey firms
have at least 10% foreign ownership.
Table 4. PEZA Respondents Basic Profile and Distribution
Establishment
Size

Industry group
Food manufacturing and
BPO
Electronics
manufacturing
IT Manufacturing
Total

% to
all
PEZ
A

SME
(share
to
industr
y)

Large
(share
to
industr
y)

8%

36%

22%
70%
100
%

Market Orientation

Foreign Equity
With
no or
less
than
With
10%
10%
Foreig Foreig
n
n
Capita Capita
l
l

Domest
ic Only

Expor
ts
Only

Both
Domest
ic &
Exports

64%

64%

36%

0%

55%

45%

43%

57%

27%

47%

27%

30%

70%

25%

75%

17%

59%

24%

16%

84%

30%

70%

23%

55%

23%

22%

78%

Among the PEZA respondents, 85% are single establishments which have neither
branch nor main office. Eleven percent are branch only, while the remaining 4% are both
establishment and main office.
Figure 3. Distribution of PEZA respondents by Economic Organization
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Table 5 shows average share of female employment for the surveyed PEZA firms.
Large corporations in Electronics and IT manufacturing on the average hire
considerably higher females on their workforce having around seven female workers for
every 10 people hired. For food manufacturing and BPO companies, female workers
have a slightly lower share. There are also fewer females in SMEs in Electronics
manufacturing. Overall, PEZA respondents have a slightly higher proportion of female
workers relative to male workers.
Table 5. Average Share of Female Employees by Industry and Size (in percent)

Size
Large
SME
Grand Total
III.

Electronics

Food and BPO IT
24
75
38
41
59
30

Total
70
66
69

68
55
64

Survey Highlights
A. Innovation Activity

For the period January 2009 to June 2010, around 72% of sampled PEZA
establishments were considered innovation active. This is relatively higher than the 54% rate
of innovation active firms across all samples. Table 6A shows that innovator firms are mostly
large corporations. 55% of large corporations are engaged in product innovation while 64%
have process innovation activities. Among SMEs, only 44% are product innovators while
54% are process innovators. Fifty percent of large establishments are both product and
process innovators while only around 40% of SMEs were in the same category. When the
survey was conducted, 53% of PEZA respondents had ongoing product or process innovation
activities while around 15% had abandoned innovation activities.
Table 6A. Innovation Activities by Size
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
SME
National

LARGE

PEZA

National

PEZA

ALL
National

PEZA

Innovation active

48%

68%

65%

73%

54%

72%

Product Innovator

32%

44%

46%

55%

38%

52%

Of which share with new-to-market products

64%

56%

54%

45%

59%

48%

Process innovator
Of which share of those that developed
process innovation within the establishment or
enterprise

36%

54%

56%

64%

44%

61%

90%

95%

92%

87%

91%

89%

Abandoned activities

12%

12%

14%

15%

12%

14%

Ongoing activities

34%

41%

52%

58%

41%

53%

With innovation-related expenditure

33%

44%

52%

58%

40%

54%

Both product and process innovator

25%

39%

42%

50%

31%

47%

Either product or process innovator

44%

59%

61%

69%

50%

66%

Innovation is not only about the development or application of technology or other
forms of product or process change. Firms can also change their business strategies to become
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more competitive. Table 6B shows that 86% of PEZA firms are engaged in wider forms of
innovation, compared to the national rate of 76% . 72% are organizational innovators while
55% are marketing innovators. Both large enterprises (88%) and SMEs (83%) are engaged in
wider forms of innovation.
Note also that 74% of PEZA firms have knowledge management practices.
Knowledge management involves activities related to the capture, use and sharing knowledge
by the firm as indicated by a written knowledge management policy, incentives for employees
to share knowledge within the firm, dedicated resources to monitor and obtain knowledge
from outside the firm, bringing in external experts from universities and research institutes as
well as regular updates of internal databases or manuals of good work practices, expert advice
and the like.
Table 6B. Enterprises that introduced wider forms of innovation
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
MSME
LARGE
ALL
National
PEZA
National
PEZA
National
PEZA
Wider innovator
71%
83%
83%
88%
76%
86%
Organizational Innovator
52%
68%
67%
74%
58%
72%
Marketing innovator
49%
51%
53%
56%
50%
55%
Knowledge management
56%
63%
72%
79%
62%
74%

Table 7 shows that in terms of industry, food manufacturing and BPO enterprises in
PEZA were considered most innovation active with 91% of firms in these industries classified
as innovation active. Electronics and IT manufacturing firms follow with 77% and 68%,
respectively. However, this is slightly different compared across all respondents with only
less than 50% of food manufacturers and BPO companies considered as innovation active.
Table 7. Innovation Active Enterprises by Industry
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
Industry

SME

LARGE

ALL

National

PEZA

National

PEZA

National

PEZA

Electronics

57%

77%

74%

76%

64%

77%

Food manufacturing and BPO

42%

100%

59%

86%

47%

91%

IT

60%

58%

68%

71%

64%

68%

Grand Total

48%

68%

65%

73%

54%

72%

Figure 4 shows the different types of innovation activities that firms were engaged in.
Almost all of PEZA respondents (95%) said they engaged in either external or internal
training for their personnel. A little more than 50% of all sampled PEZA firms said they
engaged in in-house R&D, 64% of which continuously perform R&D from January 2009 up
to the present. A high number of firms (71%) in PEZA region also acquired advanced
machinery and equipment to produce new or significantly improved products and processes.
Around 11% outsourced their R&D activities.
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Figure 4. Breakdown of Innovation Activities
Breakdown of Innovation Activitie (% of all PEZA enterprises)
In-house R&D
of which
Continuously
Occasionally
Outsourced R&D
Machinery and equipment
Computer hardware
Computer software
Acquisition of other external knowledge
Training
Market introduction of innovations
Other preparations
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%

B. Constraints to Innovation
The firms were asked to rank the different factors that hamper their innovation
activities or influence them not to innovate based on their degree of importance: high,
medium, low, factor not experienced. The factors are classified into three groups: cost,
knowledge and market. Table 8 summarizes the results for those firms that regarded
potential barriers to innovation as “high”.
For all PEZA firms, the results showed that cost factors were perceived as the
most significant barrier. 27% pointed out that innovation costs are too high and 18%
noted the lack of internal funds for innovation. Knowledge factors such as the lack of
qualified personnel, lack of information on technology and markets as well as difficulty
in finding cooperation partners for innovation were also perceived by PEZA firms as
hampering their innovation.
Fifteen percent of SMEs within PEZA consider lack of information on markets as a
“high” barrier to innovation, however, only around 9% of large establishments indicated the
same. Both SMEs and large enterprises with responses of 12% and 13%, respectively
perceive lack of finance from sources outside their enterprise as a high barrier to innovation.

Table 8A. Enterprises regarding potential barriers to innovation as 'high'
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all
enterprises)
Barrier
SME
LARGE
ALL
Natio PE
Natio PE
Natio PE
nal
ZA
nal
ZA
nal
ZA
a. Lack of funds within your
establishment or enterprise
26%
12%
19%
20%
24%
18%
1. Cost
b. Lack of finance from sources
factors
outside your enterprise
18%
12%
9%
13%
15%
12%
2.
Knowledge

c. Innovation costs too high

27%

22%

22%

29%

25%

27%

a. Lack of qualified personnel

14%

10%

6%

10%

11%

10%

b. Lack of information on technology

12%

10%

7%

10%

10%

10%
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factors

3.
Market
factors
4.
Reasons
not to
innovate

c. Lack of information on markets
d. Difficulty in finding cooperation
partners for innovation
a. Market dominated by established
enterprises
b. Uncertain demand for innovative
goods or services

11%

15%

6%

9%

9%

11%

11%

10%

8%

11%

10%

11%

18%

10%

7%

9%

14%

9%

12%

10%

7%

10%

10%

10%

a. No need due to prior innovations

8%

7%

8%

8%

8%

8%

b. No demand for innovations

11%

7%

9%

9%

10%

9%

Figure 5 shows the breakdown of why non-innovative firms among PEZA
respondents do not engage in any innovation activity. Thirteen percent among non-innovative
enterprises in IT manufacturing said there is simply no demand for innovation while 5%
indicated there was no need due to prior innovation.
Reason for no innovation (non-innovative enterprises only)

National

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

0%
Electronics

No need due to prior
innovations

1%

No demand for innovations
PEZA

Electronics

National

IT

PEZA

3%

IT

3%

2%

8%

5%

13%

Table 8B lists the innovation barriers perceived by no-innovation active firms. Like
the innovation active firms, non-innovators also considered cost factors as the most important
barriers to innovation along with uncertain demand for innovative goods or services.
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Table 8B: . Non Innovation Active Enterprises regarding potential barriers to
innovation as 'high'
Barrier to innovation
Lack of funds within your establishment or enterprise

National
25%

PEZA
18%

Lack of finance from sources outside your enterprise

18%

10%

Innovation costs too high

25%

23%

Lack of qualified personnel

11%

8%

Lack of information on technology

11%

10%

9%

8%

Difficulty in finding cooperation partners for
innovation

12%

10%

3. Market
factors

Market dominated by established enterprises

14%

10%

Uncertain demand for innovative goods or services

12%

13%

4. Reasons not
to innovate

No need due to prior innovations

7%

8%

13%

15%

1. Cost factors

2. Knowledge
factors

Lack of information on markets

No demand for innovations

C. Factors Driving Innovation
Firms were also asked about the effects of innovation by ranking a number of drivers
for innovation on a scale from no impact through low, medium, and high impact. The drivers
are classified into two main groups: product-related and process-related. Table 9 presents the
proportion of innovation active respondents who answered high in each category. The results
show that 35% of the respondents rated “improved quality of goods and services” as highly
important. This implies a strongly customer-focused approach to innovation. The other
important drivers were process-related: improved flexibility of production or service
provision and increased capacity of production or service provision. Other effects such as
meeting regulatory requirements and reduced environmental impact and improved health and
safety were also perceived as important drivers for innovation.
Table 9. Enterprises rating effects of innovation as 'high'
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
Factor

1. Product
oriented effects

a. Increased
range of goods or
services
b. Entered new
markets or
increased market
share
c. Improved
quality of goods
or services

SME

LARGE

ALL

National

PEZA

National

PEZA

National

PEZA

17%

20%

27%

27%

21%

25%

14%

20%

25%

24%

18%

23%

19%

24%

35%

40%

25%

35%
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2. Process
oriented effects

3. Other
effects

a. Improved
flexibility of
production or
service provision
b. Increased
capacity of
production or
service provision
c. Reduced
labor costs per
unit output
d. Reduced
materials and
energy per unit
output
a. Reduced
environmental
impacts or
improved health
and safety
b. Met
regulatory
requirements

16%

20%

30%

35%

21%

31%

15%

20%

28%

33%

20%

29%

10%

15%

22%

28%

14%

24%

9%

12%

18%

23%

13%

20%

12%

20%

25%

31%

17%

28%

14%

22%

28%

33%

20%

30%

D. Sources of information & cooperation for innovation
Respondents were asked to rank a number of potential information sources on a scale
from no relationship to high importance. These information sources are classified into four:
internal- from within the enterprise; market- suppliers, customers, clients; institutionalgovernment research organizations, universities; and others- conferences, trade fairs, etc.
Table 10 summarizes the proportion that answered high in each category.

Table 10. Enterprises rating information sources as of 'high' importance
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
Information source

1. Internal

a. Within your
establishment or
enterprise

2. Market
source

a. Suppliers of
equipment,
materials,
components, or
software
b. Clients or
customer
c. Competitors
or other enterprise
in your sector
d. Consultants,
commercial
laboratories, or
private R&D
institutes

MSME

LARGE

ALL

National

PEZA

National

PEZA

National

PEZA

23%

27%

40%

45%

29%

39%

17%

32%

26%

27%

21%

28%

23%

32%

36%

38%

28%

36%

14%

15%

19%

16%

16%

15%

7%

5%

12%

11%

9%

9%
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3.
Institutional
source

4. Other
sources

a. Universities
or other higher
education
institutions
b. Government
or public research
institutes
a. Conferences,
trade fairs,
exhibitions
b. Scientific
journals and
trade/technical
publications
c. Professional
and industry
associations

4%

2%

5%

3%

4%

3%

3%

0%

3%

3%

3%

2%

10%

12%

8%

5%

9%

7%

6%

7%

8%

4%

7%

5%

6%

2%

7%

6%

7%

5%

The results show that internal sources of information (39%) and information from
clients or customers (36%) are the most important for information on innovation. For SMEs,
however, the most important source of information are suppliers of equipment, materials,
components, or software and clients and customers.
Institutional sources were considered to be of lowest importance with only 3% of the
PEZA respondents who perceived that information from universities or other education
institutions is highly important. This is a sign that although a fair number of firms engage in
innovation activities, there is still a minimum tie-up between private firms and academic
institutions.
There were 27 PEZA firms that had cooperation partners in their innovation
activities. As Table 11 shows, 81% of the respondents had their clients or customers from
other countries other than ASEAN as innovation partners. Most of them (74%) have partnered
with suppliers of equipment, materials, components, or software from other countries. Within
the country, 67% among collaborative enterprises have cooperated with other establishments
within their own enterprise. Almost half of the respondents considered clients or customers as
the most valuable partner in their innovation activities.
Table 11. Cooperation partners (innovation active and collaborative enterprises only)
Geography of cooperation
Type of partner
Within the
Other
All other
country
ASEAN
countries
1. Other establishments within your enterprise
67%
15%
33%
2. Suppliers of equipment, materials,
components, or software
59%
33%
74%
3. Clients or customers
44%
30%
81%
4. Competitors or other establishments in your
sector
37%
7%
19%
5. Consultants, commercial laboratories, or
private R&D institutes
48%
0%
11%
6. Universities or other higher education
institutions
26%
0%
4%
7. Government or public research institutes
41%
0%
0%
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E. Impact of government innovation policy
Table 12 shows that only few firms were able to receive any public financial support
for their innovation activities. Only 9% of PEZA innovation active firms received such
support from the national government. This is slightly higher to the national result of 5%.
Table 12. Percentage of establishments that received public financial support
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all innovative enterprises)
SME
LARGE
ALL
National
PEZA National
PEZA National
PEZA
Local
4%
11%
1%
2%
3%
National
5%
17%
5%
7%
5%
Foreign
1%
6%
2%
2%
2%

4%
9%
3%

Eighteen PEZA respondents said they availed of government support or assistance on
their innovation activities since January 2009. Table 13 summarizes the results for firms that
rating government support or assistance as “high”. The firms perceived technical support or
advice (33%) as the most important followed by training (22%), infrastructure support (22%),
R&D funding (17%), tax rebates (17%), and loans and grants (17%). Only two SMEs of the
PEZA respondents availed of government assistance and none of them classified any of these
programs as highly important.
Table 13. Enterprises rating government support programs for innovation as 'high'
Size of enterprise (Percentage of those who availed govt.
support)
Information source
SME
LARGE
ALL
National
1. R&D funding

0%

National
17%

PEZA
19%

National
15%

PEZA
17%

2. Training

27%

0%

35%

25%

32%

22%

3. Subsidies

0%

0%

17%

13%

12%

11%

18%

0%

35%

19%

29%

17%

18%

0%

43%

38%

35%

33%

9%

0%

26%

25%

21%

22%

9%

0%

17%

19%

15%

17%

4. Tax rebates
5. Technical
support/advice
6. Infrastructure
support
7. Loans and grants

IV.

9%

PEZA

Policy Implications

The results tend to show that providing a conducive business environment and
developing institutional and governance qualities like PEZA are important to encourage firms
to engage in innovation. Government must focus its policies towards the reduction of the cost
of doing business, providing infrastructure and logistics and creating an efficient and effective
bureaucracy like PEZA.
Government innovation support must be provided to domestically-owned firms
particularly to small and medium enterprises. Incentives must be designed to cover a wider
range of innovation activities including not only development of a new or improved product,
processes and technology as defined in the Investment Priorities Plan but also marketing and
organizational innovation.
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At the same time, small and medium enterprises must also be strengthened for them
to grow and develop into larger enterprises. SMEs have continued to face the same major
development constraints such as access to finance, technology, and skills and difficulties with
product quality and marketing. One way for the government to address the constraints on
skills and technological capabilities is to provide incentives to encourage universities and
research institutions to interact closely with SMEs. Incentives can also be provided to set up
central institutions to monitor and diffuse new technologies and technological services to
SMEs. Industrial parks and industrial incubators for SMEs should be expanded with
government assistance or jointly with the private sector. The competitiveness of SMEs can
also be enhanced by establishing local or regional testing and quality standards institutes for
SMEs.
Given the shift towards a more open system of innovation and the importance of
knowledge management practices, the government must promote the free exchange of ideas
and flow of knowledge from outside the companies. Improving networking, linkages and
collaboration between the government, industry associations, and universities and research
institutions must be pursued. Likewise, information should be disseminated through effective
use of information communication technology (ICT).
Supplier development and linkage programs could also be developed to provide
information exchange and create or improve linkages among domestic firms and MNCs in
PEZA with firms operating outside PEZA. This is important in improving backward linkages
of PEZA firms with the rest of the domestic economy. Domestic trade fairs can be organized
that would exhibit the parts and components and other products that PEZA firms are
interested in procuring.
Lastly, programs of DOST and PEZA such as the open technology and business
incubation partnership for start-up companies in ICT should be expanded to include other
industries.
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1. Executive Summary

INTRODUCTION
Cebu is known to be the center of trade and

industry in Visayas and Mindanao. For several
decades Cebu has successfully produced various
products and services both for local and export
markets. According to the 2010 Central Visayas
Regional Profile, the region's export industry
came out stronger in 2010 with value and
volume of exports increasing by 28.2 per cent
and 24.9 per cent, respectively.
Cebu has been known for its manufacturing in
food, furniture and handicrafts sectors but over
the past decade this traditional industries were
overtaken by advanced high technology
industries.
Recently, the entry of business
process outsourcing (BPO) firms such as call
centers have contributed much to the growth
of the local economy. As of 2008, Cebu has 35
foreign direct investments in IT /BPO with a
total cost Php 2.04 billion. (2010 Regional Economic
Situationer). Cebu as one of the emerging
economy in the Philippines was selected as one
of the four areas surveyed for this pilot
innovation study.
This paper presents the results of the conducted
innovation survey among 129 establishments
which intends to provide a broad picture on the
how innovation activities are implemented,
driven and hindered in Cebu.
OBJECTIVES
With the view that innovation is a critical driver
of economic development, the Department of
Science and Technology with support of the
National Statistics Office and IDRC, the first
innovation survey in the Philippines was
conducted. The main objective of the survey is
to
measure innovation particularly the
innovative performance of economic actors in
three key cities of the the Philippines and to
provide empirical basis for designing innovation

policies and to monitor their impact over time.
Specifically, the survey aims to: (1) to collect
empirical data on innovative behavior of local
firms in selected survey sites and analyze the
factors that drive their innovation performance;
(2) to communicate to public and private
stakeholders a better understanding and
appreciation of the various innovation activities
being pursued at local levels and assess how
these patterns contribute to strengthening firm
competitiveness; (3) to conduct fora and
stimulate a collaborative process of policy
dialogue, policy learning and adaptive policymaking among researchers and policy-makers at
the local levels; (4) to identify a set of policy
initiatives that can be possibly advocated and
adopted at the local level; and (5) to identify and
recommend policy tools for the establishment of
innovation indicators and promote the
importance of innovation in sustaining economic
growth and development.
The 2009 Survey on Innovation (SIA) studied the
innovation behavior of micro (with 1-9
employees), small (10-99 employees), medium
(100-200 employees) and large (200 and above
employees) enterprises.
In Cebu, 129
establishments from Cebu City (44%), Mandaue
City (37%) and Lapu-Lapu City (19%) were
surveyed. Twenty-three 25% of the respondents
are micro, 31% are small, 17% are medium and
27% are large enterprises. The respondents were
categorized into three major industry groups
namely food manufacturing (55%), electronics
manufacturing (23%) and IT manufacturing
(22%). A focus group discussion (FGD) was
likewise conducted among key stakeholders,
representing industries who were not surveyed.
The FGD was intended to gather feedback and
further insights on the initial findings of the
survey. The FGD yielded better understanding
and analyses of the survey results. Likewise, the
final survey results was presented to the Cebu
stakeholders for validation. Recommendations
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which were formulated through these activities is
presented in the last section of this report.
INNOVATION ACTIVITY
The survey revealed as shown in Table 1, fifty-six
(56%) per cent of the surveyed establishments in
Cebu were innovation active in 2009 which is
slightly higher than the national figure. In terms
of innovation activities, 33% are both product
and process innovators. However, there are
more process innovators (47%) than product
innovators (38%).
Only forty-three (43%)
claimed to have innovation-related expenditure.

This could mean that some innovation activities
did not incur expenses which is possible with
process innovations. On the other hand, some
respondents may have failed to report the
expenditures according to the FGD participants.
The survey also revealed that a slightly higher
percentage of large enterprises (60%) were
engaged in some sort of innovation compared
to the MSME (54%).

Table 1. Innovation active enterprises: by type of activity,
Percentage of all enterprises
Size of enterprise

Innovation active
Product Innovator
Of which share with new-to-market products
Process innovator
Of which share of those that developed process
innovation within the establishment or enterprise
Abandoned activities
Ongoing activities
With innovation-related expenditure
Both product and process innovator
Either product or process innovator

MSME
54%
36%
88%
45%

Large
60%
43%
67%
54%

All Cebu
Firms
56%
38%
82%
47%

National
54%
38%
59%
44%

88%
19%
47%
43%
31%
50%

100%
17%
49%
46%
40%
57%

92%
19%
47%
43%
33%
52%

91%
12%
41%
40%
31%
50%

SIZE OF ENTERPRISE

INNOVATION BY INDUSTRY TYPE
The highest recorded percentage of innovation
active type of industry are the motion picture
publishers (67%) followed by the ICT services
(63%). The BPOs and IT manufacturing
industries has similar recorded percentage of
56%. In most types of industries except for ICT
services and IT manufacturing, large enterprises
are more innovation active than their MSME
counterparts. (see table 3 for details).
FACTORS IMPACTING ON INNOVATION
Between cost, knowledge and market factors,
the cost factor were considered as the most
significant hindering factor to innovation among
Cebu enterprises. Twenty-five (25%) claimed

to have lack of funds while 23% thinks
innovation cost is too high. This is probably
because innovation is usually associated with
acquisition of new equipment and machinery as
cited during the FGD.
The survey revealed that among those who
were not engaged in innovation activity, 14%
believe that they do not need to innovate due
to their prior innovations while 15% do not see
a demand for innovation. This is sad fact as
innovation is supposedly a continuing business
activity to sustain itself and stay competitive.
Other reported barriers for innovation as cited
by 16% of the respondents believe that the
market is already dominated by established
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enterprises and 13% are uncertain if there is a
demand for innovative goods or services.
These reasons were viewed as defeatist attitude

by the FGD participants.

2. Profile
RESPONDENTS

quarters of the respondents are private
corporation (78%), single proprietorship (15%),
cooperative (5%), partnership (2%) and others
(1%).
Organization wise, 60.5% are single
establishments while 30.2% are branch offices
only and the 9.3% are the main offices with
other branches elsewhere.

A total of 129 firms were sampled for this first
innovation survey in Metro Cebu. These
establishments are located in the cities of Cebu,
Mandaue and Lapu-lapu. The number of
respondents were almost equally divided
between the large (27%), medium (17%), small
(31%) and micro industries (25%).

GEOGRAPHICAL MARKET

MAIN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Distribution of Respondents by Size and Market
50
45

The survey respondents came from 16 industry
types which were categorized in three major
groupings namely: food manufacturing,
electronics manufacturing and information
technology. More than half or 55% of the
surveyed establishments are engaged in food
manufacturing followed by call centers at 13%.
as presented in the following table:

30

28%

22%

53%
22%
16%

20

10

Other Countries
ASEAN
National
Local

9%

15
75%

51%

5

38%
26%
25%

12%

0
Micro

Number

%

Food Manufacturing

71

55.0

Call Center

17

13.2

IT Manufacturing

9

7.0

Electronics Manufacturing

6

4.7

Other software consultancy and supply

5

3.9

Motion picture video and television programme production sound recording

4

3.1

ICT Service Industries

3

2.3

ICT Trade Industries

2

1.6

Telecom Services

2

1.6

Data Processing and hosting

2

1.6

Computer repair and communication

2

1.6

Publishing Activities

2

1.6

Medical Transcription

1

0.8

Database activities and on-line distribution of electronic content

1

0.8

Other computer-related activities

1

0.8

1

0.8

129

100

In terms of legal organization, more than three-

3%

25

Industry Group

Hardware Consultancy

4%

35

Table 2: Distribution by Industry Type

In terms, of legalTOTAL
organization,

17%

40

Small

Medium

Large

The graph above showed that the market of micro
industries stays mainly within Cebu and other parts
of the Philippines. Only 3% of the the micro
industries has market outside the Philippines.
Similarly, more than three-quarters of the small
industries market their products within Cebu and
the Philippines as well. On the other hand, large
industries have more international than the local
and national markets by 24%. The survey revealed
that the bigger the industries, the bigger is their
market outside the Philippines.
EMPLOYMENT
The 129 surveyed establishments generated
employment for 64,260 individuals. Out of this,
91% totaling to 59,526 employment came from
large industries. Specifically, more than half or 54%
of the employment for 34,489 individuals was
contributed by the 17 call centers representing 13%
of our respondents. In terms of employment
distribution by gender, the surveyed companies
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employed 55% and 45% females and males
respectively.
According to information gathered,
women are more likely be
employed by
manufacturing industries that require dexterity.

3. Innovation Activity
Innovation is defined as the implementation of
a new or significantly improved product (good
or service), or process, a new marketing
method, or a new organization method in
business practices, workplace organization or
external relations.” (Oslo Manual 2005)
Using this definition, this innovation survey
measured the level of innovation activities of
the 129 surveyed establishments in Cebu as part
of the first innovation survey in Philippines.
The survey
defines “innovation active
establishments” as those establishments who
introduced one or more innovation activities in
improving their products and services and
process, market and organization.
Specifically, these establishments involved

themselves in any of the following in 2009:
• introduced of new or significantly improved
products (goods and/or services) or
processes;
• engaged in any innovation projects whether
they are not complete or have been
abandoned;
• incurred expenses in the conduct of
innovation activities such as internal research
and development, training, acquisition of
external knowledge or machinery and
equipment.

Table 3 : Innovation active enterprises: by type of activity, 2009
SIZE OF ENTERPRISE
Percentage of all enterprises
Size of enterprise

Innovation active
Product Innovator
Of which share with new-to-market products
Process innovator
Of which share of those that developed process
innovation within the establishment or enterprise
Abandoned activities
Ongoing activities
With innovation-related expenditure
Both product and process innovator
Either product or process innovator

MSME
54%
36%
88%
45%

Large
60%
43%
67%
54%

All Cebu
Firms
56%
38%
82%
47%

National
54%
38%
59%
44%

88%
19%
47%
43%
31%
50%

100%
17%
49%
46%
40%
57%

92%
19%
47%
43%
33%
52%

91%
12%
41%
40%
31%
50%

M

As presented in Table 2, 56% of the surveyed
establishments in Cebu were considered as

innovation active per the survey definition as
stated earlier. The survey revealed however
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that there are more process innovators (47%)
than product innovators (38%). These
enterprises improved their manufacturing
methods, logistics, delivery or distribution
methods, operations and maintenance in
producing their products or services. On the
other hand the product innovators introduced
new and significantly improved goods and
services. Thirty-three (33%) though did both
product and process innovations. In terms of
expenditure, only forty-three (43%) claimed
spending for their innovation activities. This
could mean that some innovation activities did
not incur expenses which is possible with
process innovations. On the other hand, some
respondents may have failed to report the
expenditures as cited by the FGD participants.
The innovation-related expenditure totaled to
PhP 1.4 billion as reported by 53
establishments. The highest reported expense
per establishment was incurred by an electronic
manufacturing company amounting to PhP
387.2 million.
The survey also revealed that a slightly higher
percentage of large enterprises (60%) were
engaged in innovation activities compared to
the 54% of the micro-small-medium enterprises
(MSME).

During the survey, 47% of the establishments
had on-going innovation activities while 19%
reported to have experienced abandoning one
or some of their innovation activities in 2009.
The result of the product innovators numbering
to 38% of the surveyed establishments is viewed
as a low turn out by the Cebu stakeholders. The
steering committee and the FGD respondents
believed that the number of innovators in Cebu
could be higher than the survey findings. This
is due to the non-inclusion of the creative
(fashion accessories, furniture making), tourism
and maritime industries in the survey. These
industries account to a significant number of
enterprises in Cebu and innovation is inherent
to them.
In addition, many innovation
activities are happening at the export
processing zones in Cebu. This may not be
known outside the zone but are recognized
globally and these innovations are mostly
conceptualized by Filipinos, according to the
FGD participants.
For lack of understanding of the concepts of
innovation, many respondents may have failed
to realized that they are innovation active. This
could also be one of the reason why of the low
turn out, particularly that the survey was self
administered.

Figure 2: Breakdown of activities (all enterprises)

0%

10%

1. In-house R&D
2. Outsourced R&D

30%

5%
26%

4. Acquisition of equipment

23%

5. Acquisition of software

22%
7%

7. Tr aining
8. Market introduction of innovations
9. Other preparations

40%

25%

3. Acquisition of machinery

6. Acquisition of other external knowledge

20%

36%
24%
27%
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In terms of specific innovation activities as
presented in Figure 2, acquisition of machinery,
equipment and software were done by 26%,
23% and 22% of the innovation active
establishments respectively. Expenditure for
acquiring these items accounted for 74% of the
total reported innovation
expenditures.
Training on the other hand was cited most by
36% of the innovation active. Most training
activities could have been related to the need of
knowing how to use the new machinery,
equipment or software. In-house research and
development is another innovation activity
which is cited by 25% of the respondents. The
least conducted innovation activities are

activities that entail external support or
resources, namely outsourced research and
development (5%) and acquisition of external
knowledge (7%). Tapping of external resources
could mean additional expenses, preparations
and special arrangements that made it
unpopular among the establishments. However,
with advent of available information through
the internet, the FGD participants believed that
acquisition of external knowledge could have
been higher than seven per cent. But since the
survey defines external knowledge as those
purchased or licensed, many of those who
acquired external knowledge for free in the
internet were not considered in this survey.

Table 3: Innovation activity by industry

Percentage of all enterprises
Size of enterprise
Industry
Business process outsourcing
Electronics manufacturing
Food manufacturing
ICT Service Industries
IT Manufacturing
Publishing activities and motion picture video and
television production sound recording
All industries
Given the above findings, Cebu's performance
level on innovation is slightly higher compared

MSME
50%
25%
52%
71%
60%

Large
58%
50%
73%
40%
50%

All Cebu
Firms
56%
33%
55%
63%
56%

60%

100%

67%

Distribution of Innovation Active Cebu Firms by Size
80.0%
72.7%
70.0%
60.0%
55.8%
50.0%

54.4%

50.0%
46.9%

40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%
Micro

Small

Medium

33%

54%
60%
56%
54%
to the national figures as indicated below:

Figure 3: Distribution of Innovation Active Cebu Firms by Size

60.0%

National
55%
64%
47%
60%
67%

Large

Cebu Firms

National
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INNOVATION BY INDUSTRY TYPE
As presented in Table 3, percentage of
innovation active by type of industry varied
ranging from 33% to 67%. The highest recorded
percentage of innovation active industry is the
motion picture publishers (67%) followed by
the ICT services (63%). The BPOs and IT
manufacturing industries has similar recorded
percentage at 56%. In most types of industries,
large enterprises are more innovation active
than their MSME counterpart. For instance,
50% of the large electronics manufacturers are

innovation active while only 25% of their MSME
counterpart are. Similarly, there are more large
food manufacturers (73%) who are innovation
active than the MSMEs (52%). On the other
hand among ICT services and IT manufacturing
industries,
there are more smaller
establishments who are innovation active than
their large industry counterpart. Innovation gap
by industry types may narrow down as the
culture of innovation be adapted in Cebu. After
all, innovation is an imperative regardless of
industry type and sizes.
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4. Constraints on innovation
The intent of this innovation survey is to
promote innovation as a tool for nation
building. Through this survey, policy makers will
have basis for developing and enhancing
innovation policies that are relevant and
responsive to the needs of the industries.
Hence, it is vital to know the internal and
external factors that hinder industries from
innovating.
The survey considered cost, knowledge and
market factors as barriers to innovation.
Respondents were asked which among these
factors they consider “high”.
Similar to the national findings, cost factors
were considered as the most significant
hindering factor to innovate among industries in
Cebu.

to innovate while 23% thinks innovation cost is
too high. FGD participants agreed that most
Filipino companies associate innovation to cost.
This is probably because innovation is usually
associated with acquisition of new equipment
or machinery. In relation to this, the survey
revealed that 74% of the reported innovation
expenditure are spent for acquiring machinery
and equipment or software. One participant
said, “if we aim at having the best technology,
consider cost as secondary”
Other reported barriers for innovation is the
notion that the market is already dominated by
established enterprises as cited by 16% of the
respondents and 13% are uncertain if there is
demand for innovative goods or services.
These reasons were viewed as defeatist attitude
by the FGD participants. As such, a paradigm
shift is needed.
“We will die in the
international market if we stop innovating”

Table 4 shows that 25% claimed they lack funds
Table 4: Enterprises regarding potential barriers to innovation as ‘high

Percentage of all enterprises
BARRIER

1. Cost factors

2. Knowledge
factors

3. Market
factors
4. Reasons
not to

Size of enterprise
MSME

Large
Firms

All Cebu
Firms

National

26%

23%

25%

24%

21%

6%

17%

15%

c. Innovation costs too high

27%

14%

23%

25%

a. Lack of qualified personnel

19%

3%

15%

11%

b. Lack of information on technology

16%

6%

13%

10%

c. Lack of information on markets
d. Difficulty in finding cooperation partners for
innovation
a. Market dominated by established
enterprises
b. Uncertain demand for innovative goods or
services

12%

6%

10%

9%

13%

9%

12%

10%

19%

6%

16%

14%

16%

6%

13%

10%

a. No need due to prior innovations

14%

14%

14%

8%

b. No demand for innovations

16%

11%

15%

10%

a. Lack of funds within your establishment or
enterprise
b. Lack of finance from sources outside your
enterprise
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innovate

Comparing the innovation active from the nonactive enterprises as shown in Figure 3, both
groups indicated cost-related factors as the
major barriers to innovation. Specifically, a
quarter or 25% of both groups considered the
lack of fund within their the establishments as
the major one. A higher proportion of the
innovation active establishments (26%)
consider the high cost of innovation as a barrier
than the non-innovation active (19%). In

addition, a greater proportion of the noninnovation active establishments perceived the
lack of information on technology and difficulty
and finding cooperation as barriers to
innovation. Meanwhile, the lack of qualified
personnel is a shared perception both by the
innovation
active
and
non-active
establishments. Considering the market factor,
more non-innovators are affected by the
uncertain demand for innovative goods and
services. A higher proportion of the innovation
active however are threatened by the
domination of the established enterprises in the
market than the non-innovation active.

Figure 4: Perception of barriers – comparison of innovators and non-innovators rating ‘high’

30%

26%

25%
25%
25%

23%

23%

19%

20%

15%

18%

18%
16%

15%
14%

13%

18%

14%

10%

11%
10%

12%
10%

11%

11%

10%

8%

5%

Innovation Active

REASONS FOR NO INNOVATION
While innovation is supposedly a continuing
business activity to be competitive and
progressive, the survey revealed that among
those who were not engaged in innovation
activity, 14% believe that they do not need to

No demand
for innovations

No need due
to prior
innovations

Uncertain
demand for
innovative

Market
dominated by
established

Difficulty in
finding
cooperation

Lack of
information on
markets

Lack of
information on
technology

Lack of
qualified
personnel

Innovation
costs too high

Lack of
finance from
sources

Lack of funds
within your
establishment

0%

Not Innovation Active

innovate due to their prior innovations while
15% do not see a demand for innovation. Other
reported barriers for innovation as cited by 16%
of the respondents believe that that the market
is already dominated by established enterprises
and 13% is uncertain if there is demand for
innovative goods or services. These reasons
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were viewed as a defeatist attitude by the FGD
participants.
As presented in Figure 4, 23% of the noninnovation active establishments believe that
there is no demand for innovations and 18%
believe that they not need to innovate due to
their prior innovations.
These views are
contrary to what the FGD participants believe.
To them innovation is non-stop and is a
continuing effort in order to survive the
competition in the market. They believed that
the lack of exposure to international markets,
hinders others from innovating.
Other
traditional establishments who maintain their

old practices and do not risk to try new ones are
most likely not innovating as well. The Filipino
“pwede na yan” (mediocracy) or “bahala na”
(come what may) attitudes contribute further
for being non-innovative. It is in this light that
the call for developing the culture of innovation
in Cebu was strongly suggested by the FGD
participants. They further suggest that the
management of every establishment should
encourage their employees to innovate.
Establishment of idea bank and ideation
department should be encouraged, where
innovative ideas can be drawn from when
needed.

Figure 4: Reason for no innovation activity (non-innovative enterprises only)
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Electronics, Publishing and
BPO

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

No need due to prior
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2%
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National
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ALL
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23%
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5. Factors driving innovation

Industries innovate for a reason. As IBM
advocates “Innovate to accelerate” other
industries has their own motivation as well. It is
important to know why industries innovates.
Hence, the survey explored the driving forces
that propel innovation among the surveyed
industries.
Respondents were asked to indicate which
factor/s they consider “high” as a driver for
innovation. Results is shown in Table 5.
Both product and process related factors were
almost equally cited by the respondents that
drives their innovation activities. Findings
showed that 28% of the respondents cited that
they innovate to improve the quality of their
goods or services. This is followed by 26% who
indicated that they are driven to innovate in
order to increase the capacity of
their
production or service provision. Other driving
forces as expressed by a quarter of the
Table 5:

respondents are: to improve flexibility of
production or service provision, increase range
of goods and services and to enter new markets
or to increased market shares.
To enter new markets and increase market
shares was the most significant drive to
innovate as cited by 34% of the large industries.
For the MSMEs the two most commonly
reported drivers are: to improve the quality of
their goods and services and to increase
capacity of production or service provision. On
the other hand, the least cited factor that drives
innovation is to reduce materials and energy per
unit output. Cebu results reflects similar trend
with the national figures.
As an additional input from the FGD
participants, what drives them to innovate is
competition and as one participant said “We
innovate because we want to be first”.

Enterprises rating factors driving innovation as ‘high’

Percentage of all enterprises
SIZE OF ENTERPRISE

FACTOR

1. Product
related

2. Process
related

3. Others

a. Increased range of goods or services
b. Entered new markets or increased
market share
c. Improved quality of goods or services
a. Improved flexibility of production or
service provision
b. Increased capacity of production or
service provision
c. Reduced labor costs per unit output
d. Reduced materials and energy per unit
output
a. Reduced environmental impacts or
improved health and safety
b. Met regulatory requirements

MSME

Large
Firms

All Cebu
Firms

National

23%

26%

24%

21%

20%

34%

24%

18%

27%

31%

28%

25%

26%

23%

25%

21%

27%

23%

26%

20%

17%

11%

16%

14%

16%

11%

15%

13%

20%

23%

21%

17%

23%

23%

23%

20%
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6. Sources of information and co-operation for innovation
No establishment has the monopoly of ideas
when it comes to innovation. Ideas for innovation
may come from various sources. Inputs can be
gained both within an establishment or from
external sources to improve economic
undertakings.
Innovation is birth by gaining
information and in most cases through
cooperation and partnership.
This survey explored where the respondents
sourced their information leading to innovation.
The respondents were asked to rank the listed
potential information sources on a scale from
‘low’ to ‘high’ importance. The potential sources
of information include internal source, market
sources, institutional sources and other sources.
The result of the survey is shown in Table 6.
The result of the study revealed that most of the
surveyed enterprises in Cebu (37%) give high
importance to their internal resources as their
source of information for innovation. Thirty four
(34%) on other hand regarded their clients or

customers as an important source of information
for innovation. Some companies (26%) recognize
their competitors and suppliers as sources of
information as well. The survey suggests that
innovation activities are mostly done to satisfy
the needs of the customers and the move to
innovate is market driven.
The least popular sources of information are the
scientific journals and technical publications and
other professionals and industry associations.
Since, the
Chamber and Commerce and
Industries associations and other Business
organizations in Cebu were noted to be active,
this is an area that needs to be explored and
studied furhter. Noted likewise is the low
percentage of industries tapping the conferences,
trade fairs and exhibitions as sources of
information in spite the fact that Cebu has been
the hub for these kind of activities for many years.

Table 6: Enterprises rating information sources as of ‘high’ importance

Percentage of all enterprises
INFORMATION SOURCE

1. Internal

2. Market
source

3. Institutional
source

4. Other
sources

a. Within your establishment or enterprise

SIZE OF ENTERPRISE
All
Large
Cebu
MSME
Firms Firms National
37%

37%

37%

29.00%

26%

29%

26%

21%

31%

43%

34%

28%

26%

29%

26%

16%

11%

14%

12%

9%

4%

11%

6%

4%

b. Government or public research institutes

3%

6%

4%

3%

a. Conferences, trade fairs, exhibitions

13%

11%

12%

9%

b. Scientific journals and trade/technical
publications

10%

14%

11%

7%

c. Professional and industry associations

11%

11%

11%

7%

a. Suppliers of equipment, materials,
components, or software
b. Clients or customer
c. Competitors or other enterprise in your
sector
d. Consultants, commercial laboratories, or
private R&D institutes
a. Universities or other higher education
institutions
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INNOVATION CO-OPERATION

PARTNERSHIP WITH GOVERNMENT

Innovation activities were done in cooperation
with different types of partners. Partners could
either from the Philippines, ASEAN and other
countries. Among those who collaborated in
implementing their innovation activities, the most
frequent type of cooperation is with their clients
or customers within the Philippines ( 89%). This is

Government support programs were considered
of high importance by 11% of the respondents.
Among the government support programs, tax
rebates is highly appreciated, followed by the
technical support and advise. However, only 8%
of the respondents were able to avail of any
government assistance to support their
innovation activities in 2009. Those who availed
came from the food manufacturing industries and
ICT services. According to the FGD participants,
the reason why most industries do not avail of
the government support is the cumbersome
process of availing one and the bureaucracy in
general. They hope that the government will be
more active in providing support to industries that
will spur innovation in the region. Specific
recommendations are presented in the last
section of this report.

followed
by
cooperation
with
other
establishments within their enterprise (84%) and
suppliers and competitors (79%). These types of
partners are in
direct contact with the
establishments on a day-to-day basis. Hence,
partnership can be easily forged by and between
them compared to consultants, universities and
research institutes within and outside the
Philippines as indicated in the survey results in
Table 7.

Table 7: Co-operation partners (innovation active, collaborative enterprises only)

Percentages
Location of Cooperation
TYPE OF PARTNER

Within the
country

Other
ASEAN

All other
countries

Other establishments within your enterprise

84%

11%

11%

Suppliers of equipment, materials, components, or software

79%

11%

26%

Clients or customers

89%

16%

26%

Competitors or other establishments in your sector
Consultants, commercial laboratories, or private R&D
institutes

79%

5%

11%

58%

0%

11%

Universities or other higher education institutions

63%

0%

0%

Government or public research institutes

68%

0%

5%
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7. Wider forms of innovation
Apart from product and process innovations,
there are other equally important forms of
innovation which were examined in this survey. It
is believed that these forms of innovation are key
to the industries' competitiveness and economic
progress.
These are the organizational and
marketing innovations. Organizational innovation
refers to new organizational methods in the firm's
business practice while marketing innovation
pertains to new marketing and promotion
methods.
The respondents were asked whether they have
introduced organizational innovation in various
forms such as new management systems, work
organizations, management structures and public
relations. As a result, 61% of the innovation active

establishments reported to have implemented
organizational innovations. In the same manner,
respondents were likewise asked if they have
introduced marketing innovations in 2009. This
innovation includes significant changes in design,
packaging, new market strategy, new promotion
and pricing methods, new sales channels and
product presentation. Fifty -five per cent turned
out to be market innovators.
The survey
revealed likewise that there is a greater
percentage of large enterprises who did market
and organizational innovations than the MSMEs.
On the whole, 80% of the innovation active
enterprises in Cebu are wider innovators and 69%
improved their knowledge management practices.

Table 8: Enterprises that introduced wider forms of innovation
Percentage of respondents
SIZE OF ENTERPRISE

MSME

Large Firms

All Cebu Firms

National

Wider Innovator

78%

86%

80%

76%

Organizational Innovator

61%

63%

61%

58%

Marketing Innovator

56%

51%

55%

50%

Knowledge management

67%

74%

69%

62%
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8. Policy Recommendation
The conduct of this first innovation survey in
Cebu was positively welcomed by the key
stakeholders who were involved in the process of
finalizing this study. As gathered during the
series of meetings with the steering committee
and from the focused- group discussion with 11
industry representatives. The following are
recommended:
GENERAL
• To conduct innovation survey on regular basis
(at least every 2 years). This is to bring in
public consciousness and spur the “Culture of
Innovation”;
• Promote innovation as a tool for nation
building by introducing innovation concepts
and related topics through summits,
competition, sharing of best practices
exchanges,etc. through business/ industry
associations such as Chamber of Commerce
and Industries and Business Clubs;
• Best innovation practices maybe given
recognition and be promoted through public
and private fora;
GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION
• Strengthening government support that will
encourage and drive industries to become
active innovators by providing government
incentives together with financial and
technical assistance particularly for MSMEs.;
• Existing government innovation-support
programs such as tax credits or deductions,
grants, subsidized loans and loan guarantees
should be promoted and communicated to
industries;
• Assign a government agency that will be
responsible for promoting, marketing,
establishing
links
and
communicating
innovation activities in the country and forging
private and public partnership for innovation
(one-stop shop for innovation);
• Plow-in government funds for research and
development to private and higher education

institutions that will contribute to encourage
and promote innovation activities;
• Government subsidy to in-house research and
development projects that will be shared
among similar industries;
• Minimize gap between external knowledge
sources and industries by facilitating linkage
and knowledge exchange through programs
similar to “Balik Scientist” and Foreign Expert
Exchange and tapping of local experts with
government subsidy;
PRIVATE-PUBLIC PARTNERSHIP
Registration and monitoring of micro and
small industries engaged in ICT services for
overseas market to provide support and
protection. The support to be provided will
encourage home-based entrepreneurship
among IT professionals which is already on the
rise. Home-based industries will likewise
minimize carbon footprints;
•
More than half of the employment is
generated by call centers, it is therefore
recommended that partnership by and
between the government and call centers be
strengthened in
order to support the
industry's innovation activities for expanding
both their local and foreign markets;
•
Follow China's indigenous innovation
product policy, all products manufactured by
foreign companies in China is labeled “Made in
China”. If this is already done in the
Philippines,
enforcement
should
be
monitored;
•

INDUSTRY/SECTOR INTERVENTION
• Gender sensitivity in the industries'
management and operation should be
imposed and be considered as an innovation
to improve work condition and productivity;
• Creation of “Idea Bank” or “Ideation
Department” to encourage innovation among
employees.
• Initiate research and development.
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NEXT STEP
• To expand the innovation survey in Cebu to
include industries that are more prevalent

such as creative, tourism and maritime
industries;
• To conduct innovation survey specific for
MSMEs who need more support to innovate.
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Introduction

This report presents emerging
results from the Survey on Innovation
Activities (SIA) in Davao City as part of the
Philippinnovation
project of
the
Department of Science and Technology. In
line to the Department of Science and
Technology (DOST) goal, this aims to design
and introduce a systems-oriented and
policy-relevant innovation survey in the
country. It is hoped that this will provide a
better understanding of the innovative
behavior and activities of establishment to
give essential feedbacks on Science and
Technology institute policies and programs
indicating possible gaps and weaknesses in
the country’s innovation system.
The Survey of Innovation Activities
by establishments aims to generate
information on the innovative behavior of

establishments in selected Philippine areas
and to determine the factors that drive
their innovation performance. Output of
this survey shall serve as basis for
mainstreaming the innovation system
approach into the center-stage of national
policy-making through establishment of a
systems-oriented,
policy-relevant
and
internationally
comparable
innovation
survey and indicator system in the country.
Moreover, this shall provide innovation
data or information which business
associations, local government authorities
and other stakeholders can use as empirical
bases
for
policy
and
program
recommendations.
SIA data and
information can also encourage researchers
and academic institutions to conduct more
researches and policy analysis on local
innovation systems.
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This 2009 Survey on Innovation
Activities (SIA) by establishments is only
limited to Davao City. It covers economic
activities which include manufacturing,
electronics,
information
and
communication
technology
(including
content and media industries) and Business
Process Outsourcing industries. A total of
45 establishments were randomly selected
to represent the food (35) and non-food

(10) industry.
They were classified
according to size based on the total
employment as Micro (1-9), Small (10-99),
Medium (100-199) and Large (200 and
over).
However, in the final analysis,
regrouping of establishment was done due
to limited sample distribution. In terms of
size, Micro and small were collapsed and
same with medium and large.

Profile of Establishments in Davao City
Davao City is the premier City and
hub of Mindanao. It is a "Crown Jewel" of
Mindanao in terms of economic activity. It
is the most important economy in the island
and the third most important urban center
in the Philippines. Like the rest of the
country, Davao City operates on an
economic system that is market-oriented,
although pricing mechanisms remain

regulated in a few sectors (particularly on
basic commodities) to protect consumers.
The competitiveness of the market has
been enhanced through the dismantling of
protection for "infant industries" and the
breakdown of industries with monopolistic
or cartel tendencies (Davao city website;
Philippines government tourism website).
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On the international front, the economy has
been opened to global competition,
through a tariff, private investments has
Davao City's economy is steadily growing in
the last two decades. The City has shifted
counting investments from millions in the
'80s to billions in the '90s and pool of skilled
workforce. With close to 1.5-Million people
as primary market base, the city is
conducive to business as evidenced by the
presence of the country's top 200
companies. Inflow of investments has been
remarkable in the last ten years. Export in
the City is now a billion dollar industry with
a growing niche market for its products. The
stable banana and flourishing pineapple
industries are among the country's leading
export commodities. A net exporter since
1987, Davao City largely contributed in
making the Philippines as the world's top
exporter of papaya, mangosteen, and even
flowers
(http://davaoagribiz.da.gov.ph/profile/province
/davao%20city.html).

In 2002, Davao City was declared as
an IT hub given its potential to attract ICT
companies. BPO exports in 2007-2008 from
the city were approximately USD 60 million.
There were 19 BPO companies operating
from the city, with around 3,500 employed
in 2007-2008.
The prominent IT-BPO
services sourced from Davao City include
call center, medical transcription, web and
graphics design, and engineering services
(KPMG International Cooperative, 2010).
The majority of the sampled
industries is comprised of small enterprises
(42%) followed by Micro (36%) and medium
to large enterprises (22%). Food industry is
also dominant across industry size wherein
approximately 69% are micro, 79% are

small, while 90% are medium to large. All
others in the industry size category are nonfood. Most micro enterprise is run through
single proprietorship (56.3%) and Private
Corporation (31.3%) while only very few are
run by cooperative (6.3%) and by
partnership (6.3%). Small enterprises are
mostly run through Private Corporation
(79%) same with medium to large
enterprises which are also dominated by
Private Corporation (80%).
Most
establishments regardless of size are
branches of enterprises (Micro = 56%, Small
= 47%, medium to large = 50%).
Most food industries are local investors
(62%) while some are distributed among
other industry players from national (15%),
other countries (18%) and other ASEAN
countries (5%). Non- food industry is still
dominated by local investors (50%)
followed by National investors (30%) and
from other countries (20%) while none from
ASEAN.
In relation to geographic market, 75%
and 80% of Micro and Small enterprises sell
their goods locally respectively, while very
few engage with national and international
market.
In contrary, the majority of
Medium to large enterprises expands their
market to international followed by
national arena and minimal in local and
ASEAN markets.
In terms of capital participation,
Filipinos have the highest share across all
industry sizes. For micro enterprises only
Chinese nationals have capital participation
of 6% and in small enterprise British and
Koreans have 5% shares each. In the
medium to large enterprises, Filipinos have
capital participation of 44% while the rest of
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nationalities have less than 14%. It is also
evident that most stockholders in both food
and non-food industries are Filipinos (76%
and 83% respectively). While most nationals
have minimal shares in food industry, only
Chinese and Koreans have stakes in nonfood industry
In food industry, both small and
medium to large enterprise employs more
male (Small=55%, Medium to large=77%)
than female while female employees are

dominant in micro enterprise (62%). It
shows that medium to large and small food
industries are more likely to employ male
workers
than
micro
industries.
Consequently, non-food industry seems to
employ more male workers than female.
This is evident in all sizes from micro (67%),
small (65%), and medium to large
enterprises (57%). This may be attributed to
type of goods and services that the
company has wherein nature of work is
more appropriate for male workers.

Figure 1. Regional Innovation Patterns

Quezon
City

PEZA

Davao

Cebu
0%

Given these results, it
into the possibility
economic processing
will likely increase

50%

100%

is worthwhile to look
of developing an
zone in Davao, this
innovation among

Figure 1 shows the rate of innovation
activity for businesses across regions in the
Philippines. It is evident from the results
that innovation across regions in the
country took place ranging from 41% to
70%. Davao City and Quezon City have the
same percentage of innovation activities
with 42% while Cebu City is slightly higher
with 56%. PEZA, with 72%, have the highest
business innovation activity across regions
in the Philippines. Moreover, it is quite
noticeable that PEZA being an economic
processing
zone
intended
for
manufacturing and production have the
highest rate in business innovation
activities which is also reflected in Cebu.

enterprises and would likely improve
economic activity.
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Innovation Activity

Innovation takes place through a
wide variety of business practices. The
majority of the survey is concerned with
innovation through new and improved
products and processes and with the
investments that develop and implement
them. Table 1 shows the proportion of
enterprises that actively innovate, broken
down by the components that feed into the
definition of innovation activity for survey.
Fifty-four per cent of National
businesses were innovation active during
2009, compared to 42 per cent in the
Davao. Furthermore, 38% of National
businesses were product innovators

compared to 33 % in Davao region, on the
other hand, only 31% were process
innovators in Davao compared to 44% in
the National.
Medium to large enterprises are
more likely to engage in some sort of
innovation compared to that of micro to
small enterprises, it can be noted however,
that micro-small businesses are likely to
conduct innovations which is new-tomarket products which is similar to that of
large enterprises.
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Table 1.Innovation Active Enterprise by Type of Activity
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
Micro and Small
Medium and Large
ALL
National

Davao

National

Davao

National

Davao

Innovation active

41%

43%

65%

40%

54%

42%

Product Innovator
Of which share with new-tomarket products

28%

31%

45%

40%

38%

33%

58%

55%

59%

50%

59%

53%

Process innovator
Of which share of those that
developed process
innovation within the
establishment or enterprise

31%

34%

54%

20%

44%

31%

89%

83%

92%

100%

91%

86%

Abandoned activities

8%

6%

16%

10%

12%

7%

Ongoing activities
With innovation-related
expenditure

31%

23%

49%

40%

41%

27%

29%

26%

49%

40%

40%

29%

Both product and process innovator

21%

26%

39%

20%

31%

24%

Either product or process innovator

38%

40%

60%

40%

50%

40%

Figure 2 shows the breakdown of
innovation activities undertaken in all
enterprises. In 2009, it can be noted that
these enterprises had some innovationrelated expenditure. These presents that
innovation is essential and should have to
be considered for resources allocation. It is

very evident that Training is the most
common innovation activity with 85%
followed by acquisition of machineries, inhouse R&D and marketing which range
from 46% to 62%. On the other hand,
outsourced R&D has the least rate in all
innovation activities with only 8%.
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Figure 2. Breakdown of activities in all enterprises

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

1. In-house R&D
2. Outsourced R&D
3. Acquisition of machinery
4. Acquisition of equipment
5. Acquisition of software
6. Acquisition of other external knowledge
7. Training
8. Market introduction of innovations
9. Other preparations

INNOVATION BY INDUSTRY TYPE

The proportion of firms reported to
be
innovation
active also
varied
considerably across food and non-food
sector, with 47 per cent in the National
sector compared to 43% in Davao. Large
business however, are likely to be
innovation active
in national with 68%
compared to 39% among small businesses,
the picture however, is contrary to the
innovation activity in Davao where small

business are more likely innovation active
compared to large businesses in the Region.
Among non-food industry , it can be
observed that large business in Davao are
having more innovations activity where
100% of large business conduct innovation
activity compared to 64% in the national
but the opposite is happening among small
businesses in Davao with only 33% and 45%
in the National.
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Table 2. Innovation Activity by Industry Type
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
Industry
Food

Micro and Small
National
39%

Medium and Large

Davao
46%

National
68%

Davao

ALL

33%

National
47%

Davao
43%

Non-food

45%

33%

64%

100%

59%

40%

Grand Total

41%

43%

65%

40%

54%

42%
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Constraints on Innovation

Successful and
evidence-based
policy
interventions
require
an
understanding of the barriers to business
innovation. These barriers can be internal
obstacles that the enterprise encounters
while carrying out innovation activities as
well as external factors preventing
innovation. The survey asked about a range
of constraining factors and their effect on
the ability to innovate.
Cost
regarded
innovation
enterprises.

factors were most commonly
as
significant
barriers to
among national and Davao
Large enterprises in Davao

however, regarded most knowledge factors
not a barrier to innovate with only 10%
saying they have difficulty in finding
cooperating partners for innovation activity.
Similarly, market factors were not
considered as a barrier by large enterprises
in Davao compared to small enterprises in
the region and National enterprises.
This result
need to look into
small companies
finding partners
exposure in the
activities.

suggests that there is a
subsidizing innovation of
in the region through
thus reducing capital
conduct of innovation
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Table 4. Enterprises regarding potential barriers to innovation as 'high'
Barrier

Cost
factors

Knowledge
factors

Market
factors
Reasons
not to
innovate

Lack of funds within your
establishment or enterprise
Lack of finance from
sources outside your
enterprise
Innovation costs too high
Lack of qualified personnel
Lack of information on
technology
Lack of information on
markets
Difficulty in finding
cooperation partners for
innovation
Market dominated by
established enterprises
Uncertain demand for
innovative goods or services
No need due to prior
innovations
No demand for innovations

Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
Micro and Small
Medium and Large
ALL
National

Davao

National

Davao

National

Davao

29%

20%

20%

10.0%

24%

18%

21%

11%

10%

20.0%

15%

13%

29%

26%

22%

30.0%

25%

27%

15%

9%

8%

0.0%

11%

7%

12%

11%

9%

0.0%

10%

9%

12%

9%

7%

0.0%

9%

7%

11%

11%

9%

10.0%

10%

11%

19%

23%

9%

0.0%

14%

18%

13%

9%

8%

0.0%

10%

7%

6%

6%

10%

10.0%

8%

7%

10%

9%

10%

0.0%

10%

7%

As shown in Figure 3, enterprises
not engaged in innovation activities were
more likely to perceive barriers as being
highly important compared to those who
were engaged in innovation. The results
suggest that financial factors such as high
cost of innovation and lack of funds were
considered to be the most important
barrier. Moreover, it is quite evident that
knowledge and market factors were less
likely to be perceived as highly important
barriers to innovation with the exception of
Davao
City where innovation-active
businesses highly perceived that market

dominated by established enterprises are
also considered barriers to innovation.
On the other hand, results indicate
that many business establishments in the
country were less likely to perceive
knowledge factors to innovation as highly
important barrier to innovation. It is
important to take note also that innovationactive business establishments in Davao
City have no issues with the pool of
qualified personnel thus it is never regarded
as a barrier to innovation in these
establishments.

21%

16%

15%

National Innovation Active
12%
11%
10%11%11%

10%

Davao Innovation Active
10%
12%12%
11%

8%
9%
8%
9%

5%

National Inactive

Davao Inactive

Uncertain demand for innovative goods or services

12%

Market dominated by established enterprises

12%

Difficulty in finding cooperation partners for innovation

12%

Lack of information on markets

16%
25%

Lack of information on technology

25%

Lack of qualified personnel

25%

Innovation costs too high

20%

Lack of finance from sources outside your enterprise

Lack of funds within your establishment or enterprise
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Figure 3. Perception of barriers - comparison of innovators and non-innovators rating 'high'
percentage of all establishments

35%
31%

30%
25%

22%
21%

19%
18%

15%
14%

13%
12%

9%
8%

5%
5%

0%
0%
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In Figure 4, thirteen per cent of noninnovative establishments in the country
did not need to innovate due to market
conditions while seven per cent attribute
their inactivity due to prior innovations.

establishments due to prior innovations are
the same for Davao City as compared to the
entire country while 6% in the entire
country as compared to the 4% in Davao
City believed that market conditions would
not warrant innovation.

In the IT industry, establishments in
the country believed that there is no need
to innovate because of low market demand.
Moreover, only a few (about 2%) did not
innovate because of prior innovations.

For the Electronics, Publishing and
BPO industry, on the contrary, a greater
proportion of establishments in Davao City
did not innovate because of prior
innovations and low market demand as
compared to establishments in the national
scene.

In
Food
Manufacturing,
the
proportion
of
non-innovating

Figure 4. Reason for no innovation (non-innovative enterprises only)

2%

Davao
National
Davao

Food Manufacturing

National

IT

IT

National

Food Manufacturing

ALL

Davao

Electronics, Publishing and BPO

ALL

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

1%

Electronics, Publishing and BPO

Davao

National

0%

2%
No need due to prior
innovations
No demand for innovations

4%

4%
4%

6%
4%

4%
2%

4%
0%

8%
7%

13%
0%

0%
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Factors Driving Innovation

On this instance, the survey sought
information about motivational factors for
innovation. Respondents were asked to
rank a number of drivers for innovating on a
scale from ‘no impact’, through ‘low’,
‘medium’ or ‘high’ impact. The proportion
of innovation active respondents who
answered ‘high’ in each category is shown
in Table 5.
Generally, product related factors
were more often cited than process (cost)
factors at both National and Davao. With
less than quarter (21 per cent) of National
and nearly the same (20 per cent) of Davao
respondents rated increasing range of
goods or services as highly important and
improving quality of goods and services,
confirming a strongly customer-focused
approach to innovation. Increasing entering

new markets or increasing market share
was also reported product-related drivers.
For large enterprises in the National
level, improving quality of goods and
services was seen as the most important
driver for innovation activities. The most
commonly reported driver for SMEs in the
National is increasing range and improving
quality of goods and services, in Davao
however, it is increasing range of goods and
services (17%) followed by improving
quality and other effects such as reducing
environmental
impact
and
meeting
regulatory requirements all at 11 percent.
and SMEs and large enterprises in Davao,
was the improvement in quality of goods or
services The least cited factors in National
and Davao reducing labor cost and reducing
materials and energy output per unit.
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Table 5. Enterprises rating factors driving innovation as 'high'

Product oriented
effects

Process oriented
effects

Other effects

Factor

Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
Medium and
Micro and Small
ALL
Large
National Davao National Davao National Davao

a. Increased range of
goods or services

17%

17%

24%

30%

21%

20%

b. Entered new markets or
increased market share

14%

6%

22%

30%

18%

11%

c. Improved quality of
goods or services

17%

11%

32%

30%

25%

16%

a. Improved flexibility of
production or service
provision

14%

9%

28%

30%

21%

13%

b. Increased capacity of
production or service
provision

14%

9%

26%

30%

20%

13%

c. Reduced labor costs per
unit output

8%

3%

20%

10%

14%

4%

d. Reduced materials and
energy per unit output

8%

6%

16%

10%

13%

7%

a. Reduced environmental
impacts or improved health
and safety

10%

11%

23%

10%

17%

11%

b. Met regulatory
requirements

12%

11%

26%

20%

20%

13%
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Sources of information and cooperation for Innovation

Introducing
innovation
is
an
increasingly complex process, requiring the
co-ordination of multiple inputs. It is
therefore important to know how far
enterprises engage with external sources of
technology and other innovation-related
knowledge and information.

•

Businesses can gain guidance, advice or
even inspiration for their prospective
innovation projects from a variety of both
public and private sources. Respondents
were asked to rank a number of potential
information sources on a scale from ‘no
relationship’ to ‘high importance’. The
proportion which answered ‘high’ in each
category is shown in Table 6. These sources
are:

•

•

•

Internal: from within the enterprise
itself or from other enterprises
within the enterprise group;
Market: from suppliers, customers,
clients, consultants, competitors,
other businesses, commercial
laboratories or private research and
development institutes;
Institutional: from the public sector
such as government research
organizations and universities; or
Other: from conferences, trade fairs,
exhibitions, scientific journals,
trade/technical publications,
professional or industry associations
or technical, industry or service
standards.
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and other sources for
prospective innovations.

SMEs and large enterprises in National
(29%) and Davao (18%) reported internal
and market sources as most important for
information on innovation. This suggests
that enterprises tend to rely on their own
experience and knowledge coupled with
information from suppliers, customers and
clients.

guidance

of

These results imply that there is a need
for institutions (academe and government)
to promote innovation activity or to provide
enterprises with innovation information to
promote innovation activities among
enterprises. These innovation information
or partnership may include technology
commercialization of matured researches
conducted by the academe or government
institutions.

The
institutional
sources
were
considered to be of lowest importance
among National and Davao enterprises.it
can be noted that no large enterprise in
Davao had placed importance of institutions

Table 6. Enterprises rating information sources as of 'high' importance
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
Information source

Internal

Institutional
source

Other
sources

Medium and Large

ALL

National

Davao

National

Davao

National

Davao

21%

17%

37%

20%

29%

18%

15%

6%

26%

10%

21%

7%

20%

14%

34%

30%

28%

18%

13%

3%

18%

10%

16%

4%

7%

0%

11%

10%

9%

2%

3%

0%

5%

0%

4%

0%

3%

0%

3%

0%

3%

0%

a. Conferences, trade fairs,
exhibitions

11%

6%

7%

0%

9%

4%

b. Scientific journals and
trade/technical publications

6%

6%

8%

0%

7%

4%

c. Professional and industry
associations

6%

3%

7%

0%

7%

2%

a. Within your
establishment or enterprise
a. Suppliers of equipment,
materials, components, or
software
b. Clients or customer

Market
source

Micro and Small

c. Competitors or other
enterprise in your sector
d. Consultants, commercial
laboratories, or private R&D
institutes
a. Universities or other
higher education
institutions
b. Government or public
research institutes
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INNOVATION CO-OPERATION
Eighty eight per cent of innovation
active enterprises had
co-operation
arrangements on innovation activities
within the country and 13% with other
countries while none among ASEAN
countries.
As shown in Table 7, the most
frequent partners for co-operation among
innovation
active
enterprises were
suppliers, clients and customers, and
competitors within the same sector (75 per
cent within the country, 0 ASEAN,13% other
countries). The least likely co-operation

arrangement among enterprises was with
government or
public
research
organizations such as the academe with
only 38% each.
Consistent with Table 6, it is
essential that the government organizations
and
the
academe must
promote
cooperation and partnerships with the
industry. By doing so technological
development will be more promising for the
enterprises in the region or at the National
level.

Table 7. Cooperation partners (innovation active and collaborative enterprises only)
Type of partner
Other establishments within your enterprise
Suppliers of equipment, materials, components, or
software
Clients or customers

Geography of cooperation
Within the
Other
All other
country
ASEAN
countries
88%
0%
13%
75%

0%

13%

75%

0%

13%

Competitors or other establishments in your sector
Consultants, commercial laboratories, or private R&D
institutes
Universities or other higher education institutions

75%

0%

0%

50%

0%

13%

38%

0%

0%

Government or public research institutes

38%

0%

0%
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Wider Forms of Innovation

Innovation is not wholly about the
development or use of technology or other
forms of product or process change.
Enterprises can also change their behavior
or business strategies to make themselves
more competitive, often in conjunction with
product or process innovation, but also as
an independent means of improving
competitiveness.
Enterprises were asked whether
they had made major changes to their
business structure and practices in 2009.
Headline results are summarized in Table 8.
As might be expected, National
enterprises posted a noticeably greater
proportion of large firms engaged in one or

more of these changes (National: 82 per
cent of large enterprises compared to 67
percent of SMEs) however, an opposite
picture can be observed in Davao
enterprises with SMEs posting wider
innovator compared to its large counterpart
(Davao: 74% per cent of SMEs compared to
60% percent of Large enterprises).
Knowledge management was the
most commonly reported wider activity
among the enterprises with the national
enterprises posting 72% and more than 50%
across SMES and large enterprises in Davao
and National levels. The least Marketing
innovator is the large enterprise in Davao
with only 30%.
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Table 8. Enterprises that introduced wider forms of innovation
Size of enterprise (Percentage of all enterprises)
Medium and
Micro and Small
ALL
Large
National Davao National Davao National Davao
Wider innovator
Organizational Innovator
Marketing innovator
Knowledge management

67%
46%
47%
51%

74%
49%
51%
51%

82%
68%
53%
72%

60%
60%
30%
50%

76%
58%
50%
62%

71%
51%
47%
51%
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ANNEX VI. NSOs Field Operations and
Processing Manual
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1. S&T Post
3rd Quarter Publication of DOST-STII
Benchmarking innovation survey in the Philippines
By The Planning and Evaluation Service, DOST

“Innovation is a proven driver of growth. New technologies, products and services create jobs,
foster start-ups and rejuvenate industries. As the world confronts sharp economic decline, a
coherent innovation strategy is key to sustainable growth. Governments can leverage open,
global markets and accelerate solutions for climate change, energy independence and health
care. But to reap those gains, policy makers need to understand how a borderless, networked
world is changing the way we innovate.” (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development)
The global call to promote innovation strategies pushes countries to extend its effort to counter
economic decline. Countries such as Canada, United States, and United Kingdom had already
assessed their innovation performances and concluded the need to strengthen their innovation
system. These countries have already instituted frameworks to strengthen innovation policies,
guide innovation ventures, and monitor applications.
This is parallel to what the OECD stressed that “countries need to harness innovation… to boost
growth and employment. This is the key to a sustainable rise in living standards.”

International peek
Accordingly, innovation is now recognized worldwide as a key to economic progress and social
well-being. Hence, policy-makers around the world sought to create a policy environment
conducive to stimulating and supporting innovation in their economies and societies. A number
of developing countries also followed this path. Some are already experienced in designing and
developing innovation policies and tools like innovation surveys. For instance, the promotion of
technological innovation to enhance national competitiveness has now become the priority of
nearly all members of ASEAN countries with Singapore being the most advanced.

Philippine response to global track
The Philippines has joined the ranks when the National Innovation Summit (NIS) was held in late
2007. This Summit launched the Philippine National Innovation Strategy labeled as
“Filipinnovation” that called to achieve three bjectives. First objective is to develop a
competitive and multidisciplinary workforce competent in producing value-added knowledge
based services. Second objective is to grow competitive local firms driven by constant innovation
brought about by increased R&D. Finally, the third objective is to create a public policy
environment that ensures progressive innovation.
“Filipinnovation” prescribes four strategic directions, namely: 1) strengthening human capital; 2)
supporting business incubation and acceleration efforts; 3) regenerating the innovation
environment; and 4) upgrading the Filipino mindset. This initiative gave the impetus for the
formation of the Filipinnovation Network in which individuals and institutions collaborated to
organize the country’s first NIS. The Filipinnovation Network, now an open and multidisciplinary
network with membership from private, government, and academic institutions, has raised the
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need to measure innovation in the country, particularly the innovative performance of economic
actors, and provided an empirical basis for designing innovation policies and monitoring their
impact over time.
With such, the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) has taken up the challenge of
designing and introducing a systems-oriented and policy-relevant innovation survey in the
country through the project “Towards an Innovation-led Development Path in the Philippines.”
Data on innovation would not only provide a better nderstanding of the innovation behavior and
activities of the firms, which would enable the assessment of the diffusion of technologies and
knowledge, but also essential feedbacks on science, technology, and innovation policies and
programs, indicating possible gaps and weaknesses in the country’s innovation system.
The project, funded by the International Development Research Centre (IDRC-CRDI), had
conducted initial talks with relevant experts in De La Salle University and the project staff of
Ateneo’s “Innovation for the Base of the Pyramid”, as well as potential partners like the National
Statistics Office (NSO) and institutions from Los Baños, Cebu and Davao. Subsequently, DOST
tapped NSO to conduct the actual innovation survey and the Philippine Institute for
Development Studies (PIDS) to carry out the analysis. The project was patterned after the
European Community Innovation Survey and adapted to the Philippine setting. It was also based
on the internationally comparable concepts, definitions and methodology as embodied in the
OECD Oslo Manual “Guidelines for Collecting and Interpreting Innovation Data” 3rd Edition
(2005). The survey was then gathered from 500 firms in selected survey sites, namely Quezon
City, Metro Cebu, Davao City, and PEZA Zones in Cavite and Laguna.
To ensure the direction of the project, a Project Steering Committee (PSC) was convened, headed
by Undersecretary
Fortunato T. de la Peña of DOST’s Scientific and Technological Services. Members include Dr.
Josef T. Yap of the Philippine Institute of Development Studies (PIDS), Dr. Romulo A. Virola of the
National Statistical Coordination Board, Dr. Rowena L. Guevara from UP Diliman, Dr. Cayetano
W. Paderanga, represented by Cynthia S. Regalado of the National Economic Development
Authority, Undersecretary Adrian S. Cristobal, Jr. of DTI, represented by Myrna M. Sunico, and
Mercedes M. Barcelon of the Ayala Foundation, Inc. The PSC has already conducted nine
meetings from the planning and design of survey instrument, its implementation, and, recently,
on analysis with experts, Dr. Jose Ramon G. Albert, Dr. Rafaelita M. Aldaba, and Francis Mark A.
Quimba of PIDS, Joan A. Jaque
of Hydronet Consultants, Inc., and Dr. Bonifacio A. Gabales, Jr. of University of South Eastern
Philippines. As the project progressed down to its end, a series of innovation forum was
organized and held in Davao City, Cebu City, and Quezon City to tackle and validate the results of
the survey, as well as engage the participants in reinforcing and/or identifying strategies to
mainstream innovation system approach in these areas and in the country as a whole.
Further, the team also organized a national innovation forum. Attendees of the fora were key
local and policy-makers, industry associations and key private sector representatives,
research/academic community, civil society organizations, financial institutions, multilateral and
bilateral donors, private foundations, representatives of key partners and regional, and other
specialists that are part of the innovation system, such as in the areas of legal, communications,
manufacturers , and others.
With the results of the innovation project, the DOST is optimistic that the strategies formulated
would strengthen and promote innovation activities in different industries and establish a
suitable environment for business ventures that is now recognized as an engine for
development.
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As DOST Sec. Mario G. Montejo has said, “innovation emerges from many sources, complex
interactions and knowledge flows. It emphasizes the need to nurture the demand for knowledge
and technologies among a range of actors, including small businessmen.”
“It is the two-way knowledge flows between these actors that enable innovation that lead to
value creation, increased income, job opportunities and reduced poverty,” he added.

2. Firms in Philippine ecozones most innovative, survey shows
(http://www.enterpriseinnovation.net/content/firms-philippine-ecozones-most-innovativesurvey-shows) Posted on Enterprise Innovation website, October 25, 2011
Firms in Philippine ecozones most innovative, survey shows
By Eden Estopace | Oct 25, 2011
Business establishments at the Philippine Economic Zone Authority (PEZA) economic zones are
most innovative and have the highest expenditures for research and development.
This was among the findings of the 2009 Survey on Innovation Activities (SIA) released recently
by the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) and the Philippine Institute for
Development Studies (PIDS).
Product innovation was also highest among large firms, even those not located in economic
zones. The reasons cited for pursuing innovation include raising product quality and
strengthening customer relationship.
Only 20 percent of the 500 firms included in the survey, however, reported availing government
support or assistance in pursuing innovation strategies. The firms, however, express the need for
more government support. Micro and small firms specified technical support and training, while
medium and large firms prefer training, tax rebates and infrastructure support.
Dr. Jose Ramon G. Albert, Senior Research Fellow, PIDS, said the results of the survey suggest the
need to strengthen the policy framework for innovation and dissemination information to the
public on the different government programs available for businesses.
The Philippines has formulated a national innovation strategy in 2007 and the most recent
survey was aimed at gathering information that would support the implementation of this
strategy.
"Innovation and competitiveness serve a greater a purpose. It is really inclusive growth we are
after. It's the kind of growth that actually translates to poverty reduction and higher income and
better lives for the vast majority of our countrymen," Albert said.
Senator Edgardo J. Angara, Chairman of the Congressional Commission on Science and
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Technology and Engineering (COMSTE), said the government is currently pursuing the creation of
innovation clusters in four areas: cloud computing, food, alternative energy, and climate change.

3. ANGARA CALLS FOR NATIONAL INNOVATION PROGRAM
(http://www.senate.gov.ph/press_release/2011/1018_angara1.asp)
Senate of the Philippines 15th Congress Press Release, 18 October 2011
Press Release
October 18, 2011
ANGARA CALLS FOR NATIONAL INNOVATION PROGRAM
Senator Edgardo J. Angara urged the government to implement a nationwide initiative on
Science and Technology (S&T) innovation to spur economic growth and enhance the country's
competitiveness.
Angara, Chair of the Senate Committee on Science and Technology, made the call during a
keynote speech at a forum launching the government-funded Survey on Innovation Activities
(SIA) 2009, spearheaded by the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) in partnership
with the Philippine Institute of Development Studies (PIDS) and the International Development
Research Centre (IDRC)
"The survey is a timely, relevant piece of input to governance and public policy pointing out that
around 54 percent of the firms interviewed were innovators. Unfortunately, the study also shows
that in terms of innovation, government is a very passive, indifferent actor," said Angara.
According to SIA 2009, around two-thirds of the medium and large establishments surveyed can
be considered "innovation active," compared to half and one third for small and microestablishments respectively.
Only one in 20 firms reported that they received public support for their innovations.
"There is not a single government agency that singularly pushed for innovation. This is why we
perform so poorly compared to our neighbors," explained Angara, Chair of the Congressional
Commission on Science, Technology and Engineering (COMSTE).
"But now we ought to wake up and demand that government must commit to implementing a
national innovation program in a coordinated, single-minded and dedicated manner. There must
be financial and policy support to generate a local pool of trained S&T professionals.
Government should begin to incentivize innovation in the country," he stressed. (30)
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4. Survey: PH firms need to rev up on innovation
(http://newsbytes.ph/2011/10/18/survey-ph-firms-need-to-rev-up-on-innovation/)
Posted on Newsbytes Philippines, 18 October 2011
Survey: PH firms need to rev up on innovation
Posted on 18 Oct 2011 at 11:51pm
A comprehensive study on innovation activities in the Philippines has shown that there is a need
to further strengthen the policy framework for innovation and to articulate the country’s
innovations strategy to local firms.
This conclusion was based on the government-funded Survey on Innovation Activities (SIA) 2009,
which was spearheaded by the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) in partnership
with the Philippine Institute of Development Studies (PIDS) and the International Development
Research Centre (IDRC).
The results of the report were discussed by its proponents in a press briefing on Monday at the
Dusit Hotel in Makati City.

Science secretary Mario Montejo (left) speaks during the forum launching the governmentfunded Survey on Innovation Activities (SIA) 2009 at the Dusit Hotel in Makati City on on Monday
According to the study, around two-thirds of medium and large establishments surveyed can be
considered “innovation active”, compared to half and one-third for small and microestablishments, respectively.
Only one in 20 firms reported that they received public support for their innovations.
The survey also noted that establishments in the Philippine Economic Zone Authority (Peza)
areas lead in innovation activities, with an average expenditures of P25.6 million.
“Firms in Peza, all other things equal, are more likely to be innovators than firms in other areas,”
the report said.
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Contrary to the notion that big companies are generally immobile, the study said employment
size matters for process innovation. “The larger the firm, the more likely it is a process
innovator.”
The main barrier to innovation, according to the report, is the direct cost associated in
implementing changes in the system.
Knowledge networks are also rather weak, the study said. “Firms do not access technical
assistance from the government and research institutions. Cooperation is also low between the
firms and the academe.”
The term innovation, traditionally associated with research and development, has evolved to
mean the implementation of new or significantly improved goods and services, production
process, and marketing organizational methods in a firm.
In 2007, a number of representatives of government, academe, and industry, led by IBM
Philippines, formulated a national innovation strategy called “Filipinnovation”.
The national strategy involves developing partnership toward making the Philippines competitive
with its Asian neighbors and at par with innovation leaders in the region.
The goals include strengthening human capital, supporting business incubation and acceleration,
regenerating the innovation environment, and upgrading the Filipino mindset to be open to new
ideas.
The survey was conducted in order to understand the dynamics of innovation with economic
growth as well as to provide indicators for benchmarking national performance.
In particular, the objectives the study were: describe the types of innovations engaged in by the
firms, provide information regarding the environment in which the innovative activities are
conducted, and determine the factors that drive their innovative performance, as well as the
barriers and the effects of innovation on the firms.
The survey targeted 500 establishments across four study areas: Quezon City, Metro Cebu (Cebu
City, Lapu-Lapu City, and Mandaue City), Davao City, and the Peza areas in Cavite and Laguna. It
covered three major industries: electronics manufacturing, food manufacturing, and information
and communications technology.
Senator Edgardo J. Angara, who was a guest at the event, urged the government to implement a
nationwide initiative on Science and Technology (S&T) innovation to spur economic growth and
enhance the country’s competitiveness.
“There is not a single government agency that singularly pushed for innovation. This is why we
perform so poorly compared to our neighbors,” explained Angara, chair of the Congressional
Commission on Science, Technology and Engineering (Comste).
The legislator said the survey was “a timely, relevant piece of input to governance and public
policy, pointing out that around 54 percent of the firms interviewed were innovators.”
“Unfortunately, the study also shows that in terms of innovation, government is a very passive,
indifferent actor,” said Angara.
“But now we ought to wake up and demand that government must commit to implementing a
national innovation program in a coordinated, single-minded and dedicated manner. There must
be financial and policy support to generate a local pool of trained S&T professionals.
Government should begin to incentivize innovation in the country,” he stressed.
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5. Innovation: Survival of the fittest
(http://www.bworldonline.com/Research/populareconomics.php?id=0214)
Business World Research, Popular Economics - October 7, 2011 - Manila, Philippines
Innovation: Survival of the fittest
IN ECOLOGY, those species that are not tough enough are often left behind while those who
are fit and are able to adapt to drastic changes in the ecosystem survive.
This is also true in the world of business. Tastes and preferences of consumers, which change
overtime, as well as changes in economic and market situations are just some of the factors that
need to be addressed to further improve business operations.
Innovation economics is an economic principle that reformulates conventional economic theory.
It is centered on knowledge, technology, entrepreneurship and innovation, rather than an
independent force.
Essentially, innovation economics is about yielding higher productivity and economic growth
through innovation.
According to a study by the Philippine Institute for Development Studies (PIDS) titled “Why some
firms innovate and why others do not,” by Jose Ramon G. Albert, Rafaelita M. Aldaba, Francis
Mark Quimba and Donald Yasay, there has been mounting interest in the study of innovation
including the factors that influence it, with the recognition that innovation is a major driver of
economic output, productivity and competitiveness.
“Innovation occurs in a firm when new knowledge in put to work in the production process,” the
report read.
In line with this, the Department of Science and Technology, together with the PIDS, conducted a
Survey on Innovation Activities for the period January 2009 — June 2010, to understand the
dynamics of innovation and growth. The survey covered 500 establishments across four study
areas: Quezon City, Metro Cebu, Davao City and Philippine Economic Zone Authority areas in
Cavite and Laguna whose businesses are related to food manufacturing, electronics, and
information and communication technology.
Results of the survey showed that more than half or 54.4% if the sampled establishments were
classified as “innovation-active” during the survey period.
Both medium and large establishments were observed to be more likely to engage in some sort
of innovation, with about two-thirds being “innovation-active,” as compared with a third for
microestablishments and half for small establishments.
“An establishment is considered to be innovation-active if it is a product innovator that [had]
introduced new or significantly improved products and services,” the PIDS report read.
The PIDS paper noted that the larger the establishment, the more likely it innovates.
“Firm size is a determinant [of] innovation,” PIDS said in the report.
University of Asia and the Pacific senior economist Cid L. Terosa said innovations are important
for businesses. “Innovations add value to existing resources and make firms competitive. Since
markets have become global, it is important to introduce innovations in products, markets,
technology, sources of raw materials, and industrial organizations,” Mr. Terosa said.
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“Also, business innovations will raise our global standing in terms of the index of doing business
and the competitiveness index,” he added.
Mr. Terosa also said business innovations are necessary during times of crisis because they allow
firms to continue operations with minimal loss in efficiency and profitability. “Business
innovations are supposed to make firms nimble and flexible in times of crisis. In a global business
environment, businesses not only have to achieve allocative efficiency (producing at the lowest
possible cost) but they also have to muster adaptive efficiency (sustaining production despite
changes in the business and economic environment). Innovations contribute to the attainment of
adaptive efficiency in firms,” Mr. Terosa explained.
Despite the abovementioned benefits of business innovations, some establishments shun the
new trend.
The PIDS report said cost factors, knowledge factors and market factors are major reasons
hampering innovation among businesses in the country. Results of the survey suggest the need
to further strengthen the policy framework for innovation and aggressively pursue the country’s
innovation strategy, it added.
“The national government and local government units need to work in tandem with the academe
and the business sector to advocate for innovation, providing more leadership, bringing people
and innovations together,” said the PIDS report. — Daniel Anne Nepomuceno-Rodriguez

6. DOST Initiates Innovation Survey
(http://www.philstar.com/Article.aspx?articleId=734140&publicationSubCategoryId=108)
The Philippine Star - October 5, 2011
DOST initiates innovation survey
By Ehda M. Dagooc (The Freeman) Updated October 05, 2011 12:00 AM

CEBU, Philippines - The Department of Science and Technology (DOST) has taken up the
challenge to design and introduce a systems-oriented and policy-relevant innovation survey in
the country through a project called “Towards an Innovation-led Development Path in the
Philippines”.
Data on innovation are expected to provide a better understanding of the innovation behavior
and activities of the firms.
According to DOST Secretary Mario G. Montejo this project will in turn produce insights on how
technologies and knowledge diffuse, along with essential feedbacks on science, technology, and
innovation policies and programs that indicate possible gaps and weaknesses in the country
innovation system.
The project, funded by the International Development Research Centre (IDRC-CRDI), had
conducted initial discussions with experts at the De La Salle University, the project staff of
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Ateneo de Manila University’s “Innovation for the Base of the Pyramid”, and potential partners
like the National Statistics Office (NSO) and institutions based in Los Baños, Cebu, and Davao.
Subsequently,DOST tapped NSO to do the actual innovation survey. The Philippine Institute for
Development Studies (PIDS) would carry out the analysis.
The project was patterned after the European Community Innovation Survey, and adapted to
Philippine setting. It followed internationally comparable concepts, definitions, and methodology
as embodied in the OECD Oslo Manual, “Guidelines for Collecting and Interpreting Innovation
Data”, 3rd Edition, 2005. The survey covered 500 firms in selected survey sites including Quezon
City, Metro Cebu, Davao City, and Philippine Economic Zone Authority sites in Cavite and Laguna.
A Project Steering Committee (PSC) headed by DOST Undersecretary for S&T Services Fortunato
T. de la Peña has set the project’s direction. PSC members include Dr. Josef T. Yap of the
Philippine Institute of Development Studies (PIDS), Dr. Romulo A. Virola of the National Statistical
Coordination Board, Dr. Rowena L. Guevara of the University of the Philippines in Diliman, Dr.
Cayetano W. Paderanga represented by Cynthia S. Regalado of the National Economic
Development Authority, Department of Trade and Industry Undersecretary Adrian S. Cristobal,
Jr. represented by Myrna M. Sunico, and Mercedes M. Barcelon of Ayala Foundation, Inc.
The PSC has held nine meetings on planning and design of survey instrument, implementation,
and analysis with experts including Dr. Jose Ramon G. Albert, Dr. Rafaelita M. Aldaba, and Francis
Mark A. Quimba of PIDS; Joan A. Jaque of Hydronet Consultants, Inc.; and Dr. Bonifacio A.
Gabales, Jr. of University of South Eastern Philippines.
As the project wound down, a series of innovation fora were held in Davao City, Cebu City, and
Quezon City to tackle and validate the results of the survey. Participants were also asked to
reinforce and/or identify strategies to mainstream innovation system approach in those areas
and in the country. The team also prepared a national innovation forum.
Those who attended the fora included key local and policy-makers, representatives from industry
associations and the private sector, research/academic community, civil society organizations,
financial institutions, multilateral and bilateral donors, private foundations, development
partners, and other specialists that are part of the innovation system (e.g. legal, communications,
manufacturers, etc).
The DOST is optimistic that the strategies formulated based on the results of the innovation
project would promote and enhance innovation activities in different industries, and establish a
suitable environment for business ventures.
“Innovation emerges from many sources, complex interactions, and knowledge flows. It
emphasizes the need to nurture the demand for knowledge and technologies among a range of
actors, including small businessmen… It is the two-way knowledge flows between these actors
that enable innovation leading to value creation, increased income, job opportunities, and
reduced poverty,” Montejo said.
(FREEMAN)
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7. Philippine firms investing in innovation, study says
(http://business.inquirer.net/21397/philippine-firms-investing-in-innovation-study-says)
Philippine Daily Inquirer - September 26, 2011
Philippine firms investing in innovation, study says
Think tank cites need to pursue growth strategy
By: Riza T. Olchondra
Philippine Daily Inquirer 12:57 am | Monday, September 26th, 2011
The majority of Philippine companies are investing in innovation to keep themselves competitive,
according to a government study.
Citing the Survey on Innovation Activities (SIA) from January 2009 to June 2010, the Philippine
Institute for Development Studies said 54.4 percent of survey respondents were “innovation
active.”
The PIDS, National Statistics Office (NSO) and Department of Science and Technology (DoST)
conducted the survey.
PIDS said the survey covered three major industries: (a) food manufacturing, (b) electronics
manufacturing, and (c) information and communication technology.
The SIA covered establishments across four study areas: Quezon City; Metro Cebu (Cebu City,
Lapu-lapu City and Mandaue City); Davao City; and the Philippine Economic Zone Authority
(Peza) areas in Cavite and Laguna.
In NSO’s sampling process, 1,824 establishments were covered across the three major industries
in the four study areas.
Target establishments were stratified into food and nonfood industry clusters with a 40:60
distribution.
As in other establishment surveys, target respondents for the SIA were the owners and managers
of the sampled establishments.
According to the survey, 65.2 percent of large firms and 65 percent of medium-sized companies
said they were innovators.
Among small companies, 48.6 percent said they were innovators while 34 percent of
microestablishments said the same.
The average annual expenditure for innovation activities was about P12.4 million.
The average annual spending for large firms was P30.2 million, for medium sized companies P3.2
million, for small firms P2.96 million, and for microestablishments P51,200.
Overall, 37.6 percent said they were product innovators, mostly to introduce new products to
their respective markets.
Among large firms, 46.4 percent cited product innovations and 42.5 percent of medium-sized
companies said the same.
Among small companies, 32.7 percent said they were product innovators and 23.6 percent of
microestablishments said the same.
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At the same time, 43.9 percent of the total sample innovated on processes, mostly with very
little outside help.
Among large firms, 56.4 percent cited process innovations and 50 percent of medium sized
companies said the same.
Among small companies, 38.3 percent said they developed process innovations and 23.6 percent
of microestablishments said the same.
Only 3.4 percent of the total sample said they had public financial support for innovation.
Medium sized companies had the most access with 7.5 percent, followed by large firms with 4.4
percent and small companies with 1.9 percent.
None of the microestablishments had public financial support for innovation. Companies
apparently had better access to non-financial government support. Of the total sample, 21.5
percent said they had government assistance to innovate. Medium sized enterprises again led
the pack with 28.8 percent, followed by large firms with 26 percent, small companies with 15
percent, and microestablishments with 15.1 percent.
In a policy note titled “Why some firms innovate and why others do not,” PIDS research fellows
Jose Ramon G. Albert, Rafaelita M. Aldaba, Francis Mark A. Quimba, and Donald Yasay said there
has been mounting research on innovation, “with the recognition that innovation is a major
driver of economic output, productivity and competitiveness.”
However, as the SIA showed, most companies do not yet consider government and research
institutions as key partners in their innovative practices and are developing innovations
internally.
Firms also need to be stimulated to cooperate for innovation, the PIDS research fellows said.
They said government must communicate its financial and non-financial programs and
encourage cooperation between industry associations, universities, and research institutions.
The SIA is meant to be a systems-oriented and policy-relevant survey on innovation, PIDS said.
“Various studies have pointed to the Philippines’ meager expenditures on research and
development (R&D) activities, especially when compared with those of its neighboring countries.
Innovation, however, is not just confined to inventions and R&D,” the PIDS policy note stated.
The PIDS fellows said, “From an economics standpoint, an innovation must increase value,
whether customer value or producer value.” They said innovation activities in a firm involve the
implementation of new or significantly improved products or processes via technological
innovation, or new marketing or organizational methods.
To provide indicators for benchmarking national performance, PIDS said, the Department of
Science and Technology (DOST) planned for the conduct of the 2009 SIA.
The PIDS, NSO and DoST conducted the survey with funding support from the International
Development Research Centre.
The SIA was self-administered, PIDS said.
The questionnaire was adapted from the European Union’s Community Innovation Survey
Version 4, with some refinements to consider the Philippine setting.
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8. Pilot Innovation Survey Results Revealed
(http://region11.dost.gov.ph/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=107:pilotinnovation-survey-results-) DOST Region XI - September 7, 2011

Pilot Innovation Survey Results Revealed
Written by Eric C. Colmenares
Wednesday, 07 September 2011 11:35

(L-R – Dr. Anthony C. Sales, Regional Director, DOST XI;Prof. Fortunato T. Dela Peña,
Undersecretary, DOST and Mr. Rizal Giovanni Aportadera, Davao City Tourism
Officer representing Honorable Inday Sara Z. Duterte)
An Innovation Forum was hosted and conducted by the Department of Science and Technology
(DOST) together with its key partners to present the results of the pilot innovation survey on July
12, 2011 at the Pinnacle Hotel and Suites in Sta. Ana, Davao City. Dr. Jose Ramon Albert, a senior
research fellow of the Philippine Institute of Development Studies, and Mr. Gilbert Importante of
the University of Southeastern Philippines-Obrero Campus presented the results of the pilot
innovation survey done in 2010.
The pilot survey was a collaborative project of DOST with the International Development
Research Centre of Canada (IDRC) and other agencies which aimed to measure the innovation
activities in the country particularly the innovative performance of economic actors; to provide
empirical basis for designing innovation policies and to monitor their impact over time. The
respondents of the survey were from the food manufacturing, electronics manufacturing and
ICT/ICT-related industries in the major cities in Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao.
Results of the survey showed that the average expenditures in innovation activities are highest
for electronics manufacturing at 25M Php in contrast to food manufacturing at 2.7M Php.

The establishments in the Philippine economic zones lead in innovation activity with average
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expenditures in innovation activities at 25.6M Php. Davao City and Quezon City firms have the
least innovation activities with average innovation expenses at 47k Php and 5.7M Php pesos,
respectively. However, Davao City leads in innovation cooperation compared to Quezon City.
Only 20% of the firms availed of government support or assistance in its innovation activities,
with the rate highest among large firms in the food manufacturing industry. The barriers to
innovation are lack of funds and higher cost of innovation. Cooperation is also low between the
firms and academe.
In the same forum, Mayor Inday Sara Duterte hoped that the results of the innovation survey will
be utilized in different fields. “Innovation needs to go hand in hand with other efforts towards
the achievement of economic development for Davao City, Mindanao and throughout the
country,” Duterte added.

9 Gov't 'least important' in innovation
(http://www.sunstar.com.ph/cebu/business/2011/07/17/gov-t-least-important-innovation167389) Published in the Sun.Star Cebu newspaper on July 18, 2011
Gov’t ‘least important’ in innovation
By Mia A. Aznar
Sunday, July 17, 2011
ACCORDING to a survey on innovation, firms that innovate to improve on their business consider
government or public research institutes to be the least important institutional sources for
innovation.
Results presented by the Philippine Institute of Development Studies (PIDS) reported that out of
474 firms in Quezon City, Metro Cebu, Davao City and Peza-areas of Laguna and Cavite, a
number rely on their own experience and knowledge with the help of information provided by
clients and suppliers when it comes to introducing innovation.
The 2009 Innovation Survey was presented to stakeholders at a forum Friday by PIDS supervising
research specialist Francis Mark Quimba.
The pilot study picked firms in food processing and manufacturing, electronics and information
technology services to determine their innovation activities.
Of all the respondents, 34.5 percent of innovation-active firms had some form of cooperation,
most of which were with other establishments within the enterprise at 91.2 percent.
The study also showed that only one out of five firms (20 percent) availed themselves of
government support or assistance when it came to innovation activities and they rate highest
among the larger firms in food manufacturing.
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The small and micro firms considered technical support and trainings to be important forms of
innovation while the medium and large firms value training, tax rebates and infrastructure
support.
Quimba said the results showed that the effects of innovation were mostly customer-driven
while cost factors are the most important barriers to innovation.
The study also showed that government support was found to be limited to medium-sized firms
when it came to product innovations.
They also learned that the knowledge networks of the firms were weak.
They learned that the firms do not access their information from the government or research
institutions. They also found that cooperation is low between the firms and the academe.
They recommended the need to further strengthen the policy framework for innovation and
articulate innovation strategy to firms, as they do not view government and research institutions
as partners in their innovative practices.
They cited the need to improve information dissemination on available programs to assist the
firms in initiating innovative practices.
They suggested developing and strengthening knowledge and cooperation networks at the local
level and to closely monitor innovation.
The study was conducted after a network of private, government and academic institutions
raised concerns on the urgency to measure innovation, particularly the innovative performance
of economic actors to provide basis for designing innovation policies.
The Department of Science and Technology took up the challenge of the first innovation study in
the country.
Published in the Sun.Star Cebu newspaper on July 18, 2011.

10. Study Cebu's creative sector
(http://www.sunstar.com.ph/cebu/business/2011/07/15/study-cebu-s-creative-sector167129)
Published in the Sun.Star Cebu newspaper on July 16, 2011
Study Cebu’s creative sector
By Mia A. Aznar
Friday, July 15, 2011
HIGH costs and the lack of understanding are some of the reasons companies in Cebu see no
need to innovate, a survey on innovation revealed.
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Joan Jaque, of HydroNet Consultants, presented results of a 2009 survey on innovation activities
in Cebu yesterday during a consultation with stakeholders at the Department of Science and
Technology.
Metro Cebu was one of four areas picked for the country’s pilot survey on innovation.
The other areas included in the survey were in Quezon City, Davao City and Peza-areas of Laguna
and Cavite.
Undersecretary Fortunato dela Peña explained they picked the manufacturing and services
sectors as pilot areas for the survey. They decided to pick companies in food manufacturing and
processing, electronics and information technology.
He admitted there were calls for a survey that would include more sectors and more areas, but
said that a survey on such a scale would be expensive.
Still, he said the intention was to find out the level of innovation activities that some companies
in the country were employing.

Tradition
Jaque said that respondents of the Cebu survey who did not innovate no longer saw the need to
do so if their companies already dominated the market. Others were uncertain if there was a
demand for the innovations in goods and services.
Stakeholders who were gathered for discussions on the survey cited the lack of exposure to
international markets, the preference to stick with traditional methods and the “bahala na”
attitude or fatalism as additional barriers to innovation.
The survey targeted 129 establishments in the cities of Cebu, Mandaue and Lapu-Lapu.
Of the 129 establishments, 35 percent are large companies, 23 percent are micro enterprises, 25
percent are considered small enterprises and 17 percent are under the medium-sized category.
Based on their findings, Jaque said 55.8 percent of the respondents were “innovation active”,
with medium enterprises as the highest innovators. Of the number of establishments that
innovated, 38 percent chose to innovate in their products.
Jaque admitted that for Cebu, the figures should have been higher. During focus group
discussions, many cited that the figures were low because creative industries, such as furniture
and fashion accessories, were not included in the survey, a sector that is strong in Cebu.
The survey also showed that companies that spend for innovation put their money on training of
personnel and the purchase of new equipment, machinery, or software.

Free information
They spend the least on outsourcing research and development and in acquiring external
knowledge. During focus group discussions, Jaque said those present cited the availability of free
information on the Internet made companies decide against spending for these.
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Factors that drive large companies to innovate are their goals to enter a new market and
increase market share. For micro and small enterprises, they innovate to improve on the quality
of their goods and services and increase their capacity for production.
Not many innovate because they want to reduce the use of materials and energy.
A low eight percent of the respondents were able to avail of government services, citing the
“cumbersome” processes and bureaucracy that entrepreneurs had to go through just to avail of
these services.
To encourage the culture of innovation, respondents recommended that a regular survey be
done every two years and for government to promote innovation and the best practices adopted
by companies be recognized.
They also asked that the survey be expanded to include creative industries, tourism, maritime
industry and those specific to micro, small and medium enterprises.
Published in the Sun.Star Cebu newspaper on July 16, 2011.

11. Low innovative industries in Davao--survey
(http://www.pia.gov.ph/?m=7&r=R11&id=43031&y=2011&mo=07)
Philippine Information Agency

Low innovative industries in Davao—survey
Tuesday, July 12, 2011
by Mai Gevera
DAVAO CITY, July 12 -- A survey conducted by the University of Southeastern Philippines (USEP)
revealed less market innovation of industries in Davao compared to other types of innovation.
At the Innovation Forum held at the Pinnacle Hotel here, USEP’s Gilbert Importante along with
the other authors of the survey attributed this situation to the size of the market of the
industries and regarded it as less important compared to other innovation initiatives within the
establishment.
ICT Davao President Bert Barriga clarified that enterprises in Davao are willing to open their
services to the world; however, they just don’t have the access on how to expand their markets.
“They are not aware that they could avail of consultants. Instead, they spend more on
machineries and infrastructure for innovation.” he said.
Barriga’s observation coincided with the survey result showing that small and micro enterprises
in Davao did not source market information from consultants and other commercial laboratories.
It can be attributed to the high cost of sourcing this information through sources.
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It also showed that enterprises are not sourcing out from the government institutions and
academe, which implies that research and development outputs of universities and government
research institutions are not aligned with current industry trends.
For large enterprises in the national level, improving quality of goods and services was seen as
the most important driver for innovation activities. However, industries in Davao consider the
factors in reduction of labor cost, material inputs energy output and environmental effects as
least among its priorities.
Thus, it was recommended that innovation researches and innovation technologies be provided
to these industry groups to become competitive and promote innovations.
The survey also pushes for the establishment of an economic processing zone in Davao or
enhance existing processing zones in the region as this would likely increase innovation among
enterprises and improve economic activity. (PIA/Mai Gevera)

12. Innovation at the nation's heart
(http://www.unitedworld-usa.com/usatoday/philippines/10innovation.htm)
Our World - The Philippines
United World (Supplement for USA TODAY)

Innovation at the nation's heart
Innovation is the buzzword in the Philippines, where generation of new ideas for products and
services is a crucial element of the national strategy for boosting competitiveness
Technology is seen as the foundation of future economic development, and by harnessing the
creativity and ingenuity of the Filipino people, the government hopes to build new industries,
make existing ones more productive, and create more and better-paid jobs. Innovation, it
believes, will give rise to new opportunities and offers the potential for unlimited growth.
“We are using science and technology to improve our industries and make them more
competitive,” says Mario Montejo, Secretary of Science and Technology.
The National Innovation Strategy – dubbed Filipinnovation – is based on a public-private
partnership, spearheaded by the Department of Science and Technology (DOST), IBM, Asian
Institute of Management (AIM) Policy Center and the Intellectual Property Office of the
Philippines, and involving a host of other stakeholders, including leaders from industry,
government, academia, and civil society.
Ultimately, the aim of Filipinnovation is to brand the Philippines as an Asian innovation hub that
is distinct from its Asian neighbors but able to compete effectively with them and that strives to
match the world’s leading innovation regions, such as North America and Europe.
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The vision is of a competitive and multidisciplinary Filipino workforce producing value-added
knowledge-based products and services of global standards, and of competitive local firms driven
by constant innovations based on research and development.
The government sees its role as being to create an environment in which innovation is
encouraged and can flourish, with government, academia, and the private sector working
towards a common goal.
Mr. Montejo believes that given such a positive climate Filipino researchers will come up with
products, services, and technologies that are competitive. “It is important for us to believe in
ourselves,” he says. “We are pursuing things in science that people initially think difficult to
achieve, but we are trying to instill the confidence that we can do it.”
He argues that innovation is required in fields as diverse as mass transit, flood monitoring and
food control. “We aim to come up with simple solutions that will reduce problems. For example,
there is a lack of drinkable water here, so we are introducing a low cost water filter made from
clay. It is a very cheap and simple process and by using the filter we aim to reduce the number of
those contracting dengue fever.
“By promoting the consumption of brown rice and developing a process to prolong its shelf life,
we are trying to address the rice shortage,” he says. “For disaster mitigation, we are installing
locally developed auto weather stations, water level sensors and rain gauges.”
A variety of programs have been launched to support the innovation drive, such as the
Engineering Research and Development for Technology (ERDT) consortium, involving seven
universities, which is aimed at producing a critical mass of engineers with advanced degrees and
at promoting research and development as a way of addressing issues of sustainability, health,
security and quality of life.
An Open Technology Business Incubator has been established by DOST and the Philippine
Economic Zone Authority (PEZA) to promote the growth of technology-based ICT startups, while
the Department of Agriculture has launched a program to enhance the delivery of accurate
agriculture and fisheries information to assist business development and decision making.
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13. NSO Conducts the Survey of Innovation Activities
(http://www.nscb.gov.ph/pressreleases/2010/PR-201007_PP1_09_sia.asp)
NSCB Press Release (PR-201007-PP1-09, Posted 27 July 2010)
NSO Conducts the Survey of Innovation Activities by Establishments
(PR-201007-PP1-09, Posted 27 July 2010)
The Survey of Innovation Activities by Establishments (SIA) was granted clearance on June 29,
2010 by the National Statistical Coordination Board (NSCB) under its Statistical Survey Review
and Clearance System (SSRCS).
The new survey to be conducted by the National Statistics Office (NSO) in collaboration with the
Department of Science and Technology (DOST), aims to generate information on innovative
behavior of establishments in selected areas and industries in the Philippines in order to
determine the factors that drive their innovation performance, and to mainstream innovationsystem approach in national policy-making.
The DOST designed the SIA as a systems-oriented and policy-relevant survey on innovation in
response to the concern raised by the Filipinnovation Network on the urgency to measure
innovation in the country, particularly in industries and sectors that drive the Philippine
economy. The objective is to provide empirical basis for designing policies consistent with the
Philippine National Innovation Strategy as well as monitor their impacts over time.
The major data items to be collected from the survey include: (1) type of products/process
innovation; (2) expenditures by type of innovation activity; (3) sources of information and
cooperation for innovation activity; (4) effects of innovation activity; (5) factors hampering
innovation activity; (6) intellectual property rights for goods; (7) type of
organizational/marketing/ knowledge management innovation introduced; (8) response to
government innovation-related policies; (9) total turnover; (10) employment by sex; (11) capital
participation; and (12) general information about the establishments.
The SIA questionnaires will be distributed and collected from August to September 2010,
covering 500 establishments in Quezon City, Metro-Cebu (Cebu City, Lapu-lapu City and
Mandaue City), Davao City and the Philippine Economic Zone Authority (PEZA) areas in Cavite
and Laguna. Three major sectors are covered in the survey: (a) food manufacturing, (b)
electronics manufacturing, and (c) information and communication technology, which includes IT
manufacturing, ICT trade, software publishing, telecommunications services, hardware
consultancy, other software and consultancy supply, other computer related activities, data
processing, hosting and related activities, database activities and online distribution of electronic
content, repair of computers and communication equipment, publishing activities, animated
films and cartoons production, motion picture, video and television program production, sound
recording and music publishing activities, call center, and medical transcription activities.
A total of Php 1.75 million or Php 3,500.00 per establishment was allocated for the SIA to cover
travelling expenses, supplies, printing expenses, communication, freight, training and others, the
funding for which was granted by the International Development Research Center (IDRC).
Tabulation and data evaluation are targeted to be accomplished on December 10, 2010 while
submission of data files and statistical tables to DOST for analysis is scheduled on December 15,
2010.
The SSRCS is a mechanism institutionalized by the NSCB through Memorandum Circular Nos. 488 and 04-95, which aims to: (1) ensure sound design for data collection; (2) minimize the
burden placed upon respondents; (3) effect economy in statistical data collection; (4) achieve
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better coordination of government statistical activities; and (5) inform the private sector and the
public in general that a government survey operation has passed clearance and enjoin their
cooperation in the conduct of the survey.
ROMULO A. VIROLA
Secretary General

